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REPORT.
The Board of Foreign Missions respectfully presents to the 
General Synod its Seventy-fourth Annual Report, and of its sep­
arate and independent action the Forty-Ninth.
It comes before the Synod and the Church, 
No  Debt. for the fifth consecutive year, without debt and 
with a small balance to its credit. But it can­
not forget, nor should the Church be allowed to forget, that this 
result has only been accomplished by the most rigid economy and’ 
the painful withholding from the Missions of the additions to 
their force and increase of means they sorely needed for carrying 
on their work to the best advantage, and for which they have 
made incessant and insistent appeals.
Death has again entered the membership of 
Dr. Van Gieson. the Board and taken from it one of its oldest 
members, honored by it and throughout the 
church,— the Rev. A. P. V a n  Cieson, D. D. Dr. V a n  Gieson was 
three times elected a memb er of the Board by the General Synod. 
His name stands a m o n g  the original incorporators of w h o m  he 
is believed to have been, at the time of his death, the sole survivor. 
His first term of service extended from 1857 to i860; his last 
from 1885 to the date of his departure on April 19, 1906. A n  ap­
propriate minute in his m e m o r y  has been adopted by the Board 
and placed on record. •
No r have the missionaries of the Church escaped. Probably 
never before has the Board been obliged to report, as it does 
now, with profound sorrow, the loss of three of its devoted mis­
sionaries within a single year .
, O n  April 25, 7905, Mrs. Sharon J. Thoms, M. 
Mrs. Thoms. D., of the Arabian Mission, died at Bahrein of 
typhoid fever. Mrs. T h o m s  was a fully edu­
cated physician, a graduate of the Medical department of Michi­
gan University, and with her husband, joined the Mission in 1898. 
She returned to the field from furlough, with her family, in No-
vember, 1904. He r death, to hu m a n  view untimely, was a great 
blow to the Mission and especially to the Bahrein station and the 
work to which her life'was given. '
■ With Dr. and Mrs. T h o m s  and the Deputa-
Mrs. Bennett, tion of the Boards, Mrs. Jessie N. (Vail), w h o  
. had only a few days before become the wife of 
Dr. Arthur K. Bennett, sailed for Arabia in the fall of 1904. He r 
attractive personality, sunny disposition, mental powers, devotion 
to the work and to the Lord, and her great success in language-­
study, gave ground for the brightest hopes for a career of signal 
usefulness. These hopes were shattered by her death, also of 
typhoid fever, on January 21, 1906.
M  -d  c c j O n  April 23, 1906, Mrs. Florence (Schenck), 
rS' der CU W '̂ e ^ ev‘ F ranl< S. Scudder, passed away in 
' Tokyo, Japan. Th e sorrowful tidings came by
cable on the following day. Daughter of a former minister of 
the Reformed Church and wife of a successful pastor and mis­
sionary to Japan, Mrs. Scudder had w o n  for herself a place in 
the.admiring affection of very m a ny in this country and in Japan. 
H ’r home was a center of gracious influences which will continue 
to be felt in m a n y  hearts and lives in both countries.
All these, being dead, yet speak, and s u m m o n  us to ne w con­
secration to the service of the Lord and of humanity in which 
thev have fallen.
THE WIDE AND WHITENING FIELDS. ■
N o  intelligent observer of the condition of the non-Christian 
nations a m o n g  w h o m  our Missions are planted and working, 
can fail to be deeply impressed by the signs of momentous 
change and development going on within them. That these 
changes are to have, and must have an important bearing oh the 
growth of the Ki ng dom of Christ, it is impossible to doubt. No r 
can it any more be doubted that as they widen and multiply the 
opportunities, so they intensify the obligation of the entire Church 
with reference to giving the Gospel to these peoples. They make 
the strengthening and enlargement of our o w n  work a m o n g  them 
of vital importance.
That China is in a state of ferment, largely as 
- China. the result of the recent war between Japan - and 
Russia, but also clue to other antecedent causes, 
is evident to the world. With the patriotic feeling, ne w to 
China, that finds expression in the cry. “China for the Chinese,” 
no just mind can fail to sympathize. That, it has manifested it­
self in mistaken, unpleasant and sometimes injurious ways is'not 
surprising. Nor should it be forgotten that for much of the ill- 
will and even violence sometimes exhibited, the treatment ac­
corded to Chinese in this and other “Christian” -countries furn­
ished a plausible pretext, if not full justification. T h e  fact re­
mains that the attitude of the government toward foreign nations 
is changed and, by all confession, never again will a “Boxer U p ­
rising” fostered by government for the expulsion of foreigners 
be possible. ' •
Th e sending of successive commissions, composed of m e n  of 
large intelligence and of the highest rank, to this country and the 
Western nations generally, marks an epoch in the history of the 
Chinese Empire. Th e reception and entertainment of one of these 
commissions, of which H. E. Tuan Fang, Viceroy of the prov­
ince of Fukien in which our A m o y  Mission lies, in February, 
1906, furnished an occasion of great interest which, it is believed, 
will not be without its influence for good on the future relations 
of the two nations and on the work of Missions in China. Th e 
very object of these Commissions, plainly stated, to make a study 
of the institutions and methods, political, commercial, educational, 
social, etc., of Western nations, gives a perpetual quietus to the 
ancient theory of the exalted and exclusive superiority of the 
Celestial K i ng dom and the inferiority of the “outside barbar­
ians.”
Even more significant, perhaps, of the radical change which the 
best thought of the Empire is undergoing, is the complete sub­
version by imperial edict, of the old system of examinations which 
has endured for milleniums, the substitution of examinations in 
Western learning, the establishment of a system of schools for 
its inculcation and the sending of students to other countries,— es­
pecially to Japan,— for its acquisition. “If any one had dared,” 
says the report of the A m o y  Mission, “ten years ago, to prophesy
that in another decade the examination on which all social, politi­
cal and military preferments are based in China would be abol­
ished, he would have been considered mentally unbalanced. Yet 
this very thing has happened. The hundreds of examination 
halls all over China are deserted, and m a n y  of them already in 
ruins.”
Side by side with these movements, and of equal if not greater 
advantage to the cause and kingdom of Christ in China, are the 
movements going on within the churches. Measures have long 
been under consideration for the bringing together into one body 
— following the example of Japan and India— of all the churches 
of the Reformed faith and Presbyterian order throughout the 
Empire. Practical difficulties have delayed the consummation of 
this ideal. That it will be ultimately realized, possibly at no 
very distant day, there can be no doubt. Quite as significant,—  
perhaps even more so,— is a more recent proposal for the feder­
ation of all churches of Christ of every name. These are signs 
pointing to the fulfilment of the Redeemer’s prayer for His dis­
ciples, “that they all m a y  be one,” and the realization of His pur­
pose, “that the world m a y  k n o w  that T h o u  hast sent me.”
Th e signal triumph of Japan in her war with 
Japan. Russia and the conclusion of peace, have greatly 
increased her prestige and augmented her in­
fluence in China and in all the East. T o  her, quite naturally, 
China looks for aid and guidance in the n e w  career on which 
she has entered, more than to any other nation. Thousands of 
young m e n  from China are being educated in Japan. Thousands 
of Japanese teachers, merchants and others are establishing them­
selves in China. Th e hold of Japan upon Korea gives her un­
limited opportunities to mold the destinies of that dependent 
K i n g d o m  for good or evil. Even in India the influence of her 
great successes has ■ been manifested, resulting in the "feeling, 
— which has not lacked expression;—  that Christian civilization 
and with it Christianity itself has been on. trial and has failed.
It is a remarkable fact that two of the best k n o w n  and most 
highly honored Christian m e n  of Japan have been sent to India 
by their fellow Christians to counteract this false and injurious 
conception by public lectures in the largest centres.
These considerations ma ke the question of what Japan herself 
is to become and what shall be the character of the influences 
that flow out from her, one of tremendous importance. It notes 
a crisis in the work of Christianization that the Church should 
not be slow to recognize and meet. If Japan is to become the 
Christian nation that the Church desires to see, and exert a 
Christian influence upon the nations that look to her for guid­
ance and inspiration, it is no time for the reduction but rather 
for the reduplication of missionary effort for her evangelization.
It is encouraging, in this view, that Christian activities during 
and since the war have been so strenuous, so well-considered and 
executed, so extensive and so helpful as to attain popular and 
even imperial recognition. With the returning troops have come 
large numbers w h o  have been served and blessed and even w o n  
to Christ through these activities. T h e  name of Christian has a 
n e w  meaning to multitudes. A  greater willingness, and in m a n y  
places avidity, to listen to the preaching of the Gospel is notice­
able and greater freedom of access to the pupils and teachers in 
the schools. .
That a ne w desire for complete independence should show it­
self in the Japanese churches, is not surprising. In the object de­
sired and aimed at,— real independence of all foreign aid as well 
as of foreign direction,— every well-wisher of Japan and of the 
Church can cordially sympathize. This spirit, showing itself in 
all the churches to a greater or less degree, has had its most 
striking manifestation in the action of the Daikwai or "Synod of 
the “Church of Christ,” last year. In its zeal to be rid of foreign 
influence before it is able to assume entire responsibility for the 
evangelization of the people, it has probably passed the limits of 
sound discretion. T h e  problem of co-operation with the missions 
to "whose labors in the past it owes, under God, its very existence 
is a serious one. ' That it will yet be solved in a w a y  to secure the 
highest interests of the “Church of Christ” and the continuance 
and extension of the work of the Missions, there is reason to hope.
The prevalence of famine in three ©f the Northern provinces of 
the Empire has given opportunity for a display of that sympa­
thetic charity which°so well becomes the na me of Christ. Appeals
for (help have met a generous response in this country. O u r  o w n  
Church :has contributed nearly $6,000. -
. Perhaps the most notable event in connection 
j India; , with the work of Christ in India is the organiza- 
^  ̂ ' tion of an indigenous general missionary socie­
ty, for the purpose-of evangelizing the more that) 100,000,000 of 
India’s >vast population as ’yet unreached by any organized mis­
sionary effort.1, This Society is a purely native movement, with 
native Christian agents relying upon native contributions for 
support and directed and managed by native administrators, with 
:the counsel, however, of the best known- and most trusted mis- 
'sionaries. Such a movement, on such a scale, is unparalleled in' 
the history of Missions and speaks volumes for the evangelistic 
spirit of leading Indian Christians'. It is the more remarkable 
when the great poverty of large masses of the native Christians 
is considered. • .
Equally noteworthy are the revivals which have occurred in 
parts of the Empire and which have been characterized by spirit­
ual earnestness, depth of conviction, fervent prayer and even some 
of the physical phenomena which have sometimes attended similar 
religious movements in. western lands. Connection more or less 
direct is traceable with the wonderful revival in Wales.
Notable, also, is the tendency to still further union a m o n g  the 
churches of South India. The Synod of South India gave its ad- 
.hesion to the Presbyterian Church of all India only on condition 
that it might remain free to entertain propositions for,- and enter 
into, union with other neighboring organized bodies of Chris- ■ 
tians. Negotiations for union with the Congregational churches 
of the Madu ra Mission of the American Board and of the L o n ­
don Missionary Society, have been begun and are apparently pro­
gressing to a satisfactory conclusion, if, indeed, such a conclu­
sion has not already been reached. ,
■ OUR missions. '
Only the briefest statement of the condition of the Missions at 
the close of 1905, can here be given. Further and ample details
■ J U N E  1906. 1 ix
will be found in the reports from the several Missions printed 
herewith. , -
Th e general disquiet and specific outbreaks of 
Amoy. violence in China, caused real anxiety for a tiriie 
as to the safety of our missionaries. . Thou gh 
one of these outbreaks, that at Chang-pu, .occurred within a c o m ­
paratively short distance of Amoy, and..overwhelmed with de­
struction that station of our English Presbyterian brethren, it is 
a cause for devout gratitude to G o d  that our o w n  stations have 
not been disturbed and our missionaries have been kept in safety 
and peace. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the prompt and ac­
tive interest taken. in their welfare by the State Department at 
Washington and its consular representatives at Amoy.
T h e  Church, notwithstanding the “troublous times,” has re­
ceived as a rich blessing from God, the largest accessions on C o n ­
fession of faith ever reported in a single year. The number was 
163. A  new church has been organized at Soa-sia, out of five sta­
tions of the Thian-San Church. Another organization is about 
to be perfected at Eeng-Soa. Th e spiritual quickening reported 
last year still ’ continues, as well- as the activity of the Fukien 
Prayer Union by means of which this awakening has been largely 
promoted. Th e number of churches and of native ordained min­
isters is thirteen. O f  other male helpers the Mission had 59 an<  ̂
of w o m e n  14. .
Th e A m o y  City churches show their evangelistic spirit by sup­
porting stations both in and outside of Amoy. While a few of the 
churches appear not to be in an encouraging state, others are 
greatlv revived and are saying “the place is too strait for me. Give 
m e  room.” Requests for preachers, also, are coming from towns 
 ̂hitherto unoccupied. Th e field of this Mission is wide, but lim­
ited, Its population is nearly 3,000,000, all within comparatively 
easy reach. Th e Mission makes its perfectly reasonable plea for 
four more men, that it m a y  give to it the care and intensive culti­
vation it demands and for which it is ready.
Th e educational work is in a prosperous condition. The. addi­
tion of four primary schools and 93 scholars shows advance in 
the right direction. Th e Middle School' rejoices in the return 
of Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher and its n e w  curriculum in which English
is included. The Boys’ Primary School has grown so large that 
its old quarters are entirely inadequate beside being not alto- 
gather safe. The W o m a n ’s Board has generously undertaken to 
provide it with a ne w building, at a cost^of $2,500 gold.
Th e work of Theological instruction has been strengthened by 
union of that carried on by the English Presbyterian Mission and 
our o w n  with that of the London Mission. Thus all three Mis­
sions having their centre at A m o y  are to be henceforth united in 
this important branch of service. Such union is in the interest of 
economy and efficiency. It is mortifying to o w n  that w e  have not 
a m a n  to take a permanent part in this “school of the prophets,” 
though Mr. W a m s h i n ’s has lectured acceptably.
The five schools for girls and w o m e n  at A m o y  (on Kolongsu), 
Chiang-Chiu, Sio-Khe and Tong-An, had 266 scholars, a gain 
of 67 over last year’s report. Seventeen from the school at A m o y  
and five at Chiang-Chiu were received into the Church.
Th e number of patients treated was 17,826, by far the larger 
part of them at Amoy, the Neerbosch Hospital at Sio-Khe being 
closed for a considerable portion of the year. Th e arrival of Miss 
Elizabeth H. Blauvelt. M'. D., and the building of the Hospital for 
women, for which the W o m a n ’s Board has made provision, are 
signs of promise for the medical work of that station. Th e Mis­
sion has asked,— and the' Board has approved the request,— that 
Dr. Stumpf be allowed to secure funds for the rebuilding and 
equipment of the Neerbosch Hospital during his present furlough.
Lnder Dr. Otte’s management H o p e  Hospital has proved more 
than self-supporting. B y  means of generous gifts received by 
him in the Netherlands, the W o m a n ’s Hospital has been en­
larged. It is henceforth to be k n o w n  as the “Wilhelmina Hospi­
tal” in honor of the Queen of Holland, and in recognition of “her^ 
interest in missions..” Th e entire cost of maintaining this irtsfi-" 
tution is borne by .friends in the Netherlands, w h o  have also 
sent out and support a trained nurse.
Scarcity in the early part of the year was re- ‘
. Arcot. lieved by copious rains. At three of the stations 
. the presence 6f the plague interfered with the
orderly prosecution of the' work.' Wherever this makes its ap-
pearance demoralization of the community is the natural and in­
evitable consequence. ■
T h e  eighteen churches received 107 on confession; the total 
number of communicants being 2,676, and of adherents 9,94l- 
While an advance in self-support is shown in some quarters, the 
total of native contributions was $1,971 gold, a decline of'about 
$200 from the preceding year. Considering the poverty of the 
people and the high prices of grain, it is surprising that the loss 
was not greater.
Fourteen ordained ministers, 273 other male helpers,— cate­
chists, evangelists and teachers,— and 129 w o m e n  constitute the 
native force. Eighty-three Christian Endeavor Societies have a 
membership of 1,769. Th e statistics of evangelistic work, aside 
from regular church services, conducted by native agents either 
singly or in bands, show that the Gospel was preached 85,915 
times, in 32,492 places and in the hearing of audiences number­
ing 864,708. Tracts and books were sold or given away to the 
number of 29,222. Zenana workers visited 813 homes and spoke 
to 52,987 hearers. So wide a scattering of the good seed of the 
word should give promise of an abundant harvest if only the 
Lord shall give showers of grace in answer to the prayers of His 
believing people.
Th e educational system of the Mission has assumed large pro­
portions. A  Theological Seminary with 23 students, the Voor- 
hees College with 950, two Industrial Schools, a training school 
for school mistresses and union with other missions in a school 
for masters at Arkonam, three High and five Middle,— or L o w ­
er Secondary,— schools, 173 primary day schools and 18 Hindu 
Girls’ Schools are included in it, with a total of scholars in all 
schools of 7,806. This is a gain of 749 over the previous year. 
This and all departments of the work of the Mission suffered 
grievous loss by the resignation of Rev. W .  I. Chamberlain, Ph.D., 
Principal of the Voorhees College. Th e Board and the Mission 
received his resignation with deep regret.
The Industrial School at Arni still struggles with the problem 
o f  inadequate means. Th e desired endowment lags. Th e insti­
tution, under present conditions, can neither be run with profit as 
a factory nor m a de an efficient and successful training school.
The hospitals at Ranipettai, (general), and Vellore, (the "Mary 
Taber Schell,” for women), continue to perform their two-fold 
Christlike service. In both 2,178 in-patients were received and 
. 33,002 out-patients treated,— 35,180 in all. '
■ Th e evangelistic work of this Mission has un­
North Japan, dergone some changes, not at all in the line of 
. further development. The withdrawal of Mr. 
and Mrs. Harris from Aomori late in 1904. that of Miss Deyo 
from Morioka in 1905. and the transfer of Miss W i n n  to Mi- 
shima, have left the entire northern field without a resident mis­
sionary, while the inability of the Board to make larger appropria­
tions has prevented the employment of qualified native agents. A  
proposition to transfer the entire work in the Aomori-Morioka 
field to other hands was seriously considered. ' The coming of 
Mr. Ruigh from A m o y  and his prospective assignment to Morioka 
on the completion of a year of language-study, give hope that this 
field m a y  be retained by the Mission. But it will need larger ap­
propriations than the Board has been able to make in recent years, 
to work it successfully. These only the Church can supply. With 
no organized church directly under its care, the Mission reports 
381 unorganized communicants to w h o m  49 were added during 
1905. It also reports 31 Sunday schools with 2,075 scholars; 17 
preaching places, five ordained Japanese ministers and seven oth­
er helpers, in its employ.
Th e educational work, on the other hand, has had a prosperous 
year. In the Theological department of the Meiji Gakuin were 
seventeen students, four in the regular course and thirteen in spec­
ial courses. O f  the latter, two were Koreans. Th e Academic de­
partment had 231 students. .More than twenty applicants were 
refused for lack of accommodation. O f  the students, 53 were 
Christians, and six were baptized during the year. F r o m  the M i d ­
dle course 29 were graduated and four from the Higher course.
Th e enrolment of Ferris Seminary was 222, of w h o m  eighteen 
were graduated: seven in the Bible course; 31 in the English 
Normal department ; 106 in the G r a m m a r  and 60 in the Primary 
departments. Eighty-one of the girls were Christians, twelve 
having been baptized during the year. O f  the eighteen graduates, 
three were from the Bible course, four from the G r a m m a r  and
eleven from the Primary departments. Under the leadership of 
their teachers m a n y  of the pupils are active in Sunday school and 
other Christian work. ■ '
Through the generosity of the W o m a n ’s Board and also of ap­
preciative friends in Japan, Van. Schaick Hall has been remodeled 
m d  greatly improved. It is n o w  safer, mu c h  more commodious 
and better adapted to the uses of the school, as well as for other 
gatherings for which it has long been a favored centre.
The report from this Mission notes practically 
' South Japan, unlimited opportunity for evangelistic work, not 
_ only throughout the fields' actually occupied by
it, but throughout the whole island of Kiushiu. “Preaching-places 
can be secured anywhere and, with very rare exceptions, audiences 
of from twenty to sixty gathered.” For such opportunities it also 
notes the total inadequacy of the force and of the means supplied 
by the Church. A s  a consequence it is able to maintain only about 
three-fifths of the work of ten years ago. This is a sad story 
for which the. mission itself is not responsible.
Four organized Churches and eleven outstations are reported 
with sixteen other places where regular preaching services are 
held. The great lack in these places is of Church buildings and 
efficient evangelists. Th e number of communicants is 408 of 
w h o m  52 were added during the year. In eighteen Sunday- 
schools there were 687 scholars. Th e native contributions were 
$803 gold, and there has been a distinct advance in self-support.
O f  the schools, encouraging report is made. Steele College 
had as m a n y  as 115 students at the opening of the school year, 
and 88 at the close of 1905. Disturbed conditions affected unfav­
orably the religious life of the school for a time. But the Y. M. 
C v A. has done good work and had m a ny interesting meetings. 
N o  conversions are reported, but there are three candidates for 
baptism, of w h o m  one desires to study for the ministry. Increased 
attendance of the day-pupils on Church and Sunday-school, from 
which they have generally held aloof heretofore, is noted as a 
sign of encouragement.' Special grants from the Board have 
enabled the Mission to make preparations for securing recognition 
by the government. This will enable the school to retain its stu­
dents till graduation, which has been difficult hitherto.
Sturges Seminary closed the year with 78 pupils on the roll, 
of w h o m  34 were boarders. Twenty-two of these were Chris­
tians, believed to be the largest number at any one time in the 
history of the school. Six pupils, the school cook and a house- 
servant received baptism. '
Death has again been busy within the ranks 
Arabia. of the Arabian Mission. O n  April 25, 1905, 
Mrs. Sharon’ J. Thoms, M. D., died of typhoid 
fever. Mrs. T h o m s  returned from furlough in November of 
the preceding year and • immediately took up, with her 
accustomed skill, energy and fidelity, her medical work 
for w o m e n  in connection with the Ma so n Memorial H o s ­
pital at Bahrein. H e r  death was a severe. blow to the 
Mission, especially to this department of its work. Her 
place has not yet been filled. The sympathy of the Trustees and 
friends in this country has been deeply moved for the widowed 
husband, w h o  continues at his post, and his three motherless 
children.
Mrs. Jessie Vail Bennett accompanied Dr. and Mrs. T h o m s  
and the Deputation to Bahrein in November, 1904. A  few days 
before sailing from N e w  York she became the wife of Dr. 
Arthur K. Bennett, w h o  left immediately for further study in 
England and on the Continent, and to secure a Turkish diploma 
at Constantinople. O n  arriving at Bahrein she gave herself to the 
study of Arabic and such work as she-could do to assist the 
ladies of the Mission, especially after the loss of Mrs. Thoms. 
In January of the current year she also was seized with typhoid 
fever and passed away on January 21. O f  active and cultivated 
mind, cheerful and loving disposition and complete devotion to 
Christ and His service, her loss is severely felt. Including two 
children of Dr. and Mrs. Zwemer, seven precious lives have thus 
been given for the evangelization of Arabia. T h e  work and field- 
thus hallowed have a peculiar and sacred claim upon the s y m ­
pathy, prayer and support of the Church.
The Mission was already weakened, as to its medical staff, 
by the resignation and withdrawal, in January, 1905, of Dr. 
Lucy M .  Patterson, whose presence and services in the disastrous
s u m m e r  of 1904 were so highly valued and commended. This 
made the loss of Mrs. T h o m s  doubly distressing.
In other respects the work is hopeful and its 
Advance, prospects bright. Th e Mission reports “advance 
all along the line.-’ Th e year records the 
laying of the cornerstone of the first Protestant Christian church 
on the Persian Gulf at Bahrein. Already the w a y  is being pre­
pared for the organization of a church. A  Colporteur has been 
assigned to pastoral work and half his salary is paid by the 
community. At the regular Arabic services the attendance aver­
ages 35.
' Th e Mission reports thirteen specific cases of hopeful inquirers 
and converts. For obvious reasons details in regard to them—  
names, locality, etc.-— are withheld from publication. But the 
fact stated is calculated to strengthen the faith of the . workers 
on the field and of their friends and co-workers at home.
Th e number of patients treated is larger than 
liledical Work. ever. At Busrah they numbered 17,342 and at 
Bahrein 14,013,— a total of 31,355. In a tour 
ma de by Dr. Bennett to the Pirate coast, with one of the most 
experienced native assistants, the value of the presence and 
influence of the “H a k i m ” was seen in a marked degree; invita­
tions to remain were extended and promises of help made.
T h e  opening of a government dispensary with a M o h a m m e d a n  
dpctor at Bahrein, which caused m u c h  apprehension, has not 
resulted, so far, in any interference with the work of the hospital. 
T h e  number of treatments monthly in fact, has been larger than 
before. The time seems coming, if it has not already come, for 
the establishment of medical work in connection with Muscat 
station. This is called for not so much, if at all, for that city 
as for,the region of O m a n  accessible from it. A  beginning has 
been made by Mrs. Cantine with the knowledge and experience 
acquired by her as a trained nurse. ■
, Th e sale of Scriptures, also, shows a n '
Scripture Sales, increase. O f  the Bible, N e w  Testament and 
portions 4,003 copies were sold, in fourteen lan­
guages ;— 3,472 to Moslems. Opposition to the work of the col­
porteurs by the officials was experienced at Busrah for a time.
Before the firm stand taken by the Mission tHe restrictions were 
withdrawn and official opposition ceased. Th e Bible shop at 
Bahrein was enlarged and m a n y  visits m a de to it by Moslems. 
O f  these, 156 accepted the Scriptures or portions.
The beginnings of educational work are found 
Schools. at all the stations. Th e greatest progress has 
been made at Bahrein where a school has been 
carried on in a small w a y  for several years. There two schools are 
reported, one for boys, with an average attendance of fourteen, 
and one for girls with an average of twenty. Th e ne w school 
and chapel building, for which provision has been made, will be a 
great advantage to this work at Bahrein.
At Muscat the school enrollment is 28, of w h o m  thirteen are 
Hindus, eight Christians and seven Mohammedans. Th e small 
school for Protestant children at Busrah, held in a private house, 
is regarded as a stepping-stone to a permit from the government, 
not easy to obtain in Turkey, and as having in it the promise of 
mu ch larger things in the future. This promise, happily, attaches 
to all these schools at the various stations.
Tours made by the missionaries and colpor- 
Touring. teurs are reported, occupying 291 days and cov- 
. ering 6,240 miles. In this line of effort the 
detail of a missionary for out-station work is regarded as a new 
and fortunate departure. It makes possible a prolonged residence 
at each place visited, promotes acquaintance, wins confidence and 
friendship and opens doors of influence and usefulness otherwise 
impossible of entrance. T w o  tours, of 100 days, were thus m ade 
by Mr. V a n  Ess, of one of which a graphic account has been 
given to the church in ‘‘Neglected Arabia.” -
Notable, also, is a tour made by Mr. and Mrs. Cantine in 
Om an , where she was the first “European w o m a n ” to be seen by 
the people and where they met a cordial reception; one by the 
Muscat colporteur to a region never yet visited by any agent or 
memb er of the Mission, and that already referred to, by Dr. Be n­
nett and A m e e n  from Bahrein to the Pirate coast. B y  these and 
other influences the Mission is able to report and rejoice over 
“new fields opening and bigotry lessening.”
N e w
Appointments.
Mrs. Martha C. Yogel,. a. m e m b e r  of the M a r ­
ble Collegiate Church, a' trained nurse of large 
and varied experience, was ̂ appointed, to ana 
joined .the Mission in the fall of 1905, and was assigned to B a h ­
rein for work in the hospital. , , n
, Th e following appointments were ma de in May, 1906:, i( .. 
1. Miss M a r y  G. Bryson, M .  D., to take the place ,in the hos­
pital.made vacant by the death of Mrs., Thoms. Dr. Bryson is a 
native of Ottawa, Canada, a graduate (B. A.) of Queens. College 
.Kingston, Kan., and of the W o m a n ' s  Medical College of 
Toronto, M. D. and C. M. She will.be supported, by a lady, 
a, w a r m  i friend of the Mission. t ,
. 2.. Mr. C. Stanley G. Mylrea as a Medical Missionary, and Miss 
Jessie. A. London of Philadelphia, w h o  will accompany him as, 
lyirs. Mylrea. Dr. Mylrea is a native of Great, Britain, has had 
e;xperi€;nce in relief and ,other, work -in Turkey and with.’the 
,Turkish language. H e  is a graduate of the Medico-Chirurgical 
College of Philadelphia in Pharmacy in 1903 a n d . in Medicine 
and.Surgery in 1906. t . . . . ,
3. Dr. Dirk Dykstra of the graduating class in H o p e  College, 
for evangelistic and educational work. Mr. Dykstra .will be sup­
ported by a newly organized syndicate in the church .of Alto, Wis.
O f  special significance for the .work for M o s ­
lems in Arabia and elsewhere, is, the^Conference 
held in Cairo in the early part of April, 1906. 
iJhe: Conference grew out of the strong, desire, entertained for 
m a n y  years, on the part of missionaries a m o n g  M o h a m m e d a n s  
“for- mutual consultation and prayerful consideration of the per­
plexing problems and unexampled opportunities in their .work.” 
.‘̂Over sixty accredited delegates were present representing 
twenty-seven missionary boards and- societies of Europe, America 
.and Asia.” “There were veterans present w h o  had worked and 
prayed, for Moslem lands for fifty years without losing faith or 
zeal’.”’ : • . ' ' '
“T h e  general tone of the papers and discussions was. that in 
most Moslem lands the opportunities were far greater than the 
.efforts of the Christian churches through their missions.” Strong 
appeals were issued to the churches both general arid specially
Cairo
Conference.
for work a m o n g  Moslem women. Most of the papers will be pub­
lished and “it is the unanimous opinion of those present that no 
such challenge will as yet have been placed before the churches 
of the West;” There is reason to hope that one practical outcome 
of the Conference will be the establishment of a ne w mission to 
Arabia by one of the strongest missionary societies of this coun­
try, and possibly of others.
• If progress has been riiarked on the field, it 
Receipts. has been no less so at home. For the regular 
work, the receipts from contributions, syndicate 
and non-syndicate and $133.33 interest, were $19,891.75. This 
is $4,147.41 more than last year and falls only about $ ioo short 
Of the $20,000 authorized by the General Synod. For special 
'object's,— including $1,834.40 for the new school and chapel build­
ing and $8,294.02 for the mission-house at Bahrein, $736.50 fOr 
property at Muscat and Nachl, $1,200 for purchase of property 
at Kuweit, from a friend w h o  desires to remain anonymous, $500 
from the American Bible Society and smaller sums for sundry 
minor objects— the receipts. were.$i2,994.92 as against $790 last 
year. T h e  whole amount received into the treasury for all pur­
poses arid from all sources, was $32,886.67; more than double 
that of a year ago, which was $16,352.38. Nine ne w syndicates 
have been formed and two discontinued, making a net, gain of 
seven. It -need hardly be said that this phenomenal increase is 
largely due to the presence in this country of Dr. S. M. Zwemer, 
hi’s active labors and his ;earnest appeals. It stands unparalleled 
in, the history of the Mission. ’
T h e  total expenditure was $30,632.48, of 
Expenditures, which $16,505.19 was for the support of mis­
sionaries, travel to and from and work in the-- 
field; on sp'ecial account (mission house, chapel, etc., as above),
' $12,657.36 and for Home expenses, including cost of “Neglected 
Arahia,” $1,469.93. T h e  year closes with net assets of $6,677.48.
‘ MISSIONARiES AND THEIR MOVEMENTS.
Th e whole number of missionaries connected with the Board 
and the Arabian Mission', including those under appointment,
. is roo, an increase of four upon last year and tlie largest number 
tf*e Church has ever had in its service. O f  the thirty-seven‘ men, 
eight are uriordained. Four of these aiid three ordained m e n  are 
in active medical service. O f  the sixty-three women, thirty are 
married and thirty-three unmarried. Four of the latter and one 
• of the former are physicians. Th e total number of medical mis­
sionaries in active service is twelve. •
Returned to ^ ev‘ an^ ^ rs’ ^  P*tcher to. the A m o y  the Field. Mission; the former in August and the fatter in 
‘ October, 1905: Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Beattie, 
Rev.' and Mrs.'Jared W .  Scudder and Miss Julia C. Scudder to 
the Arcot Mission. A n  enthusiastic reception and welcome were 
given Dr. and Mrs. Scudder at Ranipettai in January, 1906, in 
commemofatiori of their completion of fifty years of service in 
India. Rev. and Mrs. E. Rothesay Miller and Mirs. J. H. Baf- 
lagh to' the North Japan Mission. '
Returned H o m e  Fi'0ml China’ Misses E- M - Cappoh and Nel- 
on Furlough. he Zweme.r- Dr- an_d Mns- C. Otto Stumpf, and 
Mrs. H-i P: Boot. F r o m  India, Rev.-H. J. Scud­
der and family. F r o m  Japan, Rev. and Mrs. James H. Ballagh 
and Miss Julia Moulton. F r o m  Arabia, Rev. and Mrs. Samuel 
M.  Z w e m e r  and family. > •
F r o m  the Arabian Mission, Miss Lucy M. 
Resigned. Patterson, M. D., to take up missionary work in 
China. F r o m  the Arcot Mission, Rev. and Mrs. 
W .  I. Chamberlain for reasons of health in the family. F r o m  
the North Japan Mission, Rev. and M'rs. H o w a r d  Harris, for 
reasons of health, and Miss M a r y  Deyo. These resignations have 
been accepted with regret and with appreciative recognition of 
valuable service rendered. '
jje w  Mrs. Martha C- Vogel, a trained nurse of
Missionaries. lar^ e exPerience, was appointed to and joined 
‘ the Arabian Mission and is located at Bahrein. 
.Miss Elizabeth H. Blauvelt, M .  D., daughter of Rev. and Mrs. .
G. M.  S. Blauvelt, has joined the A m o y  Mission for medical work, 
probably at Sio Khe. H e r  parents have assumed her support 
with all expenses for travelling and outfit.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Cole joined the Arcot Mission in N o ­
vember,. 1905. Mr, Cole is a trained teacher and experienced 
administrator of schools. H e  succeeds, .tp the. place left vacant by 
Dr. W -  I- Chamberlain.in the Elizabeth R. Voorhees, College at
Vellore. ■ , : - • .
...Miss Jennie M .  Kuyper, of .Pella, Iowa,..also'an. experienced 
teacher,,to the North Japan Mission, to fill the vacancy in Ferris 
Seminary caused by the resignation of Miss Harriet J, Wyckoff.
. , . . T o  the Amoy..Mission, Miss Gertrude W o n -
'JJride,1' pink of the 2nd Church, of Grand Rapids, Mich.
• Appointment. M .ss ^ o n M u k ’s.,support is claimed'as a privi­
lege by, a personal friend and his. \yife in. Grand Rapids, w h o  are 
also, warm, friends of Missions.. .. . •
,, T o  .the Arcot Mission, MJss Henrietta.WynkoopjDrury of .New 
.Brunswick, N. J., daughter of Dr, and Mrs, John B. Drury. Miss 
Drury’s support is promised for five years by a relative and friend 
of the family. Other appointments,fo Arabia have already been 
noted in connection with the brief ,sketch of that Mission.
“ , ‘ T H E  B O A R D :  ' '
• . 1 • I
Th e death of Rev. A. P.'.Van Gieson, D. D., noted above, cre­
ated a vacancy which remains to be filled by this Synod. .
Mr. Charles H. Harris resigned the office of Treasurer, , so 
.faithfully and,efficiently filled by;him, in June, 1905,a n d  Mr. W .
H. V a n  Steenbergh was elected Treasurer in his stead. Mr. 
V a n  Steenbergh entered on the duties of his office in September
following. .:l. ;
The term of the following members of the Board expires with
.this session of the Synod : . . . . . |
'Rev. A. P. V a n  Gieson, D. D.,*. Mr. J. J. Janeway, / 
•Rev. James I. Vance, D. D., . Mr. A. Z. V a n  Houten, 
Rev. M *  Hutton, D. D., ’ Mr. Eben E. Olcott, 
Rev. W m .  Moerdyk, Mr. J. H .  Fink,




Th e Board' respectfully asks the special atten-’ 
tion of the-Genera-r Synod and its Standing C o m ­
mittee to the following statement and request 
B y  the action of the General Synod of June, 1885, Missionary 
Agents in the .several classes are empowered to attend a n y  meet­
ings of the Board and participate in . its business and discussions 
“by voice and vote.” The attendance of the Missionary Agents 
has alwaysJjeen welcome and invited by. the- Board. T h e  same 
notices are sent to them as to members. In fact it would be glad, 
if they would- avail themselves of the authority thus given with 
m u ch greater regularity and in larger numbers. But it is advised 
by its counsel, and believes, that inasmuch as, it is' a regularly 
incorporated body by Act of the Legislature of the State of N e w  
York, the- authority to vote on such questions as come before .it, 
given by Synod to those w h o  are not members-of' the1 body, is 
ill-advised and contrary to law. The Board, therefore asks for 
such modification, on the part of this General Synod, of the action 
of the Synod of 1885 as W 'H remove the'difficulty stated. *
T H E  W O M A N ’S B O A R D .
Th e work of the W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions needs 
no encomium from Synod’s Board. Without its constant and 
well-directed efforts in instruction and illumination the mission- 
arv intelligence and zeal of the Church would be less than th'eyi 
are. Without its financial aid, so freely given, nearly or quite one- 
third of the work carried on in the various missions would be 
impossible. . '
T h e  total receipts into its treasury were $50,272.71, a gain of 
$1,812.19 upon the previous year. Its payments into the treasury 
of Synod’s Board for the regular work of the Missions (not in­
cluding Arabia) were $35;854.47, and for special objects $4,723.24 
a total of $40,577.71. A m o n g  the special objects were $1,000 for 
the Cushing Bungalow for ladies at Kodai Kanal, $1,100 toward 
the improvement of V a n  Schaick Hall of Ferris Seminary, $1,000. 
for a Hindu Girls’ School building at Chittoor and $364.94 for the 
maintenance of the Children’s H o m e  at Amoy. For the current 
year it has undertaken to raise $2,500 for the erection of a n e w
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building for the Boys’ Primary School at Am oy , the larger part 
of which has already been gathered but not yet paid in.
In addition to the above, it has paid into the treasury of the 
Arabian Mission $4,910.10. The total of its actual contributions 
is, therefore, $45,487.81.
A M O N G  O U R  Y O U N G  P E O P L E .
Special attention is called to the Report of the Y o u n g  People’s 
Missionary League, herewith submitted. It contains a clear state­
ment of what has been accomplished by the League, during the 
eighteen years of its existence, in the w a y  of organizing the 
Y o u n g  People of the Church for aggressive mission work, the in- ■ 
crease of benevolence, promotion of Mission-study and the diffu­
sion of missionary information and inspiration. T h e  year is 
marked by the resignation of the Rev. A. DeWitt Mason, w h o  
was so largely instrumental in its organization and active in its 
conduct and development, as joint Secretary of the Mission 
Boards for Y o u n g  People’s work. .
For its part, the Board has. accepted his resignation with regret 
and with sincere and cordial appreciation of his faithful, untiring 
and gratuitous labors in this line of effort. For the continuance 
of the work thus laid d o w n  no definite plan has been adopted, but 
the Board is in consultation with the other Boards directly inter­
ested as to the best method to be pursued. O f  its importance not 
'only to the present but more especially to the future growth and 
development of all the missionary work of the. Church, it has no 
question. There, can be none. T h e  Board will gladly receive 
such suggestions and instructions as the Synod, in its wisdom, 
m a y  give. ’ ■
P E R I O D I C A L S .  , -
. T h e  Reformed Church is well supplied with periodical literature 
for the diffusion of missionary intelligence and instruction.
1 • Easily first a m o n g  them— as it is also the old-.
Mission Gleaner, est,— stands the Mission Gleaner, n o w  issued 
every month, instead of bi-monthly, by the 
W o m a n ’s Board. Bright, newsy, packed with information from 
the field, it deserves a place in every family in the Church.-
It is gratifying to note an increase- in the cir- 
Mission Field, eolation of the Mission Field, which had an 
average issue of 5,104 copies for the last twelve 
months. Th e resulting increase in subscriptions has reduced the 
contribution of the Board for the year by more than $200, from 
10&9 to $885.80. With the offer of the editor to relinquish one- 
fourth of his salary and a still larger increase in -subscriptions, this 
contribution should be still further reduced. If the periodical were 
taken as widely as it deserves this should speedily be reduced to 
a m i n i m u m  or disappear altogether.
Th e Day-Star (monthly), Missionary Lesson 
Other Papers. Leaflet (quarterly), and Children’s D a y  Exer­
cise (yearly), are issued at the cost, aside from 
subscriptions, and under the supervision, of the W o m a n ’s Board 
and the W o m e n ’s executive Committee. Th e last named is a 
source of income to a limited degree.
A' ne w periodical, “O u r  Y o u n g  People’s Quarterly,” designed 
to meet the wants of the Y o u n g  People’s Societies, is an eight 
page quarto with a circulation of over 4,000 copies. Th e cost of 
publication is met by subscriptions and donations from the socieT 
ties themselves. (
F I N A N C I A L .
. . T h e  Board received, for the regular work of
the Missions under the annual appropriations, 
' ' ' from collections, $112,053.22 from legacies (less
expenses and $3,000 added to the Security Fund), $6,145.42 and 
from interest on invested funds, $4,216.10, a total of $122,414.74; 
This is $3,402.30 more than last year. It should be noted, h o w ­
ever, that this increase is confined' entirely to legacies and inter-, 
est, the actual contributions being less by $440.07.
. T o  the above should be added receipts for
Special Gifts, special objects amounting to $19,163.33, making 
a total for all purposes of $141,578.07. This is 
$7,872.47 more than last year. A m o n g  these special gifts the fol­
lowing m a y  be noted: For famine relief in India in the early part 
of the year, $1,094.25; for famine,sufferers in Japan, $5,757.12;
for'the'-Industrial School Endowment, $1,822.50; for the Ranipet­
tai Hospital (specially supported)’, $1,400. ‘ • * r’."V
C L  W  11 Th e Board has received with peculiar gratifi- 
' Funds cation the s u m  of $2;500 from the First R e ­
' ’ ' formed Dutch Church' of Flatbush, to be held
and'kribWh’ as 'the, Cornelius L o w  Wells Memorial Fund, the’ in­
come of which is to be devoted to the support of a 'native prealchef 
in.’India'.’' In addition to the original gift an equal a m o u n t :has 
been given later, for the same purpose, by Mr. PeterT. Neefus of 
the Flatbush Church. These funds amounting to $5,000 form a 
worthy arid most appropriate tribute to the' m e m o r y  of Dr. Wells, 
w h o  was so long the beloved pastor of the Church whose gift it 
is aind the faithful and devoted m e mb er and friend of the Board 
for forty years. • —  • ■ •
. ’ V. T h e  Arabian Mission received into its treas-Arabian .
■ Mission ury’ for its regular w o rk’ $ I9.89I75> $4747-41 
1 ' ’ ■ ’ more than last year and only $108.25 less than
the'$2b;ooo authorised by the last Synod. In addition $12,994.^2 
were received for special objects outside the appropriations, m a k ­
ing a total for all purposes of $132,886.67. If this be added to the 
total receipts of the Board as above given, the result is a grand 
total of $174,464.74 received from all sources for the foreign mis­
sion work of the Church,— a gain over last year of $24,224.80. 
T h e  gain in contributions alone is $20,991.05.
A m o n g  the special gifts to the Arabian Mission are included 
$500 from the American Bible Society, $1,834.40 for the school 
and chapel'at Bahrein and $8,294.02 for a ne w missionary resi­
dence at that station, $1,200 for purchase of property at Kuweit 
and $736.56 for property at Muscat and Nachl. ’
T h e  tabular'form employed for several years m a y  serve to make 
the above general statements more easily intelligible: . '
For the regular work of the Bo a r d :—  • ’
' 1 F r o m  collections,1 ..'..... $112,053 22
F r o m  legacies ..............  6,145 42 ■
‘ F r o m  interest' on invested fund... 4,216 10
' • ' -------- -$122,414 74
For special objects ...'...... ...  ̂ ....... ;. 19,163 33
For the Arabian Mission:—
F r o m  syndicates.... ..........  $7>25° 37
Non-syndicate .gifts ......... . • • i2>5°8 05
Interest . ........ .••••.... ,....  I33 33
Total for regular w o r k ....... . . $19,891 75 '
• For special objects . . . .........  12,994 92
■ ■ ---- :—  32,88667
Total receipts from all sources ...... ..... $I74>464 74
Deduct all legacies and interest ........  10,494 85
Total of all contributions, 1906..... '. ...... .$163,969 89
Total of all contributions, 1905 ............  i42>978 84
Gain in contributions, 1906 $20,991 05
Th e total expenditure of the Board, exclusive 
Expenditures, of the Arabian Mission was $126,696.34, dis­
tributed as follows: For the A m o y  Mission, 
$25,139.15; the Arcot Mission, $43»7S2-521 North Japan Mis­
sion, $25,174.18; the South Japan Mission, $18,578.41,— a total 
for the four missions of $ii2,644-26. For discount and interest 
$1,437.27 and for home expenses of collection and administration, 
$12,614.81.
Reference to the table of receipts above, shows that the total 
amount of actual contributions, or “collections” for the regular 
work of the missions was $112,053- ^  *s interesting, and ought 
to be gratifying, to note that this agrees almost exactly with the 
amount expended forAhe maintenance and work of the missions, 
which was $112,644. In other words, every dollar contributed 
was actually expended for the work, and $59I more.
O f  the Arabian the expenditures were, for 
support and travel of missionaries and work in 
the field, $16,505.19; remitted for building pur­




W H A T  OF THE FUTURE.
High Water In the y “̂ar just clPsed. the Church m a y  justly 
M a r k  he said to have reached “high water m a rk” 'so
. far as past effort is concerned. Only once before,
in 1902, did the su m of all contributions approach the figures of 
this year.' Then they were $161,128; n o w  they are $163,970. Only 
once, in 1901, have the receipts from all sources come near those 
of this year. Then they were $173,204; this year they are $174,­
165. In both those years, however, large sums were given for 
the payment of long standing debts. This year there has been no 
' debt save that which the Church owes to her Missions and her 
Lord. All has been given for work, either regular or special, act­
ually in progress. '
Freedom from debt this year, and for four previous years in 
succession, has only been secured by resolutely keeping d o w n  
the appropriations far below the estimates furnished by the Mis- ■ 
sions of the amount of money and munber of missionaries abso­
lutely needed for the proper prosecution of their work. • The 
Board— and surely, also, the Church,— desires a great enlarge­
ment of the work in all our mission fields, for which the time is 
auspicious and the need's© great. But this is only possible, under 
God, through a marked enlargement in the gifts of m e n  and means 
on the part of the Church. W e  ow e it to the missions to give 
them all w e  can, that they m a y  have a freer hand in carrying on 
the work to which the Lord, through the Qiurch, has sent them 
and in embracing the opportunities H e  so abundantly sets before 
them.
Wants of the Th e A m o y  Mission makes its plea for four 
) ]yjjsgjons inore men, rajsjng its complement to ten, for 
/ work which exists and waits and wastes for their
coming. With this force, kept good by the filling of vacancies as 
they arise and the ultimate addition of one or two m e n  for educa­
tional service, with the anticipated development of that work, it 
represents that the field it occupies will be well supplied.
In the Arcot Mission the place left vacant by the death of Dr. 
John Scudder has never yet been filled. T h e  necessary withdraw 
al of Dr. Jacob Chamberlain from active labors in the field and
his devotion to literary work, makes necessary another addition to 
the force for evangelistic service. Th e problem of the Telugu Pla­
teau can only be settled by its abandonment,— urged several times 
upon the Board, but never carried out,— or the appointment of at 
least one other m a n  to be assigned to it. T o  expect that one man, 
with his family and the possible help of an unmarried woman, 
should be able properly to care for a field embracing nearly 
900,000 people, with its Church, station, out-station and school 
work, to say nothing of its hundreds of unevangelized villages, is 
to expect the impossible. T o  lay such a responsibility on one 
m a n  is virtually to crush him. H e  should have help as soon as it 
can be sent. For all these reasons the Arcot Mission should have 
at least three men. '
Until Mr. Scudder joined the North Japan Mission in 1897, 
no missionary had been sent to it for evangelistic work for twenty 
years. Since then none has been added until Mr. Ruigh vyas 
transferred to it last year from Amoy. Meantime the veterans hav­
ing been growing old with none in preparation to take their places. 
Th e work of evangelization, capable of expansion indefinitely, has 
been gradually curtailed till it approaches extinction. T w o  m e n  
at least are needed in this Mission. Th e South Japan Mission, 
weakened by the resignation of Dr. Stout and the withdrawal of 
Dr. Oltmans to Tokyo and the Theological school there, pleads 
for the same number. r
Here then are eleven m e n  for w h o m  definite and earnest appeal 
is m a de and for w h o m  work waits. Th e arguments with which 
the appeals are enforced are convincing to the Board. They come 
from m e n  heavy-hearted in view of the need.
T o  place these m e n  in the field would cost about $13,000 and a 
like amount per a n n u m  to support them there. T o  this an equal 
amount should be added for the work that has been so restricted 
hitherto for lack of means, and for that which is sure to develop 
with increase of force. H a d  the Church risen to the height of its 
enthusiastic resolution of last.year, the giving of $150,000 “for 
the regular work of the Board,” all this would have been possible. 
Some, at least, of these m e n  might have been appointed and on 
their w a y  to or in the field. Th e ultimate appointment of all and
full appropriations for work would have been-made possible and1 
the hearts of our over-burdened missionaries made to sing for joy.
The large addition m a de to’ the force of the Arabian Mission’ 
and the expansion of -work at and from the several stations, seem 
to make necessary larger contributions for its maintenance. ' A n 1 
increase from $20,000 to $25,000 for the regular work of that Mis-’ 
sion seems only reasonable and certain to be needed. -■
Deeply impressed ̂ ith the importance of the 
Amount Asked, above considerations the Board, in humble reli­
ance on G o d  and His Church, ventures to ask 
that the Synod will authorize and that the Church will give for 
the regular work of all the Missions during the coming year, the 
s u m  of $200,000, of which $25,000 shall be given specially for the 
Arabian Mission. This would be a forward movement indeed 
and one well becoming this Centenary Synod to inaugurate.
Th e Board is well aware that no such effort can be successful 
without labor, prayer and pains. It proposes “to make more vig­
orous and systematic efforts to bring every Church, Sunday^ 
school and Society into line; to have appeal made to every indi­
vidual to pledge a regular offering for preaching the Gospel to 
every creature in our fields.” .
Supported
Missionaries.
Twenty-three churches,- associations of 
churches and societies are n o w  supporting their 
o w n  missionaries. B y  them and by individuals 
in the churches, forty-nine missionaries including wives are n o w  
so supported. Those -churches thus engaged have virtually two 
pastors, one at h ome and one abroad. A  vital link is thus estab­
lished and maintained between the Church at ho me and the 
Church in Asia of interest and profit to them both. T h e  Board 
would gladly see the number of such relationships increased. But 
the number of churches able to maintain them is of necessity .lim­
ited. H o w ,  then, shall the far larger number be brought into sim­
ilar close and vital relations with the work?
Hitherto this had been sought in part, by an 
arrangement which1 provides for the support of 
native preachers and teachers or of scholars in 
the boarding-schools. T h e  number of such individuals specially
Station or 
Parish Plan.
supported is, ;over .five hundred. It has proved .cumbrous, uncer­
tain and in many, instances unsatisfactory. A  great burden is im- 
1 posed uponi the missionaries in the eflEort to keep, alive the cor­
respondence between the proteges and those w h o  support .them;
• the .correspondence itself is, in m a n y  instances, monotonous and 
.unsatisfying; the individuals, drop,.out,-.leave the, schools or the 
.employ of.the:Missions,..die or, as,in some instances, prove un­
worthy.'. The Board 1 desires to substitute for .this arrangement a 
plan having the element of, permanence and in which,- it is hoped 
all our churches m a y  come to take an intelligent,and interested 
part, according to their ability. • n ;.i. . n ii. . •
. In union with.the . W o m a n ’s Board it has adopted what is kn ow n 
.as,.the Station or Parish Plan. “The,station is more permanent 
than the individual and includes far larger interests. T h e  out- 
stations, churches, .schools and. hospitals furnish diversified objects 
of attention.”:.(.The,Boards have therefore united in the following 
.action: .. . . .• - i- ■ . ■" ’ ■ \
1. “That both Boards unite in declining to assign n e w  native 
helpers or pupils to parties in this country.. ■
/  2. That those n o w  supporting natives in the foreign field be al­
lowed to continue if they will not cheerfully consent to relinquish
.them and?adopt another plan......... , ■
3. That a plan by which the expense of every foreign, station un­
der the Board, with all , its work, shall he divided into shares to .be 
.taken by. churches, societies and .individuals, be substituted for .this 
.which, is .discontinued.” ■. . 1
,,. “This plan .will, give direct, communication: by means of letters 
from such, stations at. stated times, which letters' shall be mani- 
,folded and sent to all subscribers.” , ... ■
Bv means of this plan, every church or “parish” in this country 
can. have also, its parish abroad, which it can cultivate with intelli­
gence and interest. T o  it every individual in the h o me church or 
society can,-and will be asked, to subscribe. It has been in suc­
cessful operation in some of our sister churches Tor several years. 
For it the Boards ask the careful attention and approval of the 
Svnod and the cordial corpperation of thei pastors and workers in3 
all our churches. B y  this method put in successful operation, it
ought to be possible to make the large and permanent advance de­
sired and needed. “W e  can if w e  will.’’
Th e requests of the Board m a y  seem to some ambitious, 'even 
•extravagant. That they do not outrun the faith, of the youth of 
our Church in her institutions of learning, is evident from the 
action of the students representing the Reformed Church, in their 
"Rally,” at the Student Volunteer Convention at Nashville in 
March last. “In view of the crying needs of all our mission fields 
for immediate reinforcements and increased appropriations to 
meet unprecedented opportunities to evangelize the regions for 
which w e  as a denomination are responsible in this generation, 
and in view of the growing number of volunteers in our.institu­
tions ; Resolved, that w e  hereby call upon the Reformed Church 
and memorialize the Board to signalize the coming Centenary 
Synod to inaugurate a real forward movement,— namely, to dou­
ble our present missionary contributions and double the present 
force on the field. Resolved that we  hereby pledge ourselves to 
pray and labor and sacrifice to that end.” '
That it no more exceeds the desire and judgment of those Of 
-riper years and w h o  are best conversant with the work and its 
needs, appears from the deliverance of the Conference of Officers 
and Representatives of the Foreign Missions Boards Of the United 
States and Canada, in session at Nashville in February: “It is 
the judgtnent of this Conference that iri Order to arouse the 
churches to a sense of their privilege arid responsibility, arid iri 
order to meet but inadequately the present needs in the mission 
fields under Boards represented in this Coriference, (our o w n  
Board a m o n g  them), there ought to be at least i,o0o volunteers 
ready to be sent out each year until thbse fields are occupied in 
force.” .
These are the consenting voices of the yourig m e n  w h o  "see vi­
sions-! and.the older m e n  w h o  “dream dreams” of universal cori- 
quest’for the Son of .God. ‘ M a y  w e  not hear in them His voice 
saying Speak unto m y  people that they go forward ? .
With the close of the current year the Board as at present con­
stituted will complete fifty years of separate'arid independerit ac­
tion. It will also complete’ seventy-five years since its first organ­
ization. Jubilee and Diamond Jubilee! H o w  can they be cele­
brated more worthily than by such an achievement as the Board 
suggests ?
Corresponding Secretary. 
Approved by the Board M a y  23, 1906.
I . I - I !■
FOUNDED IN 1842.
District occupied, about 6,000 square miles. Population, 3,000,000.
Jtfissfonaries.— Revs. J. A. Otte, M. D., and P. W. Pitcher, A m o y ;  Rev. 
A. L. Warnshuis and C. Otto Stumpf, M. D., Sio-lche; Rev. H. P. Boot, 
Chiang-chiu; Rev. Frank Eckerson, Tong-an; Mrs. J. V. N. Talmage,'Miss 
K. M. Talmagre, Miss M. E. Talmage, Miss Susan R. Duryee,* Miss Alice 
Duryee, and Miss E. H. Blauvelt, M. D., A m o y ;  Mrs. Helen C. Kip, Sio-khe; 
Miss M. C. Morrison, Chiang-chiu; Miss L. N. Duryee, Tong-an.
•Resigned.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. Otte, Mrs. Pitcher, Mrs. Stumpf, Mrs. Warn­
shuis, Mrs. Boot.
In America.—Mrs. J; A. Otte, Dr. and Mrs. C. Otto Stumpf, Miss B. M. 
Cappon, Miss N. Zwemer, Mrs. H. P. Boot.
STATISTICS OF AMOY MISSION FOR 1005.
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- R E P O R T  F O R  1905.
If anyone had dared ten years ago to prophesy i that in another 
decade the examinations, upon which all social, political, and 
military preferments are based in China, would be abolished, he 
would have been considered mentally unbalanced. Yet this very
S £
thing has happened. T h e  hundreds of examination halls, all over 
China, are deserted and m a n y  of them already in ruins.
This change is not a sign of decadence but of ne w life. Th e 
old has passed away, even in this the oldest of the world’s 
empires. A  n e w  era has begun. T h e  influence of commerce, 
long continued missionary effort, the example of Japan are am o n g  
the causes of this change. But above them all is the Providence 
of God.
Th e land of Sinim is open to world-wide influence, no more 
because of the threatening gun, but because of a sincere desire 
for the better material not entirely divorced from the intellectual 
and the spiritual. 1
G o d  says to His C h ur ch:— There is your Canaan, go in and 
possess it in M y  Name.
Thousands of Chinese students have during the past year been 
sent to Japan, and to seats of learning in other lands. It is said 
that in Shanghai there are so m a n y  wishing to go to Japan that 
the steamers cannot carry them all. A n  Imperial Commission has 
been sent abroad to study international deplomacy. Th e spirit of 
research is manifest in all the Empire. '
Educational problems and possibilities are greater than the 
world has ever seen. W e  can now, as never before, reach the 
Chinese mind and thus penetrate to the Chinese heart and soul.
O u r  educational work is but elementary and intermediate. Is 
it to remain so? It rests with the Church at home to answer.
CHANGES [N THE MISSION.
Miss Cappon and Miss Z w e m e r  left us for their furlough early 
in the year. Rev. D. C. Ruigh found it impossible to remain in 
^'v'ihis climate, and was transferred to the North Japan Mission. In 
May, 1905, Miss S. R. Duryee became Mrs. F a h m y  of the L o n ­
don Mission.
Dr. Otte returned in the Spring, bringing with him Miss M. 
Kranenberg, a trained nurse. She has had six years experience 
in the hospitals of Rotterdam and Amsterdam, Holland.
Th e Rev. P. W .  Pitcher returned in time to open the Middle 
School after the s u mm er vacation, and Mrs. Pitcher came a little
later bringing Dr. Elizabeth Blauvelt with her. All of these are 
very welcome additions to our Mission.
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING. ’
In January meetings were held in A m o y  for the deepening of: 
spiritual life. These were conducted by the Rev. C. C. B r o w n  of 
the English Presbyterian Mission. S o m e  sixty came from Tong- 
an (members and hearers) and with the A m o y  Christians these 
filled the two largest churches. M a n y  felt ‘‘it was good to be 
there'’ and at the final meeting rose to speak of the blessing re­
ceived. Similar meetings were held in other centers, with similar, 
results.
T H E  D E P U T A T I O N .
Th e Board's Deputation arrived in February. Their stay was 
short, but long enough for them to visit the two stations Chiang- 
chiu and Tong-an in addition to Amoy. It was a pleasure to wel­
come them. •
Th e Pastor in Tong-an frequently refers to their visit and the 
good they did. Not the least was an increased desire to remove 
the screen which separates the m e n  from the w o m e n  in our 
churches. Since the visit of the Deputation the screen in the 
Tong-an church has been permanently removed. ,
Dr. Cobb, when speaking in Tong-an, plead with parents to give 
their children to the work of the church, and with the young m e n  
to ofTer themselves as preachers. O n e  young m a n  w h o  heard him, 
having previously been influenced during Mr. Brown's meetings to 
give up his opium business, offered himself as a preacher of the 
Gospel of Christ. H e  is no w in our Theological Seminary.
MEDICAL WORK.
A s  Dr. Stumpf’s furlough comes early in 1906, 
the wisdom of opening the hospital was doubtful. 
The Mission finally decided to allow Dr: Stumpf 
to divide his time between clinical work at Sio-khe and itinerating. 
Th e results proved the wisdom of this decision. ■
Neerbosch
Hospital.
It was impossible to send away patients w h o  had made long 
journeys in order to become in-patients. O n e  student was accord­
ingly left in charge of the hospital while the doctor, two students, 
the hospital preacher, and a coolie visited Hon-thau-poa and did 
medical work there for two weeks. About forty patients were 
treated each morning, after they had first attended the half-hour 
evangelistic service. In addition to those w h o  came for treatment 
there were at least one hundred each day w h o  came out of curiosi­
ty. T o  all of these tracts were sold and the Gospel message freely 
proclaimed. In the afternoon the surrounding villages were vis­
ited.
O n  the wa y to Hong-thau-poa lived a m a n  w h o  had been treated 
at Sio-khe. W h e n  the doctor passed through his village he in­
sisted on the whole party taking dinner with him. Th e evangelis­
tic services in the hospital were more satisfactory than ever before. 
Not only the regular hospital preacher but also a former pastor 
and a school teacher did good work in teaching and preaching.
' T h e  number of visits made to the dispensary was 4,211, and at 
the other out-stations 657. T w o  hundred and three operations 
were performed. Th e hospital was .open four months, during 
which time there were 485 in-patients.
Th e work in this institution was begun this 
Hope Hospital, year by Dr. Stumpf, and in March taken up by 
. Dr. Otte.
Th e medical and surgical work has in no w a y  differed from 
that of other years.
Seven students attended the classes. O n e  of these had to be 
dismissed for bad conduct. Th e others did fair, though in some 
cases not altogether satisfactory, work. Latterly, however, there 
lias been a decided improvement in the quality of the work done. 
T h e  subjects taught w e r e :— Therapeutics, Anatomy, Chemistry, 
Microscopy, Practice, and Surgery. Th e entrance standard was 
raised during the'year. Two. years in our Boys’ A c ad emy was 
formerly required. In future no students will be admitted unless 
they have completed the full four years’ course in the Academy, 
or its equivalent." W e  have n o w  reached the point in A m o y  where
a good central school of medicine is necessary. Hence w e  thought 
it best' to raise the entrance standard.
In the evangelistic work a m o n g  the patients Poe-a, the blind 
preacher, continued his good work. Th e students, too, have in 
their prayer-meetings shown signs of a re-awakened realization 
of their duty to their countrymen.
W e  have m a n y  reasons for gratitude to God. Once more the 
hospital has supported itself, and besides has brought a large su m 
into the Mission treasury.
A  total of 10,363 in and out-patients were treated in H o p e  H o s ­
pital. 1 There were 563 operations. '
Wilhelmina
Hospital.
The Netherland’s W o m a n ’s Hospital has been 
re-named Wilhelmina Hospital in honor of the 
Queen of the Netherlands, and- because of the 
great interest she takes in missionary work.
Th e w a y  was opened for Dr. Otte to visit the Netherlands, 
with the result that sufficient money was obtained to double the 
size of the building.
Another evidence of G o d ’s favor came to us through Nurse 
Kranenberg.
T w o  students attended the classes, both of w h o m  did poor work. 
O n e  was compelled to go to Rangoon with her husband. The 
subjects taught were the same as those in H o p e  Hospital.
Th e patients" have been 2,110 in number and the .operations 
261.
Th e evangelistic work continues under the direction of Matron 
-Eng-siu. W h e n  Miss Kranenberg takes up her work in the_ 
hospital w e  hope there will be considerable improvement in this 
direction.
Miss Talmage has, as far as possible, visited the hospital twice 
a week, holding meetings with the patients, and at the W e d n e s ­
day morning clinic one of the ladies of the English Presbyterian 
Mission has been present to teach the women.
They have been very attentive, and m a n y  Bible texts were taught 
them.
A m o n g  those w h o  encouraged us was a w o m a n  w h o  after leav- 
nig the hospital became a regular attendant at the Tek-chhiu-kha
church. H e r  husband also recently began to attend church. O n e  
day she remarked “M y  husband has begun to understand, for 
last Saturday I saw him buying fish and vegetables so that he 
could keep the Sabbath without doing any business.” So the 
seed is being sown and the harvest is sure.
E D U C A T I O N A L .
Parochial
Schools.
In the A m o y  District there are four parochial 
schools for boys. There are also four for girls 
in this region. Fully one-third of the pupils in 
the boys’ schools are from non-Christian families. In our girls’ 
school at Tek-chhiu-kha four of the pupils died of plague.
T h e  work in the four schools of the Chiang-chiu District has 
been carried on with vigor in most cases, and some recruits for 
the higher schools will doubtless come from a m o n g  their pupils.
Th e parochial schools in the Sio-khe District have had diffi­
culty in keeping alive. T h e  school in Lam-sin failed to materialize. 
After the Spring term the one at Sio-khe was disbanded. Th e 
Poa-a school had a successful year. O n e  was organized in 
Am-au. •
In the Tong-an District the schools continued as last year.
W o m e n ’s
School.
In the Duryee School for W o m e n  in A m o y  
there were twenty-five students during the first 
term. O n e  of these while a patient in the hos­
pital became interested in the Gospel, and being anxious to learn 
to read, became a pupil in the school. W h e n  she was able to read, 
circumstances forced her once more to enter the hospital where she 
died,— w e  hope a Christian. ■
During the second term there were twenty-eight w o m e n  vary­
ing from twenty-one to sixty-one years of age.
T h e  morning worship has been conducted by ladies of our o w n  
and the other Missions, or by the teacher Bi-chim. With such a 
variety of leaders the w o m e n  get the truth in n e w  lights which 
should add to- their interest as well as profit.
There have been three classes in Bible History, and a large
class read “Pilgrim’s ‘Progress,” manifesting m u c h  . interest. 
Bi-chim is still active and a most faithful helper.
Sunday evenings the w o m e n  conduct in turn a prayer meeting 
especially to pray for their relatives. ■
W e  hope three of the w o m e n  m a y  soon be employed as Bible 
1 women. They are widows of a suitable age. ■
' G I R L S ’ B O A R D I N G  S C H O O L S .
' Miss M .  E. Talmage in charge.
Amoy. O n e  hundred and two were enrolled during
the year. B o :gi the teacher and matron, w h o  
has been as faithful a worker as any school ever had, married a 
young preacher last summer, but was so good as to remain dur­
ing the year. W h e n  she leaves it will be difficult to fill her place.
T h e  pupils ma de fair progress in their studies. This, in spite 
of the fact that in Physical Geography examination one of the 
girls answered the question, “W h a t  is a gulf stream,” by saying, 
— “A  gulf stream is an empty corked bottle floating on the ocean.” 
(The text book used the illustration of a floating bottle to show 
the ocean current). ■ •
T h e  conduct of the pupils has, on the whole, given m u c h  satis­
faction. Seventeen united with the church. After the s u mm er 
vacation fourteen of the older girls, of their o w n  free will, came 
each week day at 8 :30 A. M.  to a twenty minute1 Bible reading. 
These ma de a very attractive class.
Several of the older girls are used as pupil teachers. Not only 
is this a great help in supplying the classes, but it also develops 
the teachers.
Soon after school opened in the autumn it was found that the 
lowest class was not making sufficient progress in reading. .Tfie 
pupil teacher had lately united with the church. W h e n  spoken 
to about the matter she answered curtly, her temper getting the 
better of her. But the next morning she wrote : “This morning I 
was very-rude fivyou, and n o w  I k n o w  I was wrong. I hope 
you will open a large heart of pity and forgive m y  fault. M y  
temper is very quick, as you know. M y  old nature is always 
trying to spring up. M y  heart truly wishes to change.— M a y
you be willing to forgive me.” This is given to show that these 
girls are trying to'overcome.
Miss Morrison in charge. During the spring 
Chiang-Chiu. term there was a larger attendance than ever 
before, though the record for the whole year 
shows a slight falling off as compared with last year. ^
Th e Chinese teacher, for m a n y  years a pupil of Miss M.  E. 
Talmage, has done excellent work and is much liked.
Th e Christian Endeavorers have, as formerly, worked in school 
and also in the church where they helped to teach the w o m e n  to 
read.
Five of the pupils united with the church. Others, already 
members, showed marked interest in the religious services held at 
the beginning of the year.
Mrs. Kip in charge. Thirty pupils were 
Sio-Khe.' enrolled during the spring term, though, as 
usual there were ̂ fewer in the Autumn.
O n e  death occurred during the year. .
Th e special meetings held by Mr. B r o w n  seemed to make an 
impression on several of the girls. In their o w n  little prayer 
meeting on Sunday evenings all the older girls are ready to pray, 
and at the W o m a n ’s meeting on Wednesday afternoon they also 
take part. •
Several of the girls are from heathen fapiilies, and though 
they are not always satisfactory pupils it is not thought best to 
send them away.
During the autumn a yo°ung woman, while in the hospital, 
became interested in learning to read. As soon as the school was 
opened she came hoping to be able to stay until the end of the 
year. Unfortunately, arrangements had been made for her ma r­
riage, so she was forced to leave in a few weeks. Still, she was 
able to read the primer and she had begun a simple catechism. All 
her husband’s family are heathen, but as they live near a Chris­
tian w e  hope that his family will be able to persuade the husband 
to allow her to attend worship. .
' Miss L. N. Duryee in charge.
Tong-an. Last year w e  reported the beginning of the
building of the Girls’ School. According to con­
tract it should have been finished in the spring, but the contractor 
proved to be both dishonest and incapable. During the summer 
he was dismissed. Since then the work has been done m u c h  bet­
ter. The building will, however, not be finished until the spring 
of 1906.
The school has been carried on as usual in the old building. 
The first term there were 29 pupils and the second 34.
THE CHILDREN’S HOME, AMOY.
During the year six children were added to this institution. 
The oldest was a slave girl of twelve years. She had run away 
from her owner, w h o  had treated her very badly. She was found 
by one of the ladies of the foreign community and’ handed over 
to the Municipal Council. (See leaflet on slave girls). W h e n  
made free this same lady sent her to the hospital, defraying her 
expenses there. W h e n  cured she was given to the home. ' 
A  blind child was left at the gate of the h o me in a most miserable 
condition. She was sent to the hospital, but nothing could be done 
for her cure, so w e  were thankful when, after three months, death 
put an end to her sufferings.
T w o  sisters, orphans, were also admitted to the Ho me . O n e  of 
these is lame and her left arm is useless. Their father was a 
Christian, and when he died there was no one to care for the 
little girls. . ’
Another orphan was taken because no one would take care of 
her. Th e sixth child was one of the “not wanted.”
Six of the children united with the church. Three of the older 
ones are teaching, giving m u c h  satisfaction. O n e  is out of school 
this year because of ill health. S o m e  of the younger ones attend 
the kindergarten, and the smallest are taught in the home.
Th e funds have come very generously from England and 
America. W e  thank all w h o  have shown an interest in our chil­
dren.
B O Y S ’ B O A R D I N G  S C H O O L S .
Primary-Ko-
longsu.
Miss Talmage in charge. There were more 
than one hundred on the roll during the year. 
O n e  pupil died from plague.
One' of the ne w pupils was a m a n  of twenty-seven. H e  was 
interested in Christianity but not admitted to the church. H e  had 
as a boy been a student in a heathen school and could read Chi­
nese character well, but he knew very little of the Scriptures, and 
was unacquainted with the Romanized Colloquial. H e  entered the 
school to learn more about the Bible. H e  hopes soon to be admit­
ted to the church.
The Junior C  .E. Soc. has been a great help to the school, and 
a number of the boys give evidence of a desire to serve the Lord.
Over $700.00 was received for fees. *
Boys’
Academy.
Rev. P. W .  Pitcher in charge. First of all 
the spiritual revival during the first part of the 
year must be noted. While there were but few 
conversions the spiritual life of those already Christians was 
quickened and deepened.
This is the bright side of the picture. Th e dark side is that 
about the same time the unbecoming conduct of some of the boys 
led to their dismissal. •
Forty-nine students were enrolled the first term,— twenty-three 
of these belonging to the Eng. Pres. Mission. Th e majority 
passed creditable examinations at the end of the session. Several 
were conditioned, but these conditions were made up during the 
second term.
During the absence of Mr. Pitcher the school was in charge 
"of several members of the Mission. ' .
Th e n e w  curriculum, adopted in- 1904, is working well. It 
will, ho doubt, help to develop better m e n  than the school has 
hitherto produced. Dr. Otte and Dr. Stumpf have in turn taught 
the class in physics. Th e boys take great interest in this. A  
course in Pedagogics was begun this term. Th e students have 
done fairly well in English,— taught as a subject.
Efforts are made to promote the spiritual life of the boys
1. B y  earnest talks at morning chapel. Besides prayer and 
singing fifteen or twenty minutes are devoted to the exposition 
of the Scriptures. This past term “The spread of Christianity,'' 
as recorded in Acts, and Sharman's ‘̂ Studies in the Life of 
Christ,’- were taken up.
2. Through the Y. P. S. C. E.
3. B y  a noon-day prayer meeting for those w h o  seek higher and
purer Christian life. . .
M o re has been done than ever before to develop the social 
life of the school. Friday evening has been set aside by the 
Principal for a social hour with teachers and students.
Th e year will close with forty-four on the roll, half from each 
Mission. Sickness is the principal cause for the depletion of 
numbers.
M o re is being done for self-support than ever before. The total 
received for tuition from the students coming from our iVlission 
is nearly $400.00 M e x „  This is nearly $18.00 per capita.
Theolo ical Twenty-one young m e n  attended the Seminary
Semina during year. These, were supported as follows : 
O u r  o w n  Alission, seven; English Presbyterian 
Mission, eleven: Domestic Mission Board, one; Y. P. S. C. E. 
of the Sin-koe-a church, one; self-supporting, one.
Beside the ordinary course given by a m e mb er of the E. P. 
Mission and the native teacher, Mr. Warnshuis gave a short 
but greatly' appreciated course of lectures on the Heidelberg 
Catechism and Homileties.
Th e union of the London Mission with the other two is under 
discussion. If all the educational work of the three Missions could 
be united it would be a step in the right direction. W e  believe the 
time is not far distant when this will be accomplished. .
E V A N G E L I S T I C .  .
AMOY DISTRICT.
This, the oldest Protestant church building
Sin-koe-a in the Chinese Empire, which for more than fifty 
years has never had “a heart of iron beating in 
the ancient tower,” n o w  rejoices in the possession of a bell.
The pastor is getting on in years. But not so m u c h  the weight 
of years as continued ill-health has incapacitated him for much 
active work. H e  has often felt called upon to resign his charge. 
H e  has felt this call more urgently this year than ever, and so 
placed his resignation before the consistory. It was not accepted.
Th e work at Khoe-hoa; a mission station of the ' Sin-koe'-a 
church, has been carried on as usual, but without mu c h  visible 
result. There is an attendance of forty or fifty every Sunday. 
Rev. Chhoa Keng-kong is in charge of the station. About twenty 
persons have been received into the Sin-koe-a church on confes­
sion. ■
T h e  people of this church organization are 
Tek-chhiu-kha. very happy*in their ne w home, which was dedi­
cated Feb. 22nd, 1905. It is a large and impos­
ing structure. Thou gh the congregation does not fill it on the 
Sabbath, yet on special occasions it has been necessary to place 
seats in the aisles in order to accommodate the people.
Th e Pastor’s house, the Girls’ School, and a jetty are in pro­
cess of construction. With these all the contemplated buildings 
of the Tek-chhiu-kha plant will be finished. Surely w e  m a y  be 
thankful for. what has been accomplished, and rejoice that out of 
the ruins of the fire these beautiful buildings have arisen. The 
combined liberality of G o d ’s people,at home and in China has 
made this possible. •
Pastor Ti retains his vigor, and seems as energetic as ever. H e  
celebrated his sixtieth birthday a few weeks ago.
Over thirty joined this church during the year. This church 
supports the station Chi-chiu.
Th e two churches, Sin-koe-a, and Tek-chhiu-kha are enlarg­
ing their borders. Besides the old station of Phoa-bo, they have 
this year opened a ne w station at Ko-the in the Tong-an region.
Th e Sunday services in the “Douglas M e m o -  
Kolongsu. rial” have been well attended, the scholars of the 
. ' different schools well filling this spacious build­
ing. ' ’ ’
The work done does not give m a n y  visible 
O-Kang. results. This m a y  be due to the poor health of 
the pastor, Rev. O n g  Ki-siong, and also to the 
limited assistance he has in his region. With four out-stations .to 
look after, he has but one preacher and two chapel-keepers ' to 
m a n  them. If one missionary could give the greater part of his 
time to the work on Kolongsu and the island of Amoy, the needs 
of this field would be met.. t
Visits to the out-stations in the A m o y  District have been made . 
by the ladies from time to time. These open up unlimited oppor­
tunities for work. .
Th e w o m a n ’s prayer meeting on Kolongsu is held each Tues­
day, the ladies of the three Missions leading in turn. Th e attend-” 
ance on the whole has been good.
O n  Thursday evening a general union prayer meeting is held in 
the new London Mission church. Th e situation is central, the 
church is well lighted. The attendance is better than in former 
years.
T h e  Bible-women in this region are few in number. S o m e  of 
them do not give all their time to the work. The usual w o m a n ’s 
meetings are held in the two A m o y  churches.
’ f
CHIANG-CHIU DISTRICT. '
In general it m a y  be said of the Chiang-chiu region that the 
encouraging features surpass the discouraging. Th e work in 
the main centers is flourishing, but the out-lying stations pre­
sent no such a promising future.
This church has experienced m u c h  that tends
Chiang-chiu. to brighten the year’s history, giving greater 
firmness of faith to many. T h e  work of the- 
Rev. C. C. B r o w n  has proven a permanent blessing.
Th e meeting of the Classis and the successful examination of 
the former preacher resulting in his being ordained as their 
n e w  pastor, form another red letter day in the history of the 
church. •
T h e  home. Deputation’s influence is still felt because of the 
teaching and personal interest manifested.
Th e pastor’s house is being remodeled at the cost of some three 
hundred dollars. T h ou gh the money has come in largely by 
dimes and twenty-cent pieces, it gives evidence of strength and 
willingness. Th e fact that some two thousand dollars was pr om­
ised towards rebuilding or enlarging the present church indicates 
power and willingness for great things. It should be said, h o w ­
ever, that it m a y  be difficult to realize this sum.
T h e  Hu-tek-hoo, like, the C. E. Society, with its one hundred 
and fifty 'members is still doing good. . Street preaching is faith­
fully done, notwithstanding the miserable Catholic trouble, n o w  
fortunately closed. .
The Book-room has been instrumental in sowing mu c h  Gospel 
truth. As  an instance of appreciation m a y  be cited the gift of 
$12.00 from a non-church goer for buying books on the sciences 
and the Russo-Japanese war. S o m e  of the newspapers are quite 
faithfully read, while the manager tries to influence the literati 
to read the books and pamphlets kindly loaned by Miss Duryee 
and others. T h e  following sales have been m a d e : Bibles, 36;
N e w  Testaments, 109; Hymnals, 272; Calendars, 317; C o m ­
mentaries and tracts to the value of $17.43.
Th e Thian-san church, at the beginning of
Thian-san. the year, was composed of ten stations, but has 
. undergone great changes. Five of the sta­
tions were by Classis organized as the Soa-sia church as their 
self-support and strength seemed assured. Th e Thianisan pas­
tor was honored with a unanimous call, and is n o w  in a strait 
betwixt two. T h e  mother church does not want to lose him, and 
the daughter church is anxious to welcome him. At the same ses­
sion of the Classis, a request from Leng-soa for church organiza­
tion was received, and a committee appointed to consider the ad­
visability of Leng-soa, E-lang, and Hoa-khe being organized. This 
committee is ready to report to the next meeting of Classis in 
favor of organization.
During the early part of the s u m m e r  there was quite an a w ak­
ening. T h e  preacher and his wife were greatly influenced by a 
book on the Holy Spirit. Meetings were held which were char­
acterized by m u c h  fervor and prayer took on ne w vigor. The
recent typhoid fever epidemic not only resulted in the death of 
many, but also in the deepening of faith, on the p a h  of some. 
Four, m e n  were recently baptised and received into the church 
by Mr. Boot. The church and parsonage of Leng-soa, the gift 
of the Wells family, are neat and trim as if just built,— a veritable 
oasis in the desert. '
Thian-san, the mother church, will soon be left with but one 
out-station,— E-go. Ho we ver they are already making proposals 
to open a station in the neighboring Lam-cheng. Th e church will 
furnish the building while they ask the Mission to be responsible 
for the rent and salary of the preacher. The newly organized 
society, calle'd the Hui-seng-hoe, has a membership of over one 
hundred and seems quiite flourishing.
The Chioh-be church rejoices in the fact that 
Chioh-be. the increase in the audiences is so great that 
their church building has become too small. The 
work in the Hai-teng station of this church seems to be difficult, 
but the new opening in E-be, under the direction of the pastor of 
the Chioh-be church is quite promising. Four meetings are held 
weekly at which about twenty attend.
It is a . hopeful feature that' this year all the repairs to the 
church buildings have been made by the people. It is also a mat­
ter for encouragement that most of the preachers of this District 
are looking forward to taking the preacher’s examination. W e  
need more than a better educated ministry, however. W e  need 
the baptism of the Holy Spirit, so that the preachers and pas­
tors m a y  set the holy example of.first things first, as Christ has 
taught. ..
The attendance of the w o m e n  at m a n y  of the out-stations is 
comparatively small, but at the Chioh-be. church there are over 
fiftv, nearly, half of them ne w hearers, earnestly studying the 
hymns or the Romanized Colloquial. At several of the out-stations 
weekly or semi-weekly w o m e n ’s prayer-meetings are held, led by 
the w o m e n  in turn, or by the wife of the pastor or preacher.
. .......  . SIO-KHE DISTRICT. .
Not until. March could Mr. Warnshuis return to Sio-khe to live,
so that it was possible for him to ma ke only one visit to the 
different out-stations.
• Lam-sin. Nothing unusual happened in this church.
Death has robbed it of its best office bearers.
Here are progress, enthusiasm, cooperation of 
Foa-a. . pastor, consistory and people, and m u c h  to be 
thankful for. Th e people have continued making 
contributions for the n e w  church building. Th ey have painted 
and decorated the interior and have also purchased an eight 
hundred pound bell. Th e number of hearers at the Sunday serT 
vice, especially women, has increased. There is a large increase 
in membership. In the out-stations Am-au, and Toa-khe, the 
work of the year has also been very promising. At A m - a u  
there is increased interest in the church services, and there are ten 
applicants for baptism. In both these stations there have not yet 
been any w o m e n  believers or even hearers. But in October, 
through special efforts, some women, were brought to the ser­
vices in Am-au, and it is hoped that this “breaking of the ice” 
m a y  lead to continued attendance. -
In the Sio-khe church the year closes with 
Sio-khe. more promise than the conditions during the 
greater part of the year warranted us to expect. 
Th e lack of cooperation between the consistory and the venerable 
pastor still continues, and greatly hinders church work. But the 
grand old m a n  continues faithful and is as active as the feeble state 
of his body permits. During the last few months of the year a 
number of the younger m e n  banded themselves together into a 
Personal Workers’ Gass. This resulted in bringing several ne w 
members into the church and in the quickening of their o w n  
spiritual life. A s  the year closes, this class is organizing prayer 
meetings in two or,three of the villages where Christians live. 
These meetings become centres of evangelistic work a m o n g  the 
heathen. . '
In the out-station Hong-thau-pau, organized only two years 
ago, w e  were driven out of the building used as a chapel by the 
typhoon of last July. But even this has not discouraged the more
sincere enquirers. They have continued the church services 
wherever they could gather. In two years of work at least ten me n 
have been w o n  out of heathenism, and are n o w  ready for baptism.
T h e  out-station, Siang-khe, which formerly belonged to the Sio- 
khe church has been transferred to the care of the Poa-a pastor 
and consistory. There, too, increased numbers of hearers are 
reported.
Th e difficulties in the Toa-lazv-teng church have increased, and 
the outlook is very dark. Because of the utter lack of harmony 
between people and pastor a change is needed. Classis was pre­
vented only by a technical difficulty from dissolving the relation 
between pastor and people. Th e mission has arranged to transfer 
him temporarily to the Hong-thau-poa station, until Classis can act 
at its next regular meeting. Th e attendance at the Sunday ser­
vices has fallen to a very low figure, and no new hearers have been 
won. •
In the out-stations, Phaw-a and Toa-pi, there is nothing to 
report and no growth.
Floods and typhoons destroyed the buildings used as chapels in 
Peng-ho and E-che. It has thus far been impossible to obtain 
other buildings. O n  account of this all the region west of Sio-khe 
is without a chapel or preacher.
Besides the two meetings held for w o m e n  in Siokhe, an adjacent 
village where a Christian has put a room at the disposal of the 
Mission, is regularly visited by the ladies. T h e  heathen neighbors 
come in and some six are being taught to read and to repeat the 
hymns. '
W e  rejoice in the prospect of having Dr. Blauvelt at Siorkhe 
and feel sure that she will find a great field for work.
TONG-AN DISTRICT. '
O f  the two organizations in this District, Tong-au and Hong- 
san, the former is the larger and has had the most prosperous year. 
A  delegation of sixty went to A m o y  to attend the series of meet­
ings conducted by the Rev. C. C. Brown. Before these meetings, 
the mid-week prayer meetings had been given up, but they were 
immediately re-organized and are still well attended, though n o w
they have a C'. E. Society, which is partially responsible for this 
service. This church has fallen behind others in the matter of 
street preaching, but this, too, was taken up again'
Another inspiration was the visit of the Board’s Deputation.
T h e  G. E. Society started during the S u m m e r  is doing very well. 
Its members Had most encouraging meetings in the county jail 
until a ne w Mandarin refused them permission to continue. This 
was done in spite of a petition of the prisoners asking for the meet­
ings.
Just beyond the most distant out-station of this District, a 
young brother has opened a school, partly supported with private 
funds. H e  has also diligently preached the Gospel. Th e people 
there are n o w  asking for a regular preacher, offering to build a 
church if w e  help them a little. Three m e n  from this place have 
joined the church.
At Sai-pi w e  have received our “first fruits” in three m e n  w h o  
have joined the church. ' ^
At Poa-thau-chhi our difficulty in .securing a site for the new 
church was followed by great difficulty in securing a satisfactory 
contractor to erect the building.
The Hong-san church sent but one or two m e n  to Mr. B r o w n ’s 
meetings, and so only a very few received the impetus of a 
increased spiritual life. . _
T h e  C. E. Society in the mother church keeps up a degree of 
activity, and of late has been conducting services at Ang-tng-thau, 
where there is no preacher.
At Khoe-a-be the preacher seems to have sat still and let his 
opportunities pass, but it is a good field and probably a change of 
preachers will produce good results.
Au-khoe is growing splendidly. T h e  preacher seems to be 
thoroughly consecrated and wide-awake to make and seize oppor­
tunities. .
A  delegation from Au - p h a w  have m a de frequent calls upon the 
Tong-an Pastor asking that a preacher be sent them. After a year 
of waiting, the two A m o y  churches sent them a man, and n o w  the 
work is very promising.
Architectural difficulties have pervaded the district. It would 
seem proper to ask .the Board to send us a builder as our next
reinforcement. W h a t  the builders here lack most is plain honesty. 
Th e church at Te-soa looks as if it were built to fall down. It 
has been a most trying task to improve what was done badly. 
Eight months have been spent in' searching for a good builder for 
Poa-thau-chhi, and while he is in sight the contract is not yet let. 
Operations that have been dragging along- at Te-thau are about 
to be finished. ' • „
Miss Z w e m e r  left Tong-an in May. In the A u t u m n  Miss L: 
N. Duryee was joined by her sister, Miss A. Duryee. ’
While there have been no striking cases of changed life am o n g  
the w o m e n  in Tong-an as a result of the special meetings held in 
Am oy , which some of them attended, w e  believe they were a' real 
help in their spiritual life.
For m a n y  years, as Spring advanced, plague has appeared in 
Tong-an. This year, however, it was practically quiescent.
Th e two Bible-women of the Tong-an District, Hoe-thau-so, 
and Bay-kaw were employed as usual, the former in Te-soa, and 
the latter in Tong-an itself. Part of Bay-kaw’s salary is given by 
the w o m e n  of the Tong-an church. •
In November Bay-kaw spent • two weeks at the out-station 
Chioh-jim, visiting the homes of the Christians and the hearers in 
that region. She reported that at one home, w h e n  she was through 
speaking, a young w o m a n  said to her,— “Before you came in, on 
account of a quarrel with m y  husband, I was about to take opium 
to kill myself. N o w  m y  anger has gone.” She went on to say that 
her husband was a bad man, that as a child she had' lived on the 
island of Kolongsu, and had wanted to attend school, 'but her 
parents were unwilling. Attempted suicide is not at all u n c o m m o n  
a m o n g  Chinese women. -■ 1 •
W e  close this report with an expression of gratitude to G o d  for 
all His mercies, and to-His. Church for their gifts and prayers. AH ' 
is not brightness, but some of the clouds which hung over us at the 
beginning of the year have been dissipated, others are less dense, 
and even the darkest are not visible when our hearts are-filled 
with the love of God. - ■ - ' • . '
• W e  have also reason to thank and praise Go d for His-goodness 
in permitting Mrs. .Kip and Mrs. Talmage to remain so long, a 
blessing to the Chinese and to us, younger members of the Mission.
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Their faithful service, of over forty years, has indeed been blessed 
of God.
Th e message which, beyond all others, w e  would send to the 
Church at ho me is this,— Brethren pray for us, that G o d  m a y  so 
fill us with His Holy Spirit that souls m a y  be irresistibly drawn 
to the foot of the Cross.
/
ORGANIZED IN 1853.
The Mission occupies: Sq. Miles Population
N o rth Arcot District, 11 Taluqs (Counties)__ 6,848 1,864,139
South Arcot District, 2 “ “ . . . . 399 - 215,539
C u d d a p a h  District, 2 " *' . . . . 1,668 264,395
M y s o r e  Province, 1 " 418 68,927
Total ........  16 Taluqs (Counties) — 8,333 2,400,000
L a n guages— Ot 1,350,000, Tamil; 890,000, Telugu; 160,000, Hindustani, Kana- 
rese, etc.
Missionaries— Revs. J. W. Scudder, D. D., P a l m a n e r ; Jacob Chamberlain, 
M. D.. D. D., Coonoor; J. H. Wyckoft, D. D., Vellore; E. €. Scudder, Tindt- 
v a n a m ; W. I. Chamberlain, Ph.D.,«- Vellore; Lewis R. Scudder, M. D., 
Ranipettai; L. B. Chamberlain, Madanapalle; J. A. Beattie, Chittoor; Wal­
ter T. Scudder, Ranipettai; Mr. Wr. H. Farrar, Arnt; Mr. Arthur C. Cole, 
Vellore; Mrs. John Scudder, Vellore; Miss Julia C. Scudder, P a l maner; Miss 
M. K. Scudder, Madanapalle; Miss Louisa H. Hart, M. D., Miss Ida S. Scud­
der, M. D., Miss Annie E. Hancock, Miss Lillian M. Hart, Vellore; Miss 
Alice B. Van Doren, Ranipettai. . '
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. J. Wf. Scudder, Mrs. J. Chamberlain, Mrs. 
J. H. Wyckoft, Mrs. E. C. Scudder, Mrs. L. R. Scudder, Mrs. L. B. Chamher- 
lain. Mrs. J. A. Beattie, Mrs. W. T. Scudder, Mrs. W. H. Farrar, Mrs. Arthur 
C. Cole.
In America.— Mrs. W. I. Chamberlain,* Rev. and Mrs. Henry J- Scudder.
Native Hei)iers.— Ordained Ministers, 13; Other helpers, men, 273; w o m e n ,  
129. Tots I, 415.
Boarding Schools— Boys', 4 ; Scholars, 257 ; Girls’, 5; Scholars, 213; Theo­
logical Schools, 2; students, 23; Day schools, 173; scholars, 7,416. Total: 
Schools, 184; Scholars, 7,909.
Hospitals— Two. Patients treated, 35,180.
•Resigned.
STATIONS.
Arni ....Chittoor ... Coonoor ... Madanapalle Palmaner . Ranipettai TlndivanamVellore --
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F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .  
R E P O R T  F O R  1905.
' ' GENERAL SURVEY.
Instead of following the topical method, w e  make a change this 
year, first taking rapid survey of the various branches of the work, 
and then, under the head of each station in alphabetical order, 
giving a resume of the reports. This plan will suit those with 
“head-line” inclinations, and at the same time satisfy those w h o  
are interested in special stations or details.
1. T h e  weather, of course, first. In this country more than 
elsewhere the coming or failure of the early or the latter rains 
means very m u ch to very ma ny .' Th e southwest monsoon was a 
failure in our district and the consequent suffering for lack of food 
.was so great that for two months w e  had to feed our village school 
children with a meal of gruel per day. W e  could not do more nor 
for a-longer time for our money gave out. O, the pity of it! 
Thousands of dollars spent on flowers for an evening entertain­
ment in m a n y  a wealthy ho me and here w e  had not enough for 
absolute necessity at the rate of one-third of a cent per day per 
child. Because of the scarcity m a n y  of our people went to Kandy, 
Kolar, and even to South Africa or the Mountains in search of 
work. October brought brighter because darker days. H o w  w e  
watched those clouds, and rejoiced when w e  saw not the sun, for it 
meant rain and crops and food for weary, hungry, discouraged 
peoples. A n d  the rain did come, inches and inches of it, not too 
much, not too late, and n o w  the fields “also are covered over with 
corn; they shout for joy, they also sing.”
2. Next to weather comes the important item of health. The 
plague has interfered with the work of Chittoor, Coonoor and 
Palmaner, and although deaths in our Christian community were 
very few the demoralization of the people prevented regular won 
In some stations and schools severe fevers have prevailed, b 
otherwise there have been no epidemics and but one or two of o 
prominent helpers have died. Th e general health of our mission­
aries has been good, except that our medical ladies in Vellore tried 
to burn their candles at both ends and suffered therefrom, and Rev. 
W .  T. Scudder had a low fever for several months. Th e children 
of Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Chamberlain were also ill for a time.
3. Personnel. Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Scudder returned in Janu­
ary and were appointed to the Tindivanam field. A  girl and boy 
arrived in Ranipettai in September and October, and being of 
excellent missionary antecedents have Been put on the roll. They 
reside with Rev. and Mrs. W .  T. Scudder and Dr. and Mrs. L. R. 
Scudder respectively, and will doubtless undertake the acquisition 
of Tamil a little later. Arthur C. Cole, Esq., Mrs. Cole and their 
son Cecil came to us in October. Mr. Cole was put into harness at 
once as Principal of the Voorhees College in Vellore. In Septem­
ber w e  were obliged to part with Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Scudder 
and their three children, w h o  anticipated by a few months the fur­
lough they were planning to take in 1.906.
In November w e  were obliged to say farewell to Dr. W .  I. 
Chamberlain, w h o  had by his geniality and capability made himself 
beloved and well-nigh indispensable in our mission. ' As Professor 
of Philosophy in Rutgers, he will still have a wide sphere of influ­
ence and w e  wish him every success in his new work.
4. Dr. M. H. Hutton, Dr. H. N. Cobb and Mrs. E. E. Olcott, 
accompanied by Mrs. Hutton and Mrs. Olcott’s son Alfred, the 
Deputation sent by our Boards to visit the missions of our church, 
spent about a month in going the round of our stations, and 
wherever they went their words of greeting, cheer and counsel 
rejoiced the hearts of all w h o  heard them. The account of the 
whole “jubilation” has been ma d e  permanent record in book form. 
Their visit has knit their and our hearts closer, and through this 
loving visitation there will be a better understanding of mission 
work by our good people at home.
5. Evangelistic work as indicated by the word “out-preaching” 
— i. e., the proclamation of the Gospel message in unevangelized 
places, has been prosecuted more or less vigorously in all the sta­
tions. Special bands in Arcot, Kaveripak, Madanapalle, Pakala, 
Polur and Bramhadesam, spend their entire time and strength in 
this line. Being completely relieved of the care of village congre­
gations or schools they are able to concentrate all their energies 
upon this one object. It seems too bad that the executive work of 
our stations takes so m u c h  time and strength that our missionaries 
themselves find it difficult to make purely evangelistic tours. The 
work of the various bands and of the individual helpers, as they
have gone out from time to time, is summarized as follows:—  
85,915 times, 32,492 places, 864,708 hearers and 29,222 books and 
tracts given or sold.
6. “Feed m y  sheep” was one of the Master’s injunctions. 
People w h o  have accepted Christ must be trained in Christian 
knowledge and be taught that they themselves must propagate the 
faith. Hence the necessity of the church. T h e  history of that part 
of the church situated within the borders of the Arcot Mission, as 
sketched in the various station reports of the year, is interesting. 
F r o m  it w e  learn that a m o n g  172 villages containing Christians 
there are 18 church organizations, with 14 pastors and 2,676 c o m ­
municants, and a total of 9,941 adherents; that they have given in 
benevolence more than $800, and for congregational purposes 
about $1,530; that during the year 107 confessed their faith in 
Christ and were admitted to full membership, 100 adults and 241 
children were baptized, and 336 adherents received from the non- 
Christian community; that there are 170 Sunday-schools with 
6,238 pupils, and an average attendance of 4,610, and 83 Christian 
Endeavor Societies with a membership of 1,769; that in the matter 
of self-support and self-government there has been distinct , 
advance in several places and that the Christian community c o m ­
pares favorably with that in other lands— in short, that Christianity 
is a success in our mission.
Harvest Festivals were held in four stations and all are reported 
to have done well financially, notwithstanding the hard times.
7. “Feed m y  lambs” also said the master. T o  do this effec­
tively schools are necessary and our Mission has not been back­
ward in the great work of education. O u r  institutions comprise 
(1) a Theological Seminary, (2) a Second Grade college, (3) 
two Industrial schools, (4) a Training School for mistresses and 
part interest in a similar one for masters, (5) three High, (6) five' 
Lower Secondary, (7) 173 Primary and (8) 18 Hindoo Girls’ 
schools. In these are 320 male and 123 female teachers and 7,806 
pupils. Surely a not insignificant showing is this. Biblical instruc­
tion is given in all these institutions. •
8. N o r  is the above all that is being done to carry out the above 
injunction. Devoted and efficient w o m e n  under careful super­
vision go a m o n g  their sisters, old and young, in the homes and
zenans. Here without the spur of the public '‘examination” or 
the applause of multitudes, quiet faithful work is being done. ‘‘In 
His N a m e ” for the “other sheep.” 813 houses have been visited 
and the W o r d  spoken to 52,987 hearers.
' 9. Mention of a great and growing work remains. The M a s ­
ter was not only “the Good Shepherd.” H e  was preeminently a 
physician of bodies as well as souls. Even as His work on earth 
would not have been complete without the relief H e  gave to 
physical suffering, so would not our work for H i m  be complete 
without a physician and hospitals. Th e work in our two hospitals 
— the general one in Ranipettai and the M a r y  Taber Schell for 
w o m e n  in Vellore, is great and increasing. Not only is this done 
within the walls of the buildings but also in the houses to which 
the doctors are frequently called, and in the district during 
“medico-evangelistic” tours.-. Th e three physicians together with 
their assistants have ministered to 2,178 in-patients,, and 33,002 
out-patients during the year, and all these patients have had the. 
opportunity of hearing of Jesus Christ and His.'love to all m a n ­
kind.
10. These various departments of Mission endeavor are car­
ried on by a small army of agents, 650, including pastors, cate­
chists, teachers, Bible women, hospital assistants and nurses. The 
task of training and drilling this corps of workers is no light one, 
and the most efficient ways of doing so are a m o n g  the perplexing 
problems of missionary life. Days of prayer and conference and 
intercourse are spent by all in our various stations. During the 
past year the great Union Conference in September was a power 
for good. It was held at Tehgal near Ranipettai with the United 
Free Church and Church of Scotland missions. This was the sec­
ond united conference held, the first being at A r k o n a m  four years 
ago. . Th e place of meeting was by the river side away from all 
habitation. A  pandal or booth capable of seating above 800 peo­
ple was erected by the committee without a contractor, and also a 
large number of temporary huts. While the people had many 
discomforts, yet arrangements were not altogether unsatisfactory. 
T h ou gh a large number of people came up from Madras where 
cholera was raging, not a case occurred in camp. O n e  young 
w o m a n  developed the dread disease after leaving the camp. She
was at once taken to the Mission Hospital where she’recovered 
after a. hard struggle. ,
Mr. Geo. S. E d d y  again placed us under very great obligation by 
coming to take charge of this convention. H e  was assisted by Mr. 
Azariah and Mr. Paramanandam-while Mrs. E d d y  helped with 
the w o m e n ’s meetings. Th e addresses were searching and help­
ful, especially the Bible Readings on Ephesians. It is hard to 
estimate the results of such a series of meetings. But the faith­
ful presentation of truth searched the hearts of all. A n d  the quiet 
river sand witnessed m a n y  self-surrenders as individuals and 
groups went by themselves for further prayer and meditation.” 
i i . W e  wish to, as usual, thank our friends in India and the 
H o m e  lands for their continued interest in “our,” which is, after 
all, their and the Master’s work in the Arcot Mission, for their 
thought, for their gifts-, for their prayers. W e  need all in greater 
measure than ever before. Great opportunities are before us; 
let us grasp them. Great interests have been committed to us, 
let us be faithful to them. There is. money in plenty. Shall not 
more during 1906 be consecrated to our work am o n g  these people 
of India, people in our Arcot field, helping them to “find their 
Father and find their w a y  H o m e ? ” •
“Take up the white m a n ’s burden—
Y e  dare not stoop to less 
N o r  call too loud on Freedom 
T o  cloak your weariness.
B y  all ye cry or whisper 
1 B y  all ye leave or do .
Th e silent solemn peoples 
Shall weigh your G o d  and you.”
ARNI.
Mr. Farrar writes that the word “scarcity” seems to best 
characterize the work of the year in Arni, scarcity of water 
accounting for scarcity of food supply and resulting in scarcity in ■ 
spiritual w o r k ; and the minor chord vibrates through the report. 
Th e scarcity of money for his chief work— the Industrial
School, demanded a closer attention to details of that work, and 
consequentiy more time ; so it was thought best that he relinquish 
some of the village work in which he has ever been greatly inter­
ested. Thus was the Arni field curtailed and a part of it— Chet- 
pet and its villages,— attached to Tindivanam. Th e other vil­
lage “work has gone on somewhat as usual except for the effect 
upon it caused by the prevalence of the hard times.” In June and 
July the children and helpless widows were helped with a “daily 
dole of gruel,” and this served to keep the schools together dur­
ing a part of each day. •
“The Harvest Festival was held in March in a tope near Chet- 
pet, and was in every w a y  a success. M o re money was raised 
than in any previous effort of the kind and in spite of the hard 
times the greater.part of it has been paid in.”
T h e  Gospel Extension Society work in the Polur taluk has pros­
pered. A  system of monthly visitation by committees from the 
various stations has prevailed, and in consequence the work has 
been greatly helped. It is not at all supported by Mission funds, 
but by money raised chiefly a m o n g  our native brethren them­
selves.
Th e m e n  report that it would not be difficult, if means were at 
hand, to place teachers and erect school houses in several places 
n o w  unoccupied. '
Th e evangelistic work about Arni seems to be developing in 
interest and several villages east of Arni show a friendly disposi­
tion towards Christianity. T h e  preaching has been done chiefly 
by the Industrial School students and town teachers. T h e  cate­
chists of the station are; negligent in this line of village p'reach- 
ing. ^ • ■ '
In the Station church “a striking feature is the re-organization 
of the Junior C. E. Society which has about 40 members, active 
and associate on the list,” the latter being in the service as active 
as the former: Th e Senior C. E. is small but its meetings are 
fairly well maintained. “T h e  Church Sunday School took the _
I. S. S. Bible Examination for the first time this year and 23 
received certificates.”
Th e rest of Mr. Farrar’s report deals very fully, as would be 
expected, with his great work,— the Industrial School. M u c h
time and thought has been given to it by him to bring it to its high 
level. Here he shows the terrors of the word “scarcity,” for as 
the ancient Hebr ew could not make bricks without straw Mr. Far­
rar finds it difficult to make “a w o rk man that needeth not to be 
ashamed” without plenty of rupees, and he longs for the time 
wh en a.liberal endowment will free him from anxiety. A n  attempt 
to introduce some students from Vellore was almost a failure, as 
only two could stand the indignity of labor. .
Th e school shows a deficit again this year and Mr. Farrar 
gives six reasons for it:—
“i. Th e desperate effort to prevent it, the hand-to-mouth, 
bricks-without-straw system we  have to observe. '
2. Th e boys that w e  have to teach. Their average size, intel­
ligence, etc., are considerably below what is needed.
3. Th e difficulty in getting bills paid, which has been greater
this year than usual. ■>
4. Th e lack of modern machinery, tools and seasoned mate­
rial.
I have bought fewer new tools every year than the year before. 
Th e Printing Office is in great need of new type.
This year I ventured to buy an, old broken paper cutter and 
repaired it. It is a vast improvement over our old method, but no 
modern office would give it room. O u r  ne w press cannot be used 
for sizes above single foolscap sheets. Th e other presses will do 
fairly well for some time yet, but the matter of new type ought to 
be considered" at once. ■
5. Th e small size of the school. This is felt much more since 
the Telugu boys left, because of the plague.
If well arranged, a shop of 80 should do more than twice as 
m u ch as one of 50. *
6. T h e  effort to develop the teaching side of the school, instead 
of using the factory or apprentice system exclusively. Even with 
the government grant, a school of this kind would show a deficit 
and the wonder is that it is not larger.”
■ But there is a brighter side to the picture. A  noble test of 
graduates is shown,— nearly 50, and some others not heard from, 
— all earning their living by the trades learned in this school. 
Then there are others w h o  went into literary pursuits. S o m e  of
these are in Mission employ, doing better, probably, because they 
learned trades. The results of the technical examinations in the 
school this year were fairly good. Five passed the Elementary 
examination in carpentry. Those w h o  passed in November, 1904, 
gazetted this year, were : Cabinet making advanced, two ; Inter­
mediate, three; Elementary, five. Tailoring, I grade, three. A  
night school has-been opened in which the boys w h o  work all day 
study a little at night.
Mrs. Farrar’s report is bright and w e  wish it were possible 
to enter it in full. . .
Th e Kosapalliam Hindu Girls’ School stands first as usual. 
It has 131 children on the roll, 55 of w h o m  are in the present 
Infant Standard— and the average attendance is about 120. “The 
teachers ma ke it a point to be in their places at least five minutes 
before the time for the school to open, and at the opening exer­
cises almost every child is in her place.”. Th e Headmistress will 
soon have to leave and go to Vellore where her husband has work 
as a weaver.
The Arni Hindu Girls’ School has 132 children on the roll with 
73 in the Infant Standard. Th e attendance is not so good as in 
Kosapalliam, but “the singing and drill reflect credit on the H e a d ­
master.”
A  united prize giving was held in December on the Bungalow 
verandah, “a novel feature of which was the attendance of quite 
a large number of the mothers of the pupils.”
In the Suriakulam School there are about 130 of all castes 
and creeds. Th e drill was so good that the Inspector of Schools 
bade the Local F u nd Teacher “visit our school and take lessons 
from our drill master, w h o  is one of the Christian teachers !”
Sunday Schools are held in connection with all these schools, 
boys being allowed, and the attendance has been excellent. •
Mrs. Farrar’s work' in caring for the boarding 
Zenana Work, department of the Industrial School, three other 
schools and her two children made it impossible 
for her to do m u c h  Zenana work in Arni. In January, Miss 
Hancock, 'residing at Vellore, was asked to undertake it. In 
February work began with five houses. Mrs. Farrar gave to this
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work one of her school mistresses, Lydia Samuel. Miss Hancock 
made seven trips to Arni during' the year and month by month 
one or two houses have been added, until at the end of the year 
there were 26. . '
Lydia evidently was faithful for she not only spent two 
•months in Vellore attending Mrs. Wyckoff’s class for Bible 
W o m e n ,  but visited her houses 1,531 times and spoke the W o r d  to 
3,511 people.
CHITTOOR. . •
■‘The year has passed peacefully and pleasantly in Chittoor,” 
writes Rev. L. B. Chamberlain.
"It was not long after the joys of the Jubilee that a serious 
turn was given to all by the appearance of plague in Chittoor. 
The town was soon almost emptied: the day schools had to be 
closed and w e  had to cease holding service in the church. It was 
June before the service could be resumed. The Missionary 
family remained through it all, as leaving would have frightened 
the children in the. Boarding School and the other Christians.
The failure of the monsoon caused food supplies to become 
scarce and gruel had to be given for some time to the village 
school children. “Ho we ver the year is ending more brightly. 
Th e plague disappeared without claiming a single Christian, and 
rains relieved the people from fear of famine.
“O n e  of the interesting features of the year has been the revival 
and improvement of the C. E. Union. Th e Secretary, Mr. J. C. 
Athisayanadan, was very active in arranging the details of the 
work which included the encouragement of the village Endeav- 
ou.rers. ‘ '
In connection with the Union a Bajanai meets in the town and- 
in the villages, and its music is a great help in the meetings and 
open-air preaching. ■ .
- Th e various societies during the past twelve years gave $50,. 
excluding a special subscription for the support of an Evangelist 
in 1900. ’ ■ ' '
' A n  interesting event' of the year was the inauguration of “An-. 
Annual Church Anniversary” on the first Sunday' in December.'.
Representatives were present from the villages and the pastor and 
treasurer gave reports. Pastor T h o m a s  Samuel reported “that he 
had visited each of his 20 congregations six times, and spent 67 
days on evangelistic tours, in which 24,000' hearers were reached. 
Despite the plague and semi-famine, the gifts Of this year are in 
excess of those of the previous year. Th e pastor’s salary, cart- 
hire and other expenses had .been fully met by the income .of the 
year, and there was a small balance left. . <. ‘ ■
Th e Church Session has managed its o w n  affairs without con­
sulting the.missionary, and the helpers made and carried out plans 
which greatly assisted him in the care-of the Station, in checking 
the monthly bills of the helpers, and in matters of discipline.
Village day-schools had a. hard time owing to scarcity and 
plague, but careful inspection has kept the teachers up to their 
work, and “progress” can be reported. T h e  “Olcott B a n d ” at 
Pakala has made 21 tours, spending 166 days in camp and reach­
ing 34,087 people. • ■ ■
Th e Kotthapallai villages were transferred to Vellore early in 
the year, which accounts for a falling off in the. Chittoor figures. 
Santhantangal has been removed from the list owing to the relapse 
of the people to heathenism.
“But notwithstanding these facts the statistics show an increase 
of 19 communicants and 23 baptized members, and the total con­
gregation is but 41 less than .the previous year. There are 43 
more scholars in the Sunday schools and 140 more members of the 
C. E. societies. . ■
W o m e n ’s work in Chittoor has had the supervision of Mrs. L. 
B. Chamberlain. Plague interfered seriously with this as with all 
other work for several months, although the L. S. and Normal 
Schools went on regularly.
Th e Normal School occupies a fine ne w building and is a joy 
to all. . .
T h e  Headmaster, Mr. J. C. Backianathan has by private study 
taken the B. A. degree while faithfully discharging- his duties. 
A m o n g  the pupils were three married women, an unusual feature. 
T h e  school had in attendance the first private pupil in its history. 
She was independent alike of Mission and Government aid,— the 
daughter of the Headmaster.
!’!. There-:|Were''2i girls in the Training School. In the Bible
• Examinations, they took all the possible prizes and one “honor-
\able mention.” In the Government Examination 14 out of 19 
were successful in the written test. .
j T h e  Lower Secondary school sustained a severe loss in the
• departure of the Headmaster w h o  had served for nine years. Sat-
■ isfactpry work was done by the pupils in all departments. There 
were 46 girls in attendance, six of w h o m  became members of the 
church during the year. - '
: -The Hindu Girls’ schools were closed for several months on 
•account of the,plague, but regained .their normal strength. The 
strength of the Chittoor School is 90. It is proposed soon to erect 
,a ne w building for it.
•1 T h e  Santhepet school is more of a “mixed” than a “Girls’ ” 
^School, but it is hoped there will be more girls next year.
. Zenana Work. “There has not been a suitable Bible-woman 
in Chittoor for years, and the houses visited by Daiyamani are 
•few. During .the time of plague in Palamaner w e  transferred 
.Charlotte Paul to Chittoor temporarily, and she has .visited as 
•often as her - health would permit. Th e number of houses in 
Chittoor is n o w  30 and 59 pupils are under instruction by the two 
•women.
. „ COONOOR.
Dr. J. Chamberlain, in charge of this Station, reports- harmony 
.and peace in the church throughout the year, and a steady progress 
'in the work since the discordant element separated themselves in 
. 1904. T h ou gh weakened financially the Church has been strength­
ened in every other way. °
O n  the first Anniversary of the ordination and settlement of the 
present pastor, Rev. J. Solomon, a “Feast of Ingathering” -was 
•observed with great enthusiasm, and a gift of $24 was made to 
.the Pastor.- Representatives of three other Christian congrega­
tions in. Coonoor were present to offer congratulations and add 
gifts. ■ . ' ,
• T h e  Day-school has been maintained and has increased in 
attendance, though it had to be suspended for several weeks
because of plague. O n e  of the Church people died in the plague- 
camp.
MADANAPALLE. .
During the first eight months of the year this Station was occu­
pied by Rev. H. J. Scudder, and from his report w e  glean the fol­
lowing :
Th e “epoch” began on the 2nd of January, the day that the 
Deputation arrived. Th e chief event was the turning of the sod 
by Mrs. Olcott and the laying of the corner stone of the M a d a ­
napalle church building. .
Evangelistic ‘̂ n evan&e*‘st‘c tour was made in the spring 
W o r k  to t*ie S reat Talakona Festival, 70 miles from 
Madanapalle where extraordinary scenes were 
witnessed. Another tour in August was made to the Kaligiri 
Festival. Besides these, tours were ma d e  by Evangelistic bands 
in Sodam, Filer, Vayalpad, and Royalpad.
Th e general school work progressed steadily, though a great 
shadow fell when Mr. A. Kamakau, for m a n y  years the H e a d ­
master of the Madanapalle Boys’ school, suddenly died.
The congregational work was ably carried on by Pastor Joseph 
John, w h o  ministered to the people in the town and in, the vil­
lages. The Harvest Festival was held in April in Gollapalle and 
was a decided success.
Another pastor is urgently needed in the field.and steps were 
taken to secure one. In March a Station conference at which Rev. 
L. P. Larsen, of Madras, assisted, was held for the deepening of 
the spiritual life.
'“The happiest incident of the year was the reception of the 
n e w  village Digavapalle. This is the first village that has come 
over in this Station for m a n y  years.”
Th e n e w  converts “courageously assembled at the village shrine 
and removed the three idols of stone that had long been the deities 
of the village.” Nineteen men, w o m e n  and children were baptized.
In September Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Chamberlain took charge of 
the Station.
Mrs. Chamberlain writes of the Hindu Girls’ School: “The
number of pupils on the roll was depleted early last year by the 
fear of the plague, and later by an especially malignant fever 
which prevailed in Madanapalle. Th e number has steadily risen 
during this year, until n o w  there are 40 on the roll with an aver­
age attendance of 29. •
T h e  teachers of this school are Christians, all being graduates 
of the Boarding School.' T h e  fact that there will soon be a ne w 
building is a source of great joy.
Miss M .  K ’ Scudder has had charge of the work for w o m e n  
during the year. The Girls’ Boarding school with its 32 board­
ers and several day pupils has had a prosperous year. All the 
teachers are the product of our o w n  mission schools, and the 
Inspectress of schools remarked on their evident interest as well as 
“the obedience they comm and ed from their pupils, with no ele­
ment of fear in it.” T w o  girls w o n  prizes in the “Uniform Bible 
Examination.”
T h e  Hindu' Girls’ school, Pungariur, has had its usual record 
of good numbers and work under the supervision of the Brahmin 
widow w h o  has been Headmistress for overdo years. She gives 
herself wholly to the improvement of the school, and regularly 
attends the Sabbath' School. There are 105 pupils enrolled in the 
five classes. “The Hindu Girls’ school at Vayalpad has improved 
wonderfully the last few months. Another house was rented, a 
n e w  Christian Headmaster appointed, and with threats and 
encouragements duly administered the school nearly doubled, clos­
ing the year with over 50 on the roll.”
Esther Jula has passed away. “Hers was a 
Zenana Work, sweet and gentle character, as rare as it was 
lovely, and her loss is great as a friend arid 
co-worker.” Elizabeth and Rebecca Souri, Gn an amm ah , Antony 
Susana, and Ev a have been faithful .in working for their Hindu 
sisters in Madanapalle, Punganur, Angalu and Filer. “B y  the 
roadside, under the sheltering wall or grain stack, in the cattle 
shed, on the platform of the village idols and in the house is the 
W o r d  of the Lord being spoken to our sisters. ■ .
. . , . PALMANER.
Visited by plague, deprived of the Theological Seminary, with 
no resident missionary, has had a hard time, during the‘year. 
It has been a time of loneliness and hardship for the few indi­
genous' Christian families. Schools had to be closed for several 
months, and the Master and Assistant Evangelist employed in 
the Evangelistic Band in Pakala. A  cause of sorrow is the serious 
disagreements a m o n g  the few Christian agents.
' For a few months'a'little Zenana work was carried on and the 
schools recovered somewhat towards the end of the year.
It is hoped a n e w  era of prosperity will begin with the coming 
year. ' '
' RANIPETTAI". .
At last the Mission has had a force sufficiently large to warrant 
s the transfer of Rev. W .  T- Scudder and wife to Ranipettai; thus 
giving relief to Dr. L. R. Scudder, not only in the village work but 
also in the hospital where Mrs. Scudder's medical skill was at 
once available. ' . .
“Th e number of Christian villages remains the same as last 
year. In the Ye h a m u r  group w e  are able to report an increase 
of six communicants and 54 in the congregation.” “Th e contri­
butions have fallen off a little owing to the hard times. The 
Kandipattur villages have retrograded in several respects. Th e 
two consistories sent delegates at their o w n  expense to tour with 
the Gospel Extension Society agents in Polur, and also to Kolar 
to hunt up the stray members and put'them under the care of the 
Wesleyan pastor there. “Th e consistories have been able to meet 
all their financial obligations and carry a balance to the next year. 
In one case it is exceedingly small— one cent— still it is a balance 
in the right direction. ‘' ' '
Th e Harvest Festival was a great success, the proceeds of 
Y e h a m u r  gifts being $60, and of Kandipettur $26. Th e building 
grant of the Y e h a m u r  consistory was judiciously used, and enough 
was saved to plant cocoariut trees on each piece of Mission prop­
erty. ' ' ,
Village schools have grown considerably. In the Ye h a m u r  
group an increase of 45 boys and 50 girls, and in the Kandipattur 
group eight boys and ten girls. Th e church school in the Station 
has also done well. '
Evangelistic work has been prosecuted with vigor. “Medico- 
Evangelistic” tours were m a de to the south and east of Rani­
pettai. Th e attitude of the people in general was friendly, a 
decided change in ten years. There is every evidence that w e  must 
push out and occupy villages where people are manifesting a desire 
to be placed under Christian instruction. T h e  two Evangelistic 
bands supported by special funds have been doing good work.
T h e  Ranipettai station church has ma de some progress. M e m ­
bership has increased by 18 and the congregation by 32. The 
experiment of more complete self-government has been satisfac­
tory on the whole. Th e gifts for pastoral support and village 
work have been sustained. (At the anniversary held late in the 
year about $55 was contributed. Pastoral visitation has not been 
carried on as faithfully as it should have been, and some of the 
other work mapped out by the session at the beginning of the 
year has not been done, but Dr. Scudder feels convinced that this 
experiment is a success and should not only be continued but, 
by increasing the responsibility of the Session, should be enlarged.
In February Miss V a n  Doren took charge of the Girls’ Board­
ing school, and her first year has been for the most part one 
of pleasant experiences. Seventy-three pupils have been in the 
school. T h e  orphans w h o  attend the day school had their home 
in the Boarding department. Th e only change in the curriculum 
has been the introduction of an English class where Miss Vair 
Doren learned to her astonishment that not only “T h e  fly flies;” 
but “T h e  bird birds!” 1
Th e Bible work has been satisfactory and the school rejoices 
in the fact that one of the girls received the first prize in1 last 
year’s Uniform Bible Examination. Evangelistic work is also 
carried on both in the Hospital and in the neighboring village 
by the Junior C. E. Soc. •
' “Th e Industrial H o m e  and Lace Class” is another interesting 
feature of this station. Mrs. L. R. Scudder has charge of it, and 
reports a successful year. Twenty-two girls have been on the roll
and some of them do excellent work. T w o  of the,most.promising 
were sent up for the Government Elementary Examination in 
November, and the school' has been “recognized” ;and:.put.under 
regular Government inspection. , ‘ , i
All the classes go'up for the W o m e n ’s Yearly Bible..Examinat 
tion and so are inspired :to a Tegular study of thei Bible:.;’-Nind 
girls have joined the church., • Plans and, estimates have been 
sanctioned for “The Lace House,” and soon a substantial and 
convenient building will be the h o me of this useful institution. ■ A  
parcel of lace valued at Rs. 300 was sent to America in September 
and-another Rs. 100 worth has been cut off and is.ready-for sale; 
•.Mrs. W .  T. Scudder is in. charge of the four Hindu Girlsf 
schools connected with the Station, and reports the Strength in 
pupils as follows; Ranipettai 106, Arcot 91, Wallajah 109, and 
Kavaripak 97. In each of these schools a Sunday school is regu­
larly held and all four are in a healthy condition.1 - In two of 
them Hindu boys are also allowed to attend. T h e  superintendent 
of the Kavaripak schools says: “S o m e  of them seem not to • be 
satisfied with what they are taught, but eagerly buy Bible portions 
and study them thoroughly.” ' : ■ ■ ■
:Mrs. L. R. Scudder reports that the Zenana work has been cafr 
ried on by the same force as last year: Rachel in Wallajahl,
Caroline in Ranipettai,- Ma no man i in Arcot, Rebecca in; Kavari, 
and Jeevamonie in Kavaripak. Conditions have changed but lit1 
■tie and “one feels like Ezekiel in the valley of dry bones,” yet 
;“the' spirit of the Lord worked and breathed upon those; bohes 
and they, were clothed and lined, and w e  k n o w  His spirit will’d© 
fhe'same here in India.” .The five workers have visited 96 houses, 
>5,325 times a n d ’spoken the Gospel to 13,778 people.
;; Dr. L. R. Scudder reports on the Ranipettai Hospital. “Th e 
' year just closed has been from every standpoint a most successfuj 
one. Th e statistics show a ’very large increase in the'amount 
of work.” The hard times, decreasing vitality and increasing teni- 
dency to’ disease have been the cause of. full wards’-and anxious 
work.1 In the general wards there were 1,188 admissions, or 467. 
'more than last year, and in.the maternity wards 153 .case’s; of 4i 
imore than in 1904.” In the above wards 258 major.operations
, .i,''.:.; .>. >‘ > i.J ('.’/
were performed,— 114 more than last year,— and minor operations 
s u m  lip’to 1,202,— 300 more than last year. ' ;
' “T h e  number of out-stations has also increased. Including our 
Dispensary at Kavaripak w e  have had 11,229 n e w  cases with 
23,811 attendances. Th e income of the Hospital from the patients 
has" 'amounted to Rs. 909-8-8. This includes fees, sale of 'medi­
cine, rent, etc'. All w h o  are able, pay something for treatment 
arid medicirie. - ‘ ’ . ■ 1 .
- Dr. Scudder rejoices that because of the coming of Rev. W .  T. 
Scudder and’Mrs. Scudder he has been able to devote muclf more 
time to the Hospital work. Mrs. Scudder is able to take charge of 
the w o m e n ’s side"of the Hospital.- H e r  work has been greatly 
appreciated by the w o m e n  who-have come in large numbers.
' Th e staff was further strengthened by the coming of M r ;  E. P. 
Ghose in May, as assistant surgeon. “H e  is a young Bengali, edu­
cated in Calcutta and Madras and expects to gqjtp England next 
year to take his degree in medicine. H e  has proved himself a most 
earnest Christian worker as well as a most efficient assistant'sur­
geon.” '
" Th e Evangelistic side of the work in the Hospital has been faith­
fully carried on by Mr. Jared Davadasoh; w h o  gives each in-pa­
tient systematic instruction so that no one shall leave the H o s ­
pital without a knowledge- of fundamental Christian truths.” 
There1 are also held regular preaching services, and tracts and 
Bible portions are sold wherever possible. O u r  work gives us an 
entrance to preach the W o r d  to most friendly audiences. “This 
■was demonstrated in a remarkable manner during a tour with Rev. 
W .  T. Scudder' in the Arcot and Wallajah taluqs where, instead 
of finding opposition,' “the Doctor” was received with every token 
of respect, and on at least one occasion was publicly thanked for 
preaching to the people.” .
T h e  Dispensary at Kavaripak, in charge of Mir. David Muni, 
has been kept up during the whole year. Here, too, the people are 
m u c h  more friendly than they used to be.' " '
• Mrs. W .  T. Scudder continues m u c h  the same kind of work she 
had in Tindivanam,— ministering to the 'suffering w o m e n  behind 
the Purdah, chiefly M o h a m m e d a n s  w h o  otherwise would remain 
without proper treatment.”
In conclusion, says Dr. L. E. Scudder, “I thank most heartily 
all ■ those whose generous contributions have made- this year’s 
work possible.' D a y  by day you'have been with us ministering 
to the thousands w h o  have come, and you have had your share 
in pointing these sick and weary souls to the Great Physician.”
TINDIVANAM.
Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Scudder, after five years absence from the 
country, returned in January and were appointed to this station, 
and report as follows: '
O n  the 21st of January, 1905, the Deputation arrived and from 
then until Tuesday evening every m o m e n t  was occupied. Su n­
day was full of services for the Christians. “T h e  chief events of 
■Monday were (1) the opening of.the-High School, (2) the 
re-naming of the Primary School which had long carried the 
homely n a me ofe“T h e  Feeder School,” and . (3) the general’prize 
giving of all the schools when the public were fully represented.” 
A  goodly s u m  of money having been given by the Misses Crane, 
of Claverack, N. Y., U. S. A., for the purpose of securing a suit­
able building for the “Feeder” school. At a meeting at which Dr. 
Cobb presided, it was announced that the school would be given 
the n a me of a brother of the donors and be kn o w n  as “Th e Hiram 
Crane Primary School.” • •
■ February was mostly taken up with a rapid tour with Rev. 
W .  T. Scudder, of the more than 50 villages containing Chris­
tians connected with this Station. ■ '
' T h e  work has been going on quietly during the year. Four pas­
tors care for the six organized churches. There has been a 
slight increase— 248— in adherents, the total number being 2,719, 
but the increase in real membership was only 60, of w h o m  32 
were on confession of faith. ' * -
Financially the churches have not done well. T h e  salaries 
due the pastors were finally made up in full, but only by drain­
ing the Harvest Festival fund. T h e ' Station church, however, 
met all its obligations and gave its pastor a vacation- and Christ­
mas present besides. Complaints are frequent that the pastors do 
not visit their people enough, hence the languid support. In the
Orattur pastorate there is an alarming increase of immorality 
which needs to be dealt with promptly and severely. 'There is a 
laxity a m o n g  the Helpers in the matter of Biblical instruction; 
Special lessons have been prescribed and already there are signs- 
of improveipent. • i
A  ne w village, Chennalur, was received, early in the year, 18 
families numbering 69 people. They have had great persecution 
since. . S o m e  have relapsed, but most are standing firm.
In 46 of the villages and towns are schools, the total n u m ­
ber being 51 and pupils 1,876, with 94 teachers. T h e  schoohwork 
has been fairly satisfactory, especially that at the Station itself 
Where nearly 700 young m e n  and children under efficient teachers 
have been under regular instruction in the six schools. " J 
Evangelistic work, except by the two special evangelists of the 
Olcott Band working in and around Bramhadesam has not been 
carried bn as vigorously as it should have been . ' -
“Christian Endeavor” has been rather formal tban real, but con­
siderable good work has been done by the Station Senior and 
Junior societies. .
Mrs. E. C. Scudder reports in regard to the four special classes 
of work with which she has mostly to do. 1 '
1. Hindu Girls’ Schools. There are two in this- field', pne in 
Tindivanam and the other in Wandiwash, some 25 miles awayl. 
O f  course the near one gets greater attention and is visitedl quite 
regularly three times a week. A  fine staff of teachers, all but -one 
being Christian women, under the head of a thoroughly efficient 
Headmistress, instruct the 125 girls, and ma ke the management of 
the school a great pleasure. Th e W a nd iwa sh school has 60 girls 
in attendance. Mrs. Scudder was able to visit it only once during 
the year. It is in excellent condition. . ' ■
' 2. Bible W o m e n ’s Work. There are'four w o m e n  employed’, 
one being a blind girl educated in Palamcottah. They are all 
doing fairly good work, especially the blind girl arid the two elder 
women. ’ ■ • ' .6
Caroline Sawyer, the oldest of the force; is a lovely character 
and a power for good iri the town. ' • 1 . '
' 3. T h e  w o m e n ’s meeting held weekly'at the Bungalow has'been 
interesting and well-attended, often 25 being present'and most of
them taking an active part. Th e blessing of giving of alms has 
been constantly kept before these' w o m e n  and the collection of 
coins and grain has become a regular event in each meeting. The" 
Bible study systematically pursued has been interesting and 
profitable.
4. Th e Boys’ Boarding School has had an average of 85 pupils. 
T h ey are nice little fellows and w e  enjoy having them, but there 
are several causes of grief connected with their case. O n e  is 
that there are too m a n y  mouths for the appropriations for the 
school, and it has been impossible to feed them properly; another 
is that the building is too small and unsuitable for a boarding 
school, and is so far away from the Mission bungalow that it is 
impossible to keep close touch with the children. They all attend 
the various town schools according to their grade.
■ A  fine mixed school in Chetpet, 34 miles away, with about 120 
boys and girls, deserves mention for its efficiency. Thou gh so far 
away the teachers work hard and a bright happy school is the 
result.
t VELLORE.
The central station of our Mission has had a strong working 
force during the year. Dr. and Mrs. Wyckoff recently returned 
from furlough, occupied the Mission Bungalow, and had charge 
not only of the Theological Seminary but also of the Christian 
Hostel.
Dr. W .  I. Chamberlain writes of the great help to the Station 
church and Evangelistic work afforded by the teachers and stu­
dent of the Seminary: “O n e  of the former has become the acting 
pastor of the church, owing to the retirement of Rev. S. A. Sebas­
tian as Emeritus Pastor.”
“All the varied interests of the Station have been vigorously 
maintained throughout the year,” and happily there has been no 
epidemic of plague. ■ •
“T h e  year commenced with the Jubilee Commemoration. The 
church, the college and the schools were swept and garnished in 
preparation for the unusual event. Th e presence of the American 
Jubilee Deputation and the m a n y  delegates from various parts 
of India has been a pleasant and stimulating memory.”
Th e church has kept up a vigorous life and the officers have 
shown commendable activity and devotion. Notwithstanding 
larger expenditure than usual, the finances of the church are in 
good coiidition.' “The congregation has quite outgrown the church 
and plans are n o w  being formed for its enlargement.” Evange­
listic work in the Taluq has been prosecuted by the two regular 
evangelists of the church and the Olcott Band, and in the town 
by means of Sunday school and preaching bands mainly supported 
by the Seminary students.
Th e Cohoes Gudiyatani Mission has prospered. “Another p r o m ­
ising village has been added this year to the group, which is n o w  
nearly large enough to" flock by itself with a separate shepherd.” 
In 1895 w h en the Cohoes church took up this work there were two 
Helpers and two villages with eight Christian families, a total con­
gregation of 40 and a school with 15 scholars. These have grown 
to eight villages with 72 families, a total congregation of 261 
and eight schools with 261 scholars. '
V o o r h e e s C o l l e g e.— Large plans have been elaborated to 
increase the efficacy of this Institution, n o w  950 strong in the 
college and its departments, with- about 500 more in the Branch 
Schools. A n  endowment secured some years ago and the looked 
for Government grant will enable the Mission to put up some 
five buildings. Advantage was'taken of the Jubilee C o m m e m o r a ­
tion to lay the corner stones of some of them.' Th e work of the 
year has been on the whole satisfactory though some results were 
disappointing. Th e financial condition is good with fair pros­
pects that “the net expenditure will be within the appropriations of 
the Board.” •
Dr. Wyckoff has had charge of the Katpadi and Kottapalli 
groups of villages, but has been able to make only a single tour 
a m o n g  them. “They have,” says Dr. Wyckoff, “been well looked 
after by Pastor Benjamin T h o m a s  w h o  has devoted his whole 
time to caring for their spiritual interests. Thenj are several flour­
ishing rural schools, and I was delighted to witness the well- 
organized Christian Endeavor work, especially a m o n g  the chil­
dren. N o  n e w  congregations have been'formed.” T h e  Theological 
Seminary, removed from Palmaner to Vellore early in the year', 
has had no suitable accommodations either for. class rooms or
living rooms. In the Senior Class were four students; in the 
Middle two, and in the Junior twelve. Only three of these were 
married and their wives joined Mrs. Wyckoff’s class for Bible 
W o m e n ,  carried on during August and September. O n  M o n d a y  
evenings, in the Mission Bungalow, the students were treated to 
pleasing talks on popular topics by Dr. Louisa Hart, Dr. Ida Scud- 
der, Messrs. Harris, Guanamanicham, Prabasam Samuel and 
others. • .
Hindu Girls’ Schools. Mrs. John Scudder and Mrs. Wyckoff 
have had charge of three schools in Vellore and report a year of 
good steady work. '
Zenana work is under the supervision of Miss Hancock w h o  
has devoted herself entirely to it. . She has been able to go more 
into the homes this year, and is gratified to find “h o w  faithfully 
and clearly the gospel message has been proclaimed to hundreds 
in the homes, on the street and in the Hospital.” ■
“W e  have tried to do a little more street preaching, and one day 
a week go to the surrounding villages.”
Miss Hancock’s assistants have been four in number, 
beside the one in Ami, and these all speak enthusiastically of 
their work a m o n g  their “shut in” sisters. Sunday schools have 
been held in the Girls’ School buildings. Th e sessions have been 
well attended, sometimes girls from other than Mission schools 
come on Sunday, and are thus reached by the Word. In one 
school a w o m e n ’s class has been held. ,
T h e  M a r y  T a b e r S c h e l l  H ospital.— Th e physicians in 
charge, Miss Louisa Hart and Miss Ida Scudder, report an 
unusually successful year. “Th e Dispensary has been larger than 
in any previous year. It is a joy to see the work ever on the 
increase, and to feel that w e  are reaching out into the dark cor­
ners, for w e  almost daily have w o m e n  coming in from villages 
five, ten and even 150 miles distant. W e  rejoice that they hear 
the Gospel and can carry back with them something of the mes­
sage of Christ’s love.”
Printed on the back of each prescription slip is a concise “Plan 
of Salvation,” and a number of Scripture verses, and w e  feel con­
fident that truth is carried into m a n y  homes and read by m a n y  
. people.
Miss Hancock and the Bible W o m e n  gather the patients in the 
waiting room and spend a half-hour teaching them of Christ and 
singing. Th e w o m e n  enjoy this half-hour and m a n y  wait for it 
or come earlier in order to attend.
Th e total number of cases treated is 27,449, ne w cases 9,180. 
Major operations 16, and minor operations 784. .
“Mrs. John Scudder or “Mother,” as most people love to call 
her, often comes into the Dispensary and helps us wh en the work 
is heavy. T h e  people always welcome her, and some prefer that 
she prescribe for them. •
T w o  matters in the report of Rev. W .  T. Scudder, being of 
general importance to the whole Mission rather than to his o w n  
station, are left to the closing paragraphs.
Purchase of Woodville. “W e  are n o w  in possession of over 
nine acres of land, thickly wooded, with a bungalow and two cot­
tages at Kodaikanal.” Having this in addition to “Arcotia” will 
enable us to house the entire Mission, and permit .of our holding 
the Se mF Ann ua l Mission Meeting on the hills, thus saving the 
time and expense of our usual gathering on the plains.
“Special Support.” Mrl Scudder has worked hard to simplify 
and systematize this most perplexing though important phase 
of our work. H e  pleads that not only should the Mission give 
more of their time and thought to the task of gathering and send­
ing letters to those in America and elsewhere w h o  specially sup­
port school children or mission agents, but that those w h o  give 
will 'also write and thus have a still closer bond with their 
“representatives” in the Arcot Mission.
ORGANIZED 1 8 5 9 .
Missionaries.—Rev. James H. Ballagh, Y o k o h a m a ; Rev. Eugene S. Booth, 
Y o k o h a m a ; Rev. E. Rothesay Miller, Toky o ; Prof. M. N. Wyckoff, Sc.D., 
Tokyo; Rev. Albert Oilmans, D. D., Tokyo; Rev. D. C. Ruigh, .Tokyo; Rev. P. S. Scudder, N a g a n o ; Miss M. Leila Winn, M i s h i m a ; Miss Mary Deyo,*  
Morioka; Miss A. D. F. Thompson, Y o k o h a m a ; Miss Julia Moulton, Y o k o ­
h a m a ; Miss Harriet J. Wyckoff, Y o k o h a m a ; Miss J. M. Kuyper, Y o k o h a m a .
•Resigned. .
i Associate Missionaries.—Mrs. Ballagh, Mrs. Booth, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Wyck- off, Mrs. Oilmans, Mrs. Ruigh, Mrs. Scudder.t
tDied April 23, 1906.
In America.— Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Ballagh, Miss Julia Moulton.
R E P O R T  F O R  1905.
. This has been a year of change in the Mis-
Changes. sion, Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Ballagh went home 
on furlough in June, Miss Julia Moulton in May. 
W e  gave to the, Cumberland Presbyterian Mission one of our 
faithful and efficient lady missionaries, Miss H. J. Wyckoff, who, 
in July was married to Rev. J. E. Hail, of Tsu. Miss Deyo, twice 
deeply afflicted during the year, was called h o me by cablegram 
and sailed in December.
• W e  were strengthened and made glad by the return from their 
furlough in October of Rev. and Mrs. E. R. Miller, and by the 
addition to our force in M a y  of Rev. and Mrs. Ruigh, formerly 
of the A m o y  Mission, and of Miss Kuyper from America.
Miss W i n n  left Morioka in April for Mishima, and Miss 
D e y o ’s return to America has therefore left our whole Morioka- 
Aomori field without a resident foreign worker.
Th e completion of the beautiful brick and stone chapel, the gift 
of Rev. an'd Mrs. E. R. Miller, has added m u c h  to the architec­
tural features of the Meiji Gakuin, and meets a long felt want in 
that institution.
A n  event of great m o m e n t  to the Mission was 
The Deputation, the visit of the Deputation (of the Boards of 
Foreign Missions) in the end of March and first 
of April. Their coming was awaited with earnest expectation,
Kioto
and their visit, though so brief, was a blessing and encourage­
ment both to' the missionaries and to the Japanese workers and 
Christians. It was a great disappointment that time did not admit 
of an extensive view of the field, but Yokohama, Tokyo and 
Naga no were all stimulated and encouraged by their presence and 
words of counsel.
War, Peace and Th e events of the year have already an- 
Christianitv swere<:* m a n y of the forebodings which have 
. prevailed as to the effect of the war and the
return of peace upon the atttiude of the Japanese towards foreign­
ers and towards Christianity. A m i d  great exasperations 
Japan has shown a patience and moral heroism and 
impartial justice which is nothing less than sublime, and 
while, inasmuch as Russia is called a Christian nation, Chris­
tians and Christian organizations might naturally be the objects 
of suspicion a m o n g  unthinking people, even the Russian (Greek) 
.Church in Japan has enjoyed full protection and liberty.
T h e  benevolent work of Christians and Christian organizations 
has received gracious recognition and liberal financial assistance 
from their Imperial Majesties the Emperor and Empress of Japan. 
T o  the Y. M.  C. A. ten thousand yen. T o  Mr. T o m e o k a ’s Reform 
School one thousand yen. T o  the O k a y a m a  Orphanage one 
thousand yen annually for ten years. .
Christian Activi­
ties.
Christian work and influence have everywhere 
stood out in bold relief. Th e work of the Y. M .  C. 
A. in Manchuria has been the talk of the coun­
try. For several months the W .  C. T. U. was entrusted by the 
authorities with the exclusive privilege and responsibility of send­
ing comfort bags to the soldiers at the front, and even the nobility 
could send through no other channel. W h e n  the ladies insisted 
on excluding cigarettes there was rather a laughing protest, but 
the situation was accepted with the good grace which is so char­
acteristic of the Japanese. Not until the work grew beyond the 
capacity of the W .  C. T. U. was the privilege of forwarding 
comfort bags extended to other organizations. Missionaries and 
Japanese joined in the distribution of hundreds of thousands of 
tracts and Scripture portions to soldiers as they passed through
on trains. Th e visitation of the sick, and the holding of ser­
vices in hospitals, which were usually met with encouragement 
from those in authority, because, of the practical benefit they have 
been to the soldiers, all these various activities furnish a thrilling 
record of practical Christian work.
Attention has often been called to the fact that the Emperor and 
Admiral T o g o  have ascribed their wonderful victories to Tehyu 
— the help of Heaven,— thus acknowledging their dependence 
upon an unseen Power, and calling the attention of all the people 
to the religious sentiments thus recognized.
• Th e events immediately following the con-
The Riots. elusion of peace gave some temporary cause 
for anxiety. During the riots in Tokyo ten 
Christian churches and two preaching halls were injured 
or destroyed by the mobs. But these; acts of violence are 
not to be considered as the expression of anti-Christian or anti- 
foreign sentiment so m u c h  as of political agitation and the wrath 
of the people over the conclusion of peace on unsatisfactory terms. 
It was but a ripple on the surface of that magnificent calm which 
has characterized the Japanese from first to last, and Christianity 
has comm and ed as m u ch respect since that event as it did before. 
Within the last month a well-known Buddhist,— the head of the 
Bureau of General School Affairs,— lamenting the decline of his 
o w n  accepted faith, said, “Religion is needed to furnish us with 
higher ideals than are to be found in the business and in the. 
political worlds. If Buddhism does not furnish these ideals, then 
Christianity m a y  do so.” (Japan Mail, 25th December).
A  very serious famine exists in several of the 
Famine. provinces of Japan, and especially severe in our 
Morioka field. Unlike the famines of India, 
this one was caused by the superabundance of rain during the 
past summer, so that all crops were almost totally destroyed. '
Considering the bearing of recent history 
Japan an • ^ e on cause 0f, Christ in the eastern hemis- 
East. phere, of greater significance than Japan’s 
recognition by the nations of the West as a World Power
is the fact that she has w o n  the recognition of the nations 
of the East as the leader of the Orient. She has n o w  
taken Korea in hand and means to make her walk in the paths of 
progress. China has awakened to the fact that she too must learn. 
A n d  what part is Japan to have in the enlightenment of China? 
H e r  natural sympathy with China and anxiety as to the future of 
her great neighbor as well as the ready mutual understanding, 
arising from race similarities, place her in a peculiarly influential 
position. For several years past, China has been employing 
Japanese instructors in ever increasing numbers, and recently 
she has been sending m a n y  of her sons to study in Japanese schools 
and colleges.- Eight years ago there were ho Chinese students 
in Japan. Last year there were 1591. This year there are over 
8,000. Christian Japanese, eager to prove to China and India that 
not only western civilization, but Christian civilization is the 
foundation of progress, are preparing to send lecturers to those 
countries to counteract the misunderstandings which prevail, 
a m o n g  their people on this subject.
T h e  question of self-suport has come up in an
Self-Support, emphatic w a y  in the Church of Christ in Japan.
Th e main decisions arrived at on this subject in 
the Daikwai— the highest Council of the Church— are, briefly, as 
follows: ®
• 1. There is no co-operation between the Daikwai and any 
Mission.
. 2. N o  more bodies of believers are to be organized as churches 
unless self-supporting.
3. Presbyteries are to urge all churches at present receiving 
assistance to become self-supporting by Septemebr, 1907. Those 
not self-suporting by that date are to lose their standing as 
churches/ and become Domestic Mission Churches.
In view of the apparent vagueness in the minds even of the 
Japanese as to the real meaning of these actions, w e  feel quite 
incompetent to enter into any explanation of the subject, but are 
quietly awaiting developments. A m o n g  the Japanese it is antici­
pated that this action of the Daikwai will greatly stimulate the 
spirit of self-support, though, of course, a.real danger arises from
hands of the few organizations which will be able to attain financial 
aip 0}in ipjni£) aip jo sjiejju a m  jo iojjuoo aqj S uimojlj; 
independence. M a y  the Lord guide them safely through all dan­
gers to. the accomplishment of their praiseworthy aim. ‘ '
E V A N G E L I S T I C  W O R K .
YOKOHAMA STATION.
O n  the return of Rev. J. H. Ballagh to America on furlough, 
the work of this station was divided, the field in the region of 
Y o k o h a m a  being placed in charge of Dr. M .  N. Wyckoff, and 
that of South Shinshiu in charge of Rev-. F. S. Scudder.
Dr. Wyckoff has not been able to visit the part of the field in 
his charge, but has kept up correspondence with the workers in it. 
T h e  evangelist at Gotemba, Mr. Sawaji, has recently resigned on 
account of ill health.
For several months he was unable to care for his work properly, 
but his wife cared for the preaching place and conversed with 
inquirers w h o  came there. Th e preaching services were cared 
for by two students of the Meiji Gakuin Theological Department, 
one. or the other of w h o m  went there as frequently as possible. 
Their work has been blessed and there is m u c h  encouragement, 
they will continue to go there for the present. Miss W i n n  also fre­
quently visits the place, as will appear in her report.
In Boshu an evangelist is maintained at O y a m a  by the mission, 
and at Tateyama the mission is aiding the' believers by paying 
one-half of the salary of the evangelist. In both places there is 
encouragement but no very marked progress.
, o
' SOUTH SHINSHIU. . .
Rev: F. S. Scudder says:— This would be a magnificent field 
for a ne w missionary family. Here w e  have four out-stations 
and there are innumerable large towns which are untouched by 
Christian workers. T w o  such towns I visited this s u m m e r  at the 
request of two of m y  former Bible Class students w h o  are n o w  
located there. O n e  of these young men, located in Fukushima,
was baptized in June. H e  has a .Young M e n ’s Club for the study 
of Christianity and is conducting a Sunday school of eighty 
scholars. ' I spent two nights and a day in this place, addressing 
the School of Forestry in the morning, and preaching to an audi­
ence of about two hundred in the afternoon. Both evenings, from 
supper time till after midnight, w e  dealt with the various doubts 
and questions which were brought up by the members of the club.
At Yamaguchi, a similar situation exists. 'My friend theffe is 
a most noble, earnest and influential young man. ’ I was earnestly 
requested to send a pastor to these two places, but could not 
even arrange for visitation by one of our regular workers, as the 
nearest one is over thirty miles distant on the other side of a huge 
mountain range.
• This important, but much neglected town of 
Matsumoto. thirty thousand inhabitants has caused us m u ch 
discouragement, but this s u mm er the Mission 
secured the services of Rev. G. Tanaka, formerly of our Mis­
sion, but recently of Hawaii. Mr. Tanaka has taken up the 
work here and is mu ch encouraged by the growth of the Sunday 
school and a goodly number of enquirers. H e  looks forward with 
faith to the building up of a church there.
Rev. T. Ito is laboring with much consecration.
Suwa. H e  has a Sunday school of over one hundred 
in Upper Suwa. At last a fairly suitable build­
ing has been secured for services. Th e advent of the n e w  rail­
road this year makes S u w a  a place of great importance. Lower 
S u w a  has been occupied by a family of Finland missionaries, 
w h o  with their several workers quite overshadow our work there. 
W e  hope to ma ke some satisfactory arrangement for division of 
the field with them so that w e  can carry on our work- with mutual 
profit. ' .
Sakashita has not justified the labor w e  have 
Sakashita. spent on. it. In view of the need of economy w e  
have withdrawn our worker, and Rev. Mr. Ito 
occasionally visits the place from Suwa, but it is a pity, as hard 
work is sadly needed there, and the dropping of this out-station
would leave the lida church two days journey from its nearest 
neighbor.
This is always a happy place to visit as the 
lida. people and evangelists are always so happy
together. Th e work is healthy, but not remarkably 
prosperous. They report a happy Christmas with about three 
hundred attendance.
NAGANO STATION. • ,
M r . S c u d d e r C o n t i n u e s .— W e  have been 
Nagano City, without a settled minister since March. Rev.
K. Kimura, a graduate of H o p e  College and N e w  
Brunswick Seminary, w h o  is principal of a private school in 
Komoro, thirty miles distant, has preached for us on Sundays and 
his work has been richly blessed. Th e church has lost by death 
and removal about thirty persons, which is two-thirds of the 
congregation, but it has been greatly stimulated in faith, hope 
and love. There have been sixteen adults and three infants bap­
tized during the last half of the year. Th e prayer meetings fre­
quently number over twenty in attendance. A  reading club is 
open daily from one to five P. M.  in the chapel. Here students 
study, sing, read and play games. W e  had a ten days’ union 
evangelistic campaign this fall under the leadership of Mr. K a w a b e  
of Osaka, by which the Christians were especially blessed. I 
have four Bible study classes during the week, and. the interest in 
Bible study is increasing. A  decided stir was ma de here by a Mr. 
Mizushima, once a convict, n o w  an earnest Christian; Years ago 
he had sold his daughter to a life of shame, and had not heard 
of her since. B y  a remarkable providence and in a most dramatic 
w a y  he found his daughter here, and n o w  has led her to Christ.
A  great event was the visit of the Deputation. T h e  whole party 
favored us with their presence for one day. Th e evangelists from 
South Shinshui came over the mountains to greet them, and 
enjoyed with us the preaching and communion service led by Dr. 
Hutton. O u r  distinguished guests were entertained, in true 
Japanese custom at the Festival Hall of Naga no by the Governor 
and other high officials, an event showing the' remarkable dis­
appearance of anti-Christian prejudice in this city. T h e  Deputa­
tion also visited Shinonoi, an out-station seven miles from here.
■' Shinonoi people seized their opportunity to
Shinonoi. make a plea for a resident evangelist. It was the 
birthday of one of Mrs. Olcott’s sons, and in 
commemoration of the day she delighted us all by offering to 
support an evangelist in this place for five years. A s  a result of 
this Mr. T. Nihiyama has been located in Shinonoi and has begun 
his work with hope. His weekly prayer meetings were attended 
by so m a n y  unbelievers that he turned it into a preaching ser­
vice and holds the prayer meeting on another evening. H e  and 
his wife are carrying on three Sunday schools in connection 
with the work. :t
' M rs. S c u d d e r R eports.— T h e  mothers’ meetings have beery 
continued during the year, with evident profit to the w o m e n  of the 
church. O n e  feature of their work was the preparing and send­
ing of sixty comfort bags with useful articles and Christian books 
for the soldiers in Manchuria. The last meeting was a union 
gathering in our chapel at which the nurse w h o  was with m e  at 
the time addressed forty ladies on the subject of “Burns, bruises 
and bandaging.” Great interest was manifested as the subject 
was practically illustrated by bandaging our little girl head, hand 
and foot. . ‘ •
During the first half of the year I kept up m y  cooking class, 
but closed it temporarily in June. At the closing meeting ladies 
prepared their o w n  meal,, set the table, and sat d o wn and ate, 
using knives, forks and spoons, making various enquiries about 
table etiquette. B y  learning these things, the ladies are able/,to 
m a ke h o m e  more attractive, so their husbands will seek their pleas­
ures in the h o me instead of out of it. •
.We. have tried to m a ke our h o m e  a social centre, having carried 
on a successful music class, w h o  greeted the Deputation on their 
arrival here, with a welcome song and with the special Easter 
music they had prepared: W e  also had social evenings for pasting 
scrap-books to be used for the comfort of soldiers confined in the 
hospitals. ■ .
■' Preparations for Christmas here’fill m a n y  days with hard woik(
especially because of the w a y  in which presents must be wrapped. 
T h e  task was m u c h  more agreeable this year because of the fine 
box w e  received from the S u m m e r  Sewing Guild. W e  supplied 
thirteen Sunday schools and received from them most gratify- - 
ing letters. Th e m a n y  people w h o  have sent beautiful cards and 
calendars have been of great assistance in this same work.
' . ... MISHIMA. ’
Miss M .  L. W i n n  R eports.— In April I moved from Morioka 
to Mishima where our Mission has been doing work more or less, 
for twenty-seven years.. I found the pastor, Mr. Miura, m u c h  dis­
couraged. At one time there was a prosperous church here with 
a large membership. It was saddening and depressing to find so 
m a n y  w h o  once stood high as Christians, had fallen away from the 
faith, and become cold and indifferent.
T h e  cause of this apathy seems to be Sabbath desecration, and 
an insatiate love of money. However, a little company of w o m e n  
have been loyal to their Saviour, and have kept the church alive 
with their efforts and prayers.
I a m  glad to be able to report that the church n o w  seems to be 
waking up from its long sleep of indifference, and there is a “shak­
ing u p ” of the “dry bones.” S o m e  of the old believers are c o m ­
ing back, n e w  inquirers are coming to the front, and things are 
certainly more hopeful than they were last spring. While there 
have been no baptisms this year, there are a number w h o  are 
earnestly seeking the truth.
W e  are greatly handicapped in not having a church building, 
but trust a nice little chapel'is one of the good things the future 
will bring.
There has been m u c h  faithful seed sewing and preaching here 
in the past. G o d  has promised that His “W o r d  shall not return 
unto H i m  void,” and w e  trust soon to have a baptism of the Holy 
Spirit.
Th e work at Gotemba is most encouraging.
Gotemba. There is no evangelist stationed there, but the 
mission has been sending two very efficient 
young m e n  from the Theological Seminary of the Meiji Gakuin,
w h o  act as supplies and are doing a fine work. There are sev­
eral live Christians a m o n g  the believers. O n e  m a n  especially, 
a; humble blacksmith, closes his workshop on Sundays,- and brings 
his w o rk men with him to church. There have been several bap­
tisms at Gotemba, and eight or nine more are inquiring the 
“W a y . ” .
' M y ' helper and I have five flourishing neighborhood Sunday 
schools. Twice a month I teach a cooking-class for .women. 
Four evenings in the week I have a class of ten young m e n  w h o  
study the Twentieth Century N e w  Testament. A  “Y. M .  C. A.” 
has been organized from this class. All attend church and four 
have become inquirers. F r o m  time to time I go to Gotemba and 
Kashiwa-kubo to hold meetings with the w o m e n  and children. 
Since coming to Mishima I have shown m y  stereoptican views 
of the life of Christ in fifteen different villages of this vicinity. 
For awhile I visited the hospital here. Th e patients always 
welcomed me, and were eager for the literature I gave them. 
Sometimes I was stopped in the streets by patients w h o  had 
recovered, and thanked. However, I found that the head doctor 
did not approve of m y  visits, and it seemed wise to discontinue 
them for a while.
Not long ago a request came from Hatsuma, a village twenty 
miles away, where a Dr. and Mrs. Kozuka reside. Th e wife w h o  
is a great invalid sent word, “please come. I a m  so hungry to hear 
some Christian teaching and prayers.” Th e “basha” (stage) ride 
was most trying as the road was so rough; but w e  were given 
a most royal welcome. Th e sick w o m a n  would get up and have 
her servants prepare a grand dinner for us. Dr. Kozuka told m e  
he was from Kagoshima. His father was a devout Shinto priest, 
and was very angry w h en he was baptized. H e  had been 
instructed by Dr. Stout and Mr. Demarest. H e  spoke gratefully 
of their teaching, and said he had received baptism from Rev. Mr. 
Segawa. W e  held a little prayer-meeting in his house, and it did 
m y  heart good to have the doctor join us in the prayers. Thus 




Though no foreigner has been residing in Amori since Mr. and 
Mrs. Harris left, the work there has gone on steadily and the 
Japanese workers there have tried to m a ke the most of their 
opportunities.
Mr. Akasu, the evangelist in charge was ordained by the Miyagi 
Chukwai (Classis) at its spring meeting, so he is no longer depen­
dent upon others for the administration of the Sacraments, etc. 
Besides the work in Aomori itself he goes twice a month to 
Noheji and Hirosaki, in both of which places w e  have the begin­
nings of work and hope for the future, if they can be properly 
looked after.
T w o  graduates of the Bible Course of Ferris Seminary are 
assisting in Sunday school and Bible work. There are three S u n ­
day schools in Aomori and a week-day Sunday school in Noheji, 
where the Bible w o m e n  go weekly to hold it, and a meeting for 
women.
During the year brief visits have been ma de to Aomori by Dr. 
Wyckoff, Dr. Oltmans, and Mr. Ruigh. A s  in former years, 
Aomori has lost some of its most active members by their being 
transferred to other places, but others come in and gradually take 
their places. In towns like Aomori, where the membership is 
composed of such transient residents as government officials; 
school teachers and railway employes, such frequent changes are 
unavoidable, and while it is difficult to build up a self-supporting 
church under such circumstances, the opportunity for seed-sowing 
is good, and the seed sown is not lost, but is carried to other 
places to bring forth fruit there. ' • ‘
. Mr. Akasu reports large attendance at recent Christmas meet­
ings, and that'there are several inquirers, a m o n g  them being two 
school teachers. 1 1 ■
V  MORIOKA. ■ '
Miss D e y o R e p orts.— M y  work in Morioka and vicinity has 
been continued along the same lines and, in general, at the same 
places as last year. Th e neighborhood children’s meetings have
been an effective means of seed sowing. Quite a good m a n y  chil­
dren have been led to come to the church Sunday-school.
M y  English Bible classes also have been continued and though 
not so largely attended as at first, three young m e n  from them 
have expressed a desire for baptism and have entered Mr. Chi- 
waya’s inquirers’ class. At Hi zu ma two young girls w h o  came 
to our meetings there have been baptized and occasionally walk in 
ten miles to attend the church services at Mtarioka, returning on 
the train; and a young w o m a n  school teacher at that place has 
asked for baptism. Three of the high school girls w h o  were bap­
tized two years ago have entered the Bible Training School of 
the W o m e n ’s Union Mission, in Yokohama, and are earnestly 
fitting themselves to be Bible W o m e n ,  and there are two others 
w h o  are thinking of entering the school if circumstances will 
permit. I feel that the consecration of these bright, educated 
young girls to this work of evangelization, is a m o n g  the most 
hopeful results of our work in Morioka, and trust that after their 
three years of Bible study and practical training in evangelistic 
work, they m a y  return to the north and do a great work there. 
It was necessary to send them to some school where the teaching 
was in Japanese, as their knowledge of English was insuf­
ficient for them to hope to enter the Bible Course at Ferris 
Seminary. ^
T h e  tract giving to the soldiers and to the patients in the gen­
eral hospital has been continued as opportunity offered and, in con­
nection with the hospital work, doctor Mita, the head of the hos­
pital, asked m e  to give a talk on Christianity once a month to the 
nurses and the pupils of the training school. H e  said they were 
addressed twice a month by a Buddhist priest, but, that he wanted 
them also to learn-of Christianity. T h ou gh T  began these meet­
ings with some hesitation, they have been a m o n g  the pleasantest 
and most encouraging work of the. year. The young w o m e n  
listened most earnestly to the talks and were almost pathetically 
eager to learn the hymns w e  taught them. I have been told that 
the general sentiment a m o n g  them is that Christianity is much 
“pleasanter” than Buddhism. In this work I was assisted by 
Miss Terni, a Christian teacher in the high school w h o  inter­
preted for me.
6o F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .
■' After Miss Winn, left in, April, .the work- in Fukuoka and 
Ichinoseki was left, in a w a y  to m y  care. I .went a few times to 
Fukuoka, meeting with the young m e n ’s club of, inquirers and 
.giving them an English Bible lesson, and having also a children’s 
meeting. I have been twice to Ichinoseki to the w o m e n ’s meet­
ing. I have also continued to pay the traveling expenses of Mr. 
Chiwaya once a month to Fukuoka, and he goes once a month at 
his o w n  charges. T w o  of Miss W i n n ’s neighborhood meetings 
in Morioka were carried on after she left by volunteer workers 
from the church, and one is still being carried on quite success­
fully. A  desire to do active Christian work has been slowly 
developing a m o n g  the Christians and it is a hopeful sign.
For the work of the church and the church Sunday-school, I 
have had no direct formal responsibility though I have always 
attended;. and have furnished the supplies for the latter. In 
numbers the Sunday-school has kept up pretty well, the attend­
ance still being over one hundred and fifty. Th e teaching is 
not quite what I would like it to be, but believe that the time has 
come w h en they must work out these things for themselves with­
out the assistance or interference of a missionary.
W e  had a sort of harvest ho me and thanksgiving festival on the 
holiday of Kan-name-sai. Each child brought a little offering of 
rice tied up in hanshi (thin white paper) and also m a n y  brought 
vegetables.
Th e church was decorated with stalks of rice, chestnut boughs 
and autumn leaves, and altogether the service passed off nicely 
and the people were mightily pleased with the idea. Th e gifts 
were devoted to the families of poof soldiers and w e  ended up 
the afternoon with a picnic on the castle grounds: I was pleased 
to see h o w  gladly genera] sentiment responded to the idea of 
thanksgiving, and offering, and regretted that w e  had not intro­
duced the custom earlier.
O n  coming back from vacation in September I found that the 
train schedule was such that I could go to towns north of us, 
hold an afternoon meeting and return the same evening. W e  went 
first to Numakirai, and, as w e  k n ew no one there, went to the 
chief teahouse and asked permission to have a children’s meet­
ing. Th e old man, proprietor of the place, was the soul of
kindliness and sent one of the servants to the school with a note 
to the chief teacher. Th e result was that w e  had a house full of 
children and two teachers at the first meeting. W e  found out 
that the old m a n  of the tea house had heard some Christian teach­
ing from a Catholic priest and also from one of the Sendai 
preachers w h o  had once stopped a night at his" house, that he had 
bought a Bible and read it, and had evidently thought m u c h  on 
the subject of religion. H e  seemed not far from the Kingdom.
W e  also had an opportunity to begin work at Shibadomi a vil­
lage two and a half miles from K o m a  station. A  young woman, 
graduate of Morioka Normal School, was teaching there, and the 
widow with w h o m  she boarded had, through her life and influ­
ence, become an earnest inquirer, desiring baptism, and was very 
glad to have us come to her house to hold meetings. With the 
assistance of the young teacher w e  easily got a room full of chil­
dren and some grown young people, and one of the other teachers 
came a few times, though there is a strong Buddhist feeling in the 
village. .
E D U C A T I O N A L . 0
MEIJI GAKUIN : THEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT. '
D r. O l t m a n s  R eports.— Two" m e n  graduated in the spring 
from the theological department, one of w h o m  belonged to the 
regular, and one to the special course. At present four m e n  are 
taking the regular course and thirteen the special. Three of the 
latter— two Koreans and one Japanese— are doing a term’s work 
on trial for regular admittance. W e  have had several more appli­
cations for the special course which had to be refused for lack 
of funds for their support. W e  gratefully acknowledge that the 
special prayers of Council for an increased number of candi­
dates for the ministry is being definitely answered throughout the 
Church. •
MEIJI GAKUIN : ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
O w i n g  to the absence during the greater part of the year of 
President Ibuka and Mr. Landis, and the division of their work 
a m o n g  several substitutes, - and especially to the frequent holi­
days during the latter part of the year on account of celebrations 
connected with the closing of the war and the return of the troops, 
there has been considerable destraction of the minds of both teach­
ers and students, and the quantity and quality of work done have 
been hardly up to the standard that w e  set for ourselves. Still it 
is a cause of satisfaction that, in spite of so m a n y  disturbing ele­
ments, the school has grown, everything has gone on well, and we  
have had a good year.
Th e number of students n o w  in attendance is two hundred and 
thirty-one. Mo re than twenty applicants for admission to the two 
highest classes of the middle school course could, not be received, 
as those classes are as large as our present accommodations will 
allow. •
It was a great pleasure to us to have the Deputation of the 
Boards with us at our graduating exercises, in March. At that 
time twenty-nine were graduated from the middle school course, 
and four from the higher course. '
Dr. and Mrs. Wyckoff have taught in the school during the 
whole year, and Mrs. Wyckoff has superintended daily work done 
on the school grounds0 by aided pupils. Dr. Oltmans has also 
assisted in this department by teaching the classes in Germ an and 
the Y. M .  C. A. class for Bible study. W e  are glad to be able to 
report that Mr. Landis has had a remarkable recovery from his 
severe accident of December, 1903, and that he is again here, 
expecting to take up his work with the ne w year.
T h e  religious work in the school has been carried on m u ch as in 
former years, except that during a large part of the year the 
Sunday evening servives have been held, not in the chapel, but as 
union services with the congregation of the Daimachi Church in 
the church building, which is near Meiji Gakuin. Th e school 
Y-. M .  C. A. has been responsible for the conducting of half these 
meetings. O w i n g  to' the influence, of two students, w h o  have 
since left school, the Y. M. C. A. was temporarily disbanded in 
the early summer, but in a few weeks it was re-organized and is 
n o w  showing a vigorous life. O n  December 25 it held a pleasant 
Christmas meeting in the old chape), which was crowded with 
guests.-
- There are fifty-three Christian students in the school, and six 
have been baptized during this year.
Since September w e  have been holding daily prayers in the new 
chapel, having moved the old benches into it. W e  regret that'our 
financial condition does not allow us to furnish it and provide 
it with heating arrangements. .
• These things are a m o n g  our most urgent needs. So far w e  have 
not heated it at all, but during the next three months w e  shall 




Th e year nineteen hundred and five has been more than ordi­
narily eventful to the Ferris Seminary.
^  . .. , Th e first extraordinary event w e  have to
Visit record is the visit the Deputation from the Boards
‘ paid us, consisting of Drs. Hutton and Cobb, 
of Synod’s Board, and Mrs. Olcott, of the W o m a n ’s Board. It 
opportunely fell at the time of our annual commencement. Dr. 
Hutton conferred the certificates upon the members of the grad­
uating classes. Their visit while it was an inspiration and 
general uplift all' along the line, was too brief for more than a 
glance at the work on their part. Yet w e  were glad of thfi oppor­
tunity to meet the representatives of the Boards face to face, realiz­
ing that they had come to view the situation for themselves. W e  
were encouraged by their sympathy with us in the embarrass­
ment which the success of the Lord’s work had laid upon us. A n d  
w e  felt that our cause would be ivell and successfully championed 
on their return to the homeland.
Extension of Th e next event of importance is the enlarge-
Van Schaick ment and improvement of V a n  Schaick Hall. 
Hall. Th e work put upon it had outgrown the safe and 
convenient capacities-and capabilities of the Hall. A n d  w e  were 
greatly rejoiced to receive permission, by cable, on the twelfth of 
July, to proceed with the matter.
Contracts were immediately secured and ground w a s  broken 
on the twenty-eighth of July. In spite of an exceptionally wet 
summer, which considerably hindered the work, it was finished 
on the twenty-eighth of November.
G. de Lalande, Esq., the architect, deserves great praise for the 
satisfactory solution of the problem presented, as well as for the 
excellent quality of the materials and workmanship put into the 
building. Th e Board is to be congratulated on n o w  having a 
valuable and exceedingly useful plant here.
The Communi The Y o k o h a m a  foreign community has come 
t ’s Gift t0 '0°k uPon t̂ ie ^ an Schaick Hall as a neces- 
’ sary part of its o w n  well being, so that, wh en the 
matter of improving the Hall was presented to the business men, 
a hearty and generous response came from them, irrespective of 
nationality or creed, which response materialized in the s u m  of 
nearly three thousand yen.
Th e impression seems to be abroad that Missions, mission work, 
and institutions are unpopular and constantly spoken against by 
people living in the open ports of the East. It is, therefore, with 
the greatest satisfaction w e  record this testimony in rebuttal, 
that nowhere was a word spoken against missions or mission­
aries, or their work, but on the contrary m a n y  kind words were 
spoken in appreciation of their work. A n d  the cheerful w a y  in 
which they made their contributions proved the sincerity of their 
words. ° . ■
The word giving permission to build arrived 
The Bazaar, the day before school closed for the summer, and .
the pupils asked if they might hold a bazaar in 
the autumn to aid, to some extent, in the matter. Permission was 
granted, and they set to work with an energy that was truly sur­
prising. Th e bazaar was held on November third, the E m p e r ­
or’s birthday, and the day following. Both days proved to be 
rainy,— the rain fell almost in torrents,— but fifteen hundred 
tickets, at ten sen each had been sold. In spite of the unpro- 
pitious weather, over five hundred yen net was taken in by the 
various stalls. Th e whole management was in the hands of the 
Japanese teachers and pupils, and they deserve great credit for the
w a y  in which the affair was conducted. Donations, wholly from 
the Japanese, were at the time, or, subsequently, sent in, making 
the totals, netted by the efforts of the Japanese teachers and pupils, 
one thousand yen. • /
Enrollment of 1,1 view of chang es in the-teaching staff, and in 
Pupils consideration also of the fact that the regular 
• work of the school was greatly interrupted 
throughout a great portion of the year by building operations, 
it is not surprising that some pupils should have withdrawn. 
Another reason, which would account for the withdrawal of some, 
is the advance in the price of board, necessitated by the increased 
cost of food; and also the advance in the school fees, which have 
been raised from yen twenty to yen twenty-seven a year. Several 
day pupils have been obliged to leave on account of their parents’ 
removal to Tokyo or elsewhere.
The number of ne w pupils enrolled is seventy-eight, an increase 
of four over last year, the largest number ever attained. Th e 
total number of pupils enrolled was two hundred and twenty-two. 
T h e  year closes with one hundred and seventy-four on the roll, 
of w h o m  forty were assisted, eighty-one are Christians, twelve 
having been baptized during the year.
Three graduated from the Bible Course. O n e  
Graduates. was married to a Christian gentleman, and two 
are engaged by the Mission in Aomori.- Four 
graduated from the G r a m m a r  Department, three of w h o m  entered 
the Bible course. O n e  of these, however, has been obliged to 
stop her studies on account of ill health. Th e fourth was a candi­
date for the Bible course, but a sad circumstance, probably beyond 
her control, made it necessary for her to discontinue her attend­
ance at school. •
W e  can not close this report without acknowledging the gen­
erous grant of h y m n  books made us by the Board of Publication. 
They are well adapted to our use and highly, appreciated by teach­
ers and pupils. W e  also extend our hearty thanks- to the W o ­
m a n ’s Board for their generous guarantee of fifteen hundred dol­
lars toward the improvement of V a n  Schaick Hall, of which the
mission has already received eleven hundred. W e  further wish 
to thank the churches and Sunday school children and teachers 
for their interest and vital co-operation with us in our work as 
they continue to pray for us. ' .
Faithful would we  be until H e  comes !
Established 1859. Separately Organized 1889.
Fie/d.— The Island of Kyu Shu. Area, 15,552 Sq. miles. Pop., 6,000,000.
AftsionoWes.— Revs. A. Pieters, Nagasaki; H. V. S. Peeke, Saga; Garret 
Hondelink, K a g o s h i m a ; Mr. Anthony Walvoord, Nagasaki; Misses S. M. 
Couch and J. A. Pieters, Nagasaki; H. M. Lansing, and Grace Thomasma, 
Kagoshima. '
Associate Missionaries.— -Mrs. A. Pieters, Mrs. H. V. S. Peeke, and Mrs. G. 
Hondelink. •
■ R E P O R T  F O R  1905.
W e  commenced the year under quite changed 
Force. circumstances. Mr. Myers had left us the June 
before and at the close of 1904, Dr. Stout, w h o  
had been in the mission since 1869, and his daughter, w h o  had 
been with us since 1898, dropped out. W e  abandoned our sta­
tion at Kumamoto, and once more drew in our lines to Nagasaki, 
Saga and Kagoshima. In January Miss Jennie A. Pieters joined 
the force to work in the Girls’ School, and in September Mr. and 
Mrs. Anthony Walvoord arrived. Mr. Walvoord is teaching in 
the school for boys. Re-adju'stment and the coming of n e w  mis­
sionaries mean gain, but the dropping out of experienced workers 
also unavoidably means loss.
Th e coming of the Boards’ Deputation, con- 
Seputation. sisting of Dr. Cobb, Dr. Hutton and Mrs. E. E.
Olcott, accompanied by Mrs. Hutton and Mr. 
Alfred Olcott, in March, was a marked event not simply in the 
year, but in the history of the mission. It was a source of pleas­
ure and satisfaction. W e  feel that w e  and our work are consider­
ably nearer the Boards and Church by reason of the visit. W e  
only wish that a more prolonged inspection and a more thorough 
entering into our problems had been possible, but in the nature of 
the case it was out of the question. '
Th e work of our mission was projected on 
very modest lines at the very start several 
decades ago. There was to be a school for young 
men, a school for young women, a school for theological instruc-












Mission Stations and Out 
Stations underlined.
tion, and evangelistic work. Th e evangelistic department was to 
be the raison d’etre of the whole work', and its largest part. But 
even these modest lines seem to be too ambitious for our constitu­
ents, the members of the Reformed Church in America. Special 
theological instruction has been in abeyance for nearly ten years. 
T h o u g h  our school' for girls receives a fairly adequate support, 
our school for boys has for years just fallen short of being the 
well maintained and equipped school it ought to be. O u r  educa­
tional work was to be balanced by an evangelistic work of about 
three times its present proportions, w e  started out all right, and a 
few years ago our work was approximating symmetry, but the 
dropping out of m e n  of long experience like Drs. Stout and Olf- 
mans, and the failure to fill their places, have put us in a very bad 
way. Educational work can be pruned only to a certain degree or 
it will collapse, but evangelistic work can be cut away to a bare 
trunk. At present our educational work is maintaining its insti­
tutional character. O u r  evangelistic work, on the other hand, has 
barely three-fifths of the proportions of ten years ago, and the 
mission hears nothing from h o me of a missionary enthusiasm that 
is likely to bring it around to its proper symmetry. There is loss 
the mo me nt the evangelistic work gets weaker than it ought to 
be in proportion to the educational w o r k ; but that is where w e  
have arrived, and yet not of our o w n  fault. It is simply that schools 
are organisms and evangelistic work is an aggregation; and w e  
have -been obliged to retrench at the expense of the evangelistic 
work, since doing so would cause the least immediate wreck. .
It is not pleasant to write an annual report in this strain, but 
the manner in which the South Japan Mission is maintained is 
not good business, and even worse religion. It was never more 
plainly evident that G o d  is eager to send spiritual blessings to 
the godless, hopeless Japanese people, but the conducting chan­
nels of consecrated missionaries and consecrated money are so 
attenuated that the streams of blessing are mere trickles where 
they ought to be a generous out-flow.
It must not be supposed from the above that w e  are measuring 
possibilities of spiritual success by money standards alone. W e  
simply re-iterate, “H o w  then shall they call on him in w h o m  they 
have not believed ? and h o w  shall they believe in him of w h o m  they
have not heard ? and h o w  shall they hear without a preacher ? and 
h o w  shall they preach except they be sent ?” A n d  it takes consid­
erable money to send preachers to Japan, and keep preachers, na­
tive and foreign continually moving and preaching.
Just after the close of the year w e  had word that the Board has 
m a de a special grant that will put the Boys’ School, as well as the 
Girls’ School, in shape to do satisfactory work, to achieve the 
things that its principal mentions later in this report as exceed­
ingly desirable, if not imperative. W e  are all thankful, but it 
simply emphasizes the lack of symmetry in our work.
National
Mood.
The Japanese nation has been torn by conflict­
ing emotions during the last year. Th e outcome 
of the fighting in Manchuria, the outcome of 
the Peace Conference in Portsmouth, the outcome of the embassy 
to Korea and that of the embassy to China, have each roused the 
hopes, ambitions, pride and passion of the nation in differing m a n ­
ner and degree. Th e interested attention given to religious mat­
ters during the stress of war, is for the mome nt set aside. Japan 
seems fully aroused to a consciousness of her o w n  excellences, 
and in addition seems influenced somewhat by the extravagant 
laudation that has been poured upon her in the Occident. A  
great deal of her past success has been simply the blessing upon 
the poor in heart, the humble, w h o  seek light and teaching from 
every source. Th e national m o o d  n o w  inclines to the attitude 
“W e  have already learned; it is time to teach.” There is a ten­
dency in some quarters to believe that the successes of the past 
two years, military and diplomatic, have been w o n  by Old Japan. 
If this be true, w h y  continue learning from the West? The 
President of the Synod of the Church of Christ in Japan this 
year, reminded us that in periods w h en foreign things in general 
were most in favor, the Church of Christ has ma de its greatest 
strides forward. A  self-satisfied Japan makes a poor field for 
gospel sowing. At the same time, present day thought in Japan 
is emphatically n e w  wine. It can never be confined in the old 
bottles. T h e  Gospel is of world-wide application. There is noth­
ing about it that marks it as the special heritage of the Anglo- 
Saxon more than of the Mongolian or Malayan. There m a y  be
set-backs in the tide of Christian progress in Japan, but the full 
tide will eventually set in.
Th e turmoil in the world of secular thought 
Church Inde- and fee]ing. has ma(je itseif strongly felt in the
pendence. organi2ed church. T h e  acts of the recent Synod 
of the Church of Christ in Japan, with which w e  are working, 
were verv striking. Th e points contended for have been first (1) 
that the organized Japanese Church must depend as little as possi­
ble upon foreign assistance in theological instruction, in preach­
ing, and in the support of work. In' response to this w e  have a 
purely Japanese theological school recently started in Tokyo; in 
the churches of the capital as little call as possible is m a de on for­
eign missionaries for preaching; and there has been a marked ad­
vance throughout the whole land in the contributions of Japanese 
Christians. (2) Th e second point contended for has been that 
the government of the church shall be in the hands of those only 
w h o  are maintained solely by Japanese money. In response to this 
the Synod has ruled that all churches that do not become self­
supporting in two years, shall be re-organized as Evangelizing or 
Mission Churches, i. e., churches without voting representation in 
the church councils. (3) Th e third point was that there should 
b? less of missionary and more of Japanese control. While nomi­
nally the missionaries have no governing authorityjn the church, 
practically, in large sections, indeed the whole of the church out­
side of a half dozen very populous centers, the missionary is the 
natural leading and controlling factor. In fact, were it not for 
the missionary, there would be no church or work at all. Th e 
Synod, while disclaiming any ill-feeling toward the missionaries, 
and desiring their assistance in the work of evangelizing Japan, 
appointed a committee to devise means whereby the work carried 
on by the missions could be more really brought under the con­
trol and direction of the ecclesiastical authorities.
It will .be readily seen that while such questions must inevitably 
eventually arise in a mission country, it is due to the peculiar na­
tional events of the last year that they have such strength and 
prominence just now. However, over it all G o d  s hand is ex­
tended, and the parties interested sincerely claim to desire only
that G o d ’s will shall be done. Even w h en the distressing fea­
tures of the condition are most in evidence, a thoughtful mind 
will observe quite as m u c h  that is ground for thanksgiving. For 
example, what a blessing to find in an Oriental mission church 
such ambition and determination to stand on its o w n  feet, a pur­
pose to direct its o w n  affairs, and at the same time to assume prop­
er financial responsibilities, to a large degree at least.
E V A N G E L I S T I C .
Field and Go­
. • workers.
W e  are laboring for the six millions or more 
of K y u  Shu. Associated with us in this work are 
the English Episcopalians, “Methodists,, Baptists, 
Lutherans, Congregationalists and Presbyterians, not one of 
w h o m  is doing as extended a work as formerly,, some of them do­
ing a very light work indeed. W e  ourselves are doing about 
three-fifths of what w e  once did, and yet there are the six mil­
lions and more of people, w h o  cannot by any interpretation be 
called more than fractionally evangelized. Ou t of each thousand, 
999 are still unsaved, and probably 900 out of each thousand 
have never listened to an adequate explanation of the w a y  of life.
O f  our force of eight working missionaries, four are in the 
schools, two are engaged in study, and two, Miss Lansing and 
Mr. Peeke are engaged in the evangelistic work. Miss Lansing 
gives her time to work in Kagoshima, centered chiefly around her 
o w n  home. Mr. Peeke has charge of eleven out-stations scattered 
all around the island. These eleven out-stations enjoyed the sup­
ervision of Messrs. Oltmahs, Pieters and Peeke a few years ago. 
This was later reduced to Messrs. Pieters and Peeke, and during 
this year Mr. Peeke has been in sole charge.
T h e  evangelistic work in Nagasaki, being more or less identified 
with the work of the schools will be considered later in connection 
with them. ' ,
Th e above mentioned, eleven places, at which w e  are laboring 
outside the open port, m a y  be classified as follows :
. (1) Five large cities, Kagoshima, Saga, Sasebo, Fukuoka and 
Oita.
(2) Four towns of lesser' importance, Miyakonojo, Karatsu, 
Shimabara and Usuki. ■
• (3) T w o  village districts, Us a and Kawanabe.
1 This is our most promising field. It, was the
Kagoshima. , first interior city to receive .from us a resident 
missionary. It is a live town, the population is 
ripe for receiving our message, and w e  have expended m u c h  ef­
fort on it during the last ten years. T h e  pastor is one of our most 
efficient men. Th e work is not large, the Sabbath audiences n u m ­
bering only thirty or, forty, but every department of the work is 
organized, and it is a compact working plant. In addition to the 
work carried on at the church- itself, Miss Lansing and Mrs. 
Hondelink each carries on a large Sunday school in her home. 
These Sunday schools have together about 175 pupils, are divided 
into classes, and are served by nine or ten volunteer teachers., 
This speaks m u ch for the efficiency of the work, and for its p r om­
ising development. ,
At the Church Sunday school, Miss Lansing and an assistant 
have forty pupils in a nine by twelve room. In connection with 
this work there is calling at the homes of the pupils. Miss L a n ­
sing has besides $ome eight Bible classes and four English classes 
each week, by means of which she obtains opportunities to teach 
the Gospel. Several years ago plans were ma de for the erection 
of a m u c h  needed church building. These were to come to a 
focus in the fall of 1906. W e  regret that action was recently tak­
en by the church that indefinitely delays the realization of these 
plans. O n  the other hand, at the same meeting at which this ac­
tion was taken, the church determined to raise from Y e n  1.50 to 
Y e n  5.00 the amount that it pays each month toward the salary, 
thus relieving the mission to that extent. ■ A  Sunday or two later 
nine adults and two children were baptized. O n e  of the adults, 
a young man, received his first Christian ideas in one of Miss 
Lansing’s Sunday schools seven years ago. Th e future of the 
church is bright, especially if it remains simply enthusiastic and 
does not become fanatical over the question of self support, of 
which latter there seems a little danger.
In its attitude toward foreigners and Christianity, Kagoshima is
fast becoming the most liberal city in the island. Normal schools 
have been eminently conservative, if not bigoted, for years all 
over Japan, and Kagoshima Normal School was no exception. 
But a few years ago a Christian teacher came, and under his in­
fluence there was a decided change! Pupils, young m e n  and 
young women, often came with him to Christian meetings of var­
ious kinds, and in the spring, Mr. Hondelink was invited to make 
the principal address, through an interpreter, at the graduating 
exercises. O f  course this was not an invitation to preach, but it* 
counted for a great deal that a Christian missionary should be in­
vited to speak on such an occasion on any theme at all. Mrs. 
Hondelink also had an opportunity to address the eighty female 
students on the subject “The Unconscious Influence of the Teach­
er,’’ which she would be sure to discuss from a more or less Chris- 
tion standpoint. The teacher has since removed to another prov­
ince. but while immediate opportunity has gone with him, the 
precedent still remains.
In November Mr. William Jennings Bryan spent a few days in 
Kagoshima. H e  received a most cordial welcome from the lead­
ing people in the city, and left a most delightful impression on 
everyone he met. from the Governor down. H e  is a m a n y  sided 
man, and the facts that he is a teetotaler and a Christian were as. 
prominent as anything else about him. H e  ma de an address to the 
Christians and others interested, the address being interpreted by 
Mr. Peeke, w h o  happened to be in Kagoshima at the time. Noth­
ing has occurred for years to compare with this visit for introduc­
ing favorably the Christian religion to the attention of the leading 
m e n  of the community. It gave great courage and confidence, too, 
to the Christians. Mr. Hondelink and other Christian workers 
have ma de the most of this, a tract even being printed to bring 
the matter of Mr. Bryan’s address more generally to the attention 
of the people.
Saga is a large, but rather dead town, conserv- 
Saga. ative and strongly Buddhist. Th e church, never 
large, has dwindled under an unamiable pastor. 
The audiences in Church and Sunday school have owed m u c h  to 
Mrs. Peeke’s assistance. Finallyit was possible to make a change. A
new pastor was brought in, and other changes are under contem­
plation that bid fair to make all things new, even if not large. Miss 
Muto, an experienced worker, long connected with Sturges Semi­
nary, came in the spring to work with Mrs. Peeke, and is making 
her influence felt. With her assistance Mrs. Peeke conducted a 
cooking class for some months, which served a useful purpose in 
disseminating good culinary ideas, a knowledge of the main points 
of our faith, and in giving a point of social contact. Saga is by no 
means a hopeless field, tho the fewness of people coming from out­
side leaves the population stagnant and conservative. There is 
a nucleus of earnest people, and some interest is shown by out­
siders, notably by teachers in the Higher School for Girls.
It is a cause for regret that w e  can say so little 
Sasebo. in regard to the city of Sasebo. Th e preacher is 
indefatigable, the organization is m u ch improved 
over last year, and though for years they have paid all their cur­
rent expenses, this year for the first they assumed a part of the 
salary, paying five yen. O n  account of martial law, enforced 
'till late in the fall at this naval station, and later on account of 
special hindrances, Mr. Peeke has not been able to visit the city 
even once. W h a t  w e  k n o w  of the work is distinctly favorable, 
but w e  have a strong feeling that closer supervision is needed. 
That will be our first care in the n e w  year.
In January the Southern Presbyterian Mission was ready to lo­
cate a family in Sasebo, and w e  were more than glad; but just 
then martial law was strictly enforced, and foreigners were ex­
cluded. The missionary has since become identified with the 
work in another city. However, w e  have a hope that his place 
will be taken by a missionary returning in March, 1906.
This city rejoices in its church lot with the par- 
Fukuoka. sonage, n o w  used for services, on the rear. But 
this makes the need of a church building felt 
only more keenly. T h e  work has suffered from ill health and 
death in the pastor’s family, and from removals, but a number of 
medical students attending the University has affiliated with the" 
work, and it is in better shape than for some time. With a church 
building on the lot, and a foreign missionary residing in the city,
rapid growth might be expected. There .seems to be no reason 
w h y  it should not soon rank with Kagoshima.
Oita is the largest prefectural city in the 
Oita. northreast of the island. Th e pastor is faithful, 
especially in his out-station work, but Oita is , 
hardly holding its o w n  . O n e  great trouble is that w e  have not 
money either to buy a lot and build a church, or even .to rent a 
suitable preaching place.
Turning to the towns, Miyakonojo, Karatsu, 
Miyakonojo. Shimabara and Usuki, w e  find Miyakonojo in 
excellent shape. It is as -compact and well or­
ganized, considering its limitations, as is Kagoshima. Th e S u n ­
day school, .prayer-meeting, and other services are well attended 
and well conducted. Th e finances are excellently looked after. It 
has had a succession of good preachers, and enjoys the labors of 
a couple of devoted laymen.
' ' Karatsu is a coal port. Its organization is
Karatsu. small but fairly well sustained. It has made pro­
gress in self support this year, and with the as­
sistance of friends has bought an extension of its church lot with 
an eye to rebuilding. With the large number of out-stations in his 
charge the 'foreign missionary has not been able to give the city 
the attention it deserves.
Shimabara is a large town, but difficult of ac- 
Shimabara. cess. The evangelist connected with the work 
has labored along faithfully during the whole 
year. At one of the villages he visits there was an unusually in­
teresting Bible class. O n e  of the pupils held certain Socialistic 
views that he freely ventilated. This brought d o w n  on the unof­
fending Bible class the disapproval of the school authorities, and 
since most of the members were teachers, the class had to stop. 
Still, it did good work while it was going. This fall w e  decided 
to^relinquish Shimabara, remove the worker to Saga, and with the 
Saga preacher re-open work in the large city of Kurume, from 
which w e  withdrew about five years ago.
• • Usuki is an important town of large possibil-
Usuki. ities, which is worked by our most unsatisfactory 
evangelist. Th e redeeming feature is a half 
dozen of unusually faithful Christians. Meetings for worship and 
a Sunday school are sustained, but the work has no aggressive 
force. ' ’
O u r  two rural- fields are U s a  and Kawanabe. T h e  -Usa evan­
gelist co mmands unbounded admiration for his faithfulness. H e  
plods from village to village doing his appointed calling and 
preaching. His work has not been honored with conversions and 
baptisms for a long time, but that true doctrine is being faithfully 
and lovingly taught does not admit of doubt. ' A  strong first step 
in self-support was taken early in the year.
Kawanabe presented no specially encouraging 
Kawanabe. features till toward the end of the year, w h en af- 
. ter a tour by the missionary a ne w spirit seems 
to have sprung up. Th e little group of Christians has improved 
its organization, and its meetings are more faithfully and largely 
attended than ever before. This is largely due to the efforts of a 
not over wise, but very good and devoted, academy teacher in the 
place. , ’ .
Other Out- 
stations.
In addition to the above eleven out-stations, 
there are about sixteen points where regular 
preaching services are held. This work is gen­
erally prosperous if there be a nucleus of earnest Christians. 
Hiji, near Oita, is thus blessed. So also is Kashima, near Saga. 
O n e  of our Tokyo theological students labored there during the 
summer, and made fine headway till Buddhist opposition was . 
aroused. After that his enquirers quite forsook him. Saeki; near 
Usuki, enjoyed the services of our other theological student dur­
ing the summer. It was his second s u m m e r  there, and he did fine 
work. Four young women, principally teachers, were recently 
baptized. There is now. a Christian band of six young women. 
There are others that are interested. It is a very promising field.
T h e  openness of Japan as a mission field is 
^ simply marvellous. Government protection is as
^ ' assured as in the United States. Preaching places
can be secured anywhere, and, with very rare exceptions, au­
diences of from twenty to sixty gathered. N o  one refuses to dis­
cuss the question of religion, and most take a keen interest, in it. 
T h e  only draw backs are lack of suitable plants in most places 
where workers are located, lack of strong evangelists to locate, 
lack of evangelists and missionaries to go around preaching, and 
lack of evangelists and Christians enough to follow up results. At 
the same time, there is enough as it is to cause us sincere joy and 
distinct encouragement. Th e distinct advance in self support, and 
the excellent condition of Sunday school work are our chief tangi­
ble grounds for thanksgiving.
Th e church at Nagasaki is our oldest organi- 
Nagasaki. zation, strongest in numbers and money con­
tributed, although, since its membership is so 
largely made up of the pupils and teachers of our two schools, it 
can hardly be called our best church. It has grown a little during 
the year. About equal numbers have been dismissed and received 
by letter, but ten adults have been received on confession.of faith, 
beside three children baptized.
Th e Sunday school connected with the church has continued to 
do good work. Th e building being too small to include the little 
children, this school is mostly confined to students of the two 
schools. Th e Rev. H. Stout, D. D., although no longer connected 
with the mission, has continued to serve as one of the teachers in 
the Sunday school, and his class is apparently one of the most 
popular. Miss Couch has been similarly successful with a class 
for women. Th e prospects of the school are excellent.
Th e church has enjoyed throughout the year the services of 
Rev. K. Oishi. In addition to his regular duties, this brother 
started in the spring a little monthly sheet called the “Chinzei 
Kyoho,” for the purpose of getting and keeping in touch with the 
considerable number of non-resident members. It also serves as 
a news medi um for all our work in the island. Th e circumstances 
do not admit of financial success, but in every w a y  the n e w  ven­
ture has proved timely and valuable. It is what w e  have long 
wanted in K y u  Shu, and the mission is not likely to let it die for 
lack of support. '
Mr. Oishi’s residence is a house furnished by the mission up in 
the center of the city. Preaching services, an occasional prayer­
meeting, social gatherings and a prosperous Sunday school con­
ducted by Mrs. Pieters, are held here. T h e  effort has been made 
to make it a center of interest to the Christians and enquirers liv­
ing up town. W e  are riot accomplishing all that w e  wish there, 
but for m a n y  years the mission has been endeavoring to establish 
a separate center of work in the heart of the city. This is the 
nearest w e  have yet come to it, and our aim will n o w  be not to 
recede.
Teachers and pupils of Steele college assist Mrs. Pieters in 
the Sunday school mentioned above, and teachers and pupils of 
Sturges Seminary assist in carrying on three other schools, Th e 
number of children regularly under instruction is well away 
toward two hundred and fifty.
Th e church is by no means destitute of a spirit of wholesome 
self-support, as is shown by the fact that the total contributions, 
amounting to over five hundred yen, came almost entirely from 
Japanese sources. After deducting contributions to various benev­
olences and seventy yen for the Church Building Fund, this pro­
vides for about half of the expenses, the other half being borne by 
the mission. T h e  Church Building F u n d  amounts n o w  to about 
one hundred and fifty yen. T h e  unsuitability of the present plant 
both as to location and equipment, is painfully felt, and is a con­
stant spur to the enlargement of this fund.
E D U C A T I O N A L .
Another year in passing has given us m a n y  
occasions for joy and thanksgiving. Six pupils 
our school cook, and a house servant, have re- 
Three of the six girls are of the highest class for 
w h o m  w e  had been praying and waiting long. W h e n  one of these 
girls returned to her home, her relatives tried faithfully to per­
suade her to give up her n e w  faith, but she firmly told them that 
was impossible, and was left in peace. T h e  mother of the second 




of the third, while giving his consent, told her not to say she was 
a believer unless asked. _
In March a class of seven was graduated, and the n e w  year 
opened two weeks later. The entering class was limited to thirty 
and as there were several more applicants w e  resorted to compe­
titive examinations. 1
Th e year of 1905 closed with seventy-eight pupils enrolled, 
thirty-four of w h o m  were boarders. There were twenty-two 
Christians, which I believe is the largest number w e  have ever had 
at any one time!
Th e ne w teachers have come to us this year, Miss Pieters and 
Miss Tomegawa. Th e former took Miss Stout's place, and has- 
done faithful, efficient work. Th e latter, a graduate of Sturges 
w h o  took a higher course at the Presbyterian Girls’ School in 
Tokyo, was an increase to our teaching force. She is a young 
w o m a n  of more than ordinary ability, and her usefulness has 
demonstrated the wisdom of engaging- her. This was one step 
in the direction of employing as far as possible w o m e n  teachers 
for our .girls. •
O u r  music teacher left us in June, and for the autumn term Miss 
Pieters, Mrs. Walvoord and Miss T o m e g a w a  shared the work. 
T h e  Christmas singing gave evidence of Miss Pieters’ faithful­
drilling. Miss Muto, who, first as pupil, then as teacher and Bi­
ble worker, had been in Sturges for about seventeen years, was 
in M a y  transferred to Saga, and has been greatly missed in the 
school and church. ■
T h e  Christian Endeavor and King’s Daughters Societies have 
done the usual helpful work. Th e older Christian girls have 
worked in the three Sunday schools. These are superintended by 
Miss Couch, Miss Pieters and Miss Tomegawa, and as has been 
noted above, number upward of two hundred pupils.*
Th e year 1905 in Steele College opened with a 
Steele College, change of administration, as Dr. Stout laid d o wn 
and Mr. Pieters took up the work of manage­
ment. Other changes in teaching force have also taken place. 
O f  ten teachers in the school at the close of the year, one:half 
were not there in 1904. •’
Changes so numerous and important within the space of a 
single year are not conducive to settled and steady work. With 
ne w m e n  come ne w methods, and it takes a little time for every­
thing to get adjusted to the ne w order. This is emphasized by 
the fact, that our upper classes are habitually very small, and con­
sequently not only half the teachers, but half the pupils also are 
new.
Whether it was due to the unsettled state of the institution, or 
to gratuitous wickedness w e  cannot say, but in the fall a rather 
serious affair took place. The students of the highest class (the 
5th) combined to abuse-one of the Second Year boys, and used 
him so roughly that he required a physician’s attendance, and 
kept his bed three or four days.. The ring-leader in this affair 
was expelled, and the others were suspended for longer or shorter 
periods. S o m e  of them never came back. This heroic treatment 
cured the disease, but it came near killing the patient, i. e., the 
Fifth Year Class. Only half of the students in it have returned 
to their places in the school. ' '
Th e number of pupils has been subject to great fluctuations. 
Th e total enrollment at the end of the year, in March, was 62. 
With the entrance of ne w students the number rose to 115, but at 
the end of the calendar year only 88 remained. This, however, is 
only the c o m m o n  experience of recent-years. Indeed this year the 
situation has been more satisfactory than usual, as, owing to active 
advertising, the entering class was filled with good material at 
the very beginning of the term. That the enrollment was in real­
ity steadier than usual is shown by the increase in fees collected. 
For the first time these passed the thousand yen mark. Th e exact 
amount was Y e n  1076.
With the somewhat disturbed conditions and the large pro.- . 
portion of very young boys, visible results in the religious line 
are not abundant. There have been no conversions this year. 
Nevertheless the Y. M.  C. A. has done good work, and especially 
during the fall term has had m a n y  interesting meetings. A  n e w  
departure is a weekly sermon or address, generally by the Princi­
pal. A s  attendance is required, the amount of interest aroused is 
not readily determined, but not a few of the students have ex­
pressed themselves as m u c h  impressed and instructed'. O n e  of the
most encouraging things is the greater attendance of day pupils at 
church and Sunday school. O n  a recent Sunday, w h e n  there 
seemed a fair attendance of students, it was found that about one- 
half of them were day pupils. Three of the boys are candidates 
for baptism, and of these, two are day pupils. It has long been a 
.matter of regret that this class seemed so hard to reach, and any 
change is welcomed. Thou gh it be for the present but a cloud 
as big as a m a n ’s hand, it has in it promise of abundance of rain.
Another source of m u c h  satisfaction is the fact that one of 
4>ur brightest young men, after mature deliberation, decided to 
consecrate himself to the work of the ministry. H e  comes from 
'.one of (the oldest and staunchest Christian families in K y u  Shu, 
a- m a n  of bright intellect, winning manners and a born speaker. 
For a year or two he has been a leader in the Christian work 
of the school, and if the will of G o d  is that he shalj complete his 
course of preparation and enter the ministry, w e  cherish the 
highest hopes of his success. ,
Considerable improvements have been effected during the year, 
both in the condition of the property and in the teaching force. 
With the balance of the money given by Dr. Steele two or three 
years ago, a horizontal bar and a vaulting horse vvere constructed 
on the ]Dlay-grpund, and the levelling was still farther improved. 
Th e s u m  of Y e n  475.00 received as rent from the residence No. 
16, was used, with the consent of the Board, for constructing a 
proper fence. That portion which encloses the n e w  play-ground 
is already completed. It consists of wire-netting eight feet high, 
and makes it possible to play base ball, tennis and similar games 
even on this bluflf lot. Th e play-ground is n o w  the pride of all 
the students and the envy of our neighbors.
O u r  constant effort this year has been to fit ourselves for receiv­
ing a license from the Department of Education. This license 
would amount to an official certificate that we  are equipped for 
.doing educational work equal to that of a Government Middle 
School. O n e  of the requirements is that there must be a mini­
m u m  of ten instructors, of w h o m  one-third must have high grade 
teacher’s certificates. At the beginning of the year w e  had only 
one such teacher out of a total of seven, but at the end w e  had 
four out of ten,— enough to comply with the rules.
Other preparations have also been made, so that by the time this 
report is on its w a y  to America w e  hope to have our application 
in the hands of the educational authorities.
If w e  succeed in securing this license, a ne w era will begin in 
the history of our school. Steele College was designed at first 
to be a high class institution, able to prepare young m e n  for the 
professional schools. Owing, however, to the sadly cramped 
appropriations of the last ten years, coming simultaneously with 
great advances in.the price and standard of living, it has been 
impossible to maintain this grade. It is at present no more than 
an academy, and one that finds difficulty in meeting the reasonable , 
requirements of the Government.
Accordingly the ambitious student cannot find here all that he 
needs. H e  must seek some other place after graduation from 
Steele College. But he finds every door closed to him, as the 
higher schools receive only pupils from licensed academies. 
Graduation in our institution, therefore, so far from being of any 
advantage, to him, is rather a hindrance. Th e best thing he can 
do is to leave and get into a school having government privileges. 
His o w n  eyes, and those of his parents and friends, generally open 
to this situation when he is half through the course, and a whole­
sale exodus follows in the fourth and fifth years. That is a 
brief statement of the disheartening process that has gone on 
before our eves year after year. So far from being able to con­
trol such an exodus of students, w e  ourselves were obliged to send 
the student mentioned above, w h o  wishes to enter the ministry, 
to the Meiji Gakuin, which has a license, well knowing that if 
he stayed with us till graduation, his future, course, even in the 
Meiji Gakuin, would be greatly hampered.
If, on the other hand, w e  receive our license, the future oppor­
tunities and prospects are of the best. There is a strong demand 
in Japan for education. Th e Government Schools do not more 
than half suffice to meet this demand, and so thousands of young 
men, with all needful preparation, able and willing to pay all 
their o w n  expenses, are debarred from a higher education because 
there are no schools to receive them.
O u r  ideal for Steele College is that there shall be in it about 250 
pupils, carefully selected, receiving a thorough education. These
students would pay high fees cheerfully, if the nature and status 
of the school were satisfactory. The annual expense would 
eventually be no higher, or only a trifle higher than at present. 
But for a year or two an extra effort on our part would be neces­
sary. More, pupils would require one or two ne w rooms, with 
more desks, and better laboratory equipment. T h e  salaries of 
the n e w  teachers w e  have added to our force and increased 
salaries for others would swell expenses.
W e  have still with us the evangelistic problem. It requires for 
its solution two ne w families and something like a thousand dol­
lars more a year for the various out-station operations, sometimes 
called native work. This would give us a symmetrical work. 
Th e labors of single w o m e n . a s  missionaries are a mighty 
power for good, and every additional couple sent out, 
means an almost directly proportional increase in the amount of 
evangelization. Th e more of these workers the better. Th e 
Church Missionary Society uses these workers with great effect, 
and such workers of this class as w e  have, makes us eager to add 
to it. But the two families spoken of above, are what is needed 
to give stability to our work, enabling us not merely to keep our 
evangelistic operations well in hand, but supply trained workers 
for our educational work as various exigencies demand.
_ Organized^ 1889. ̂  ^  . Incm-poro-ted^ 1891.. Bi4_#
( Adopted bg It. C. A., 1894. •
Missionaries.— Rev.- Jas. Cantine, Muscat; Rev. S. M. Zwemer; D. D., on. 
furlough; Rev. H. R. L. "Worrail; M. D., Busrah; Rev. F. J. Barny, Busrah;
S. J. Thoms, M. D., Bahrein-; Rev. J. E. Moerdyk, Bahrein; Rev. John Van1 l 
Ess, Busrah outstations; Miss Fanny Lutt6n, Bahrein; Miss Jennie A. Scar­
; defield, Busrah; A. K. Bennett, M. D., Bahrein; Mrs. M. C. Vogel, Bahrein.,,
* Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. S. M. Zwemer, Mrs. H. R.1 L. -Worrall, M. D.t 
Mrs. F. J. Barny, Mrs. Jas. Cantine, Mrs. A. K. Bennett, (Died), Mrs. S. J.
‘ Thoms, M. D., (Died Apr. 15, 1905). / . ’ .
Co/portenrs.— Micha Gibburie, Busrah; Ellas Bakkobs, Busrah; Thomasi 
• Kass Abdel Messiah, A m a r a ; Ytiseph Ameen, Bahrein; Ibrahim Muskoo, t 
Muscat; Jerjis K. Abdel Messiah, Bahrein; Salome Antoon, Bahrein; Iskan­
der Hanna, Nasariyeh. v* •
Assistant Colporteur.— Abdel Ahad Muskov. . *
Dispensary a n d  Hospital Assistants.—Jamil Jerjis, Bahrein; Salln Bak- 
„ koos, Busrah; Julius Jerjis, Bahrein; Abdel Messiah Nasri, Busrah; Cha- 
mantabhal Damodar, Busrah; Glbrail Murad, Bahrein;' Na’lma, Busrah. . ;
'Teachers.— Yuseph Seso, Busrah; Elias Essho, Bahrein; Kewabraham .V.”' 
Hamchand, Muscat. . 1
R E P O R T  F O R  1905. ' " • ‘
The-'year 1905 will be significant in the history of Arabia’s 
regeneration. W e  laid on G o d ’s altar a precious sacrifice, Mrs. 
Marion Wells Thoms, M .  D., the first medical w o m a n  to give her . 
life for “our country,” and w e  laid the. cornerstone of the first 
Protestant church in the Persian Gulf. “A n  advance all along the 
line” is the report which rings from Muscat to Nasariyeh. Bible 
sales are higher, the .number of patients treated is larger, n e w  
fields are opening, bigotry is lessening. Opposition'from govern­
mental authorities w e  regard as an index of our aggressiveness. 
Under cover of our medical artillery and with it to make the 
breaches, w e  are preparing for a grand charge.
' Mr. and Mrs. Z w e m e r  left in February, all 
The Force. the .rest were on the field and at work. Dr. Be n­
nett arrived in July, after having successfully , 
passed the Turkish examinations at Constantinople, and Mrs. 
Vogel reached Bahrein in November. Mrs. Bennett spent the 
year at Bahrein at the language and passed her first examination
*  V C
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in December. Miss Scardefield was likewise employed at Busrah, 
but frequent and severe fevers hindered her studies. T h e  native 
force underwent slight changes, one colporteur being released' at 
Muscat and a n e w  m a n  engaged for outstation work at Nasariyeh. 
Th e health of the missionaries, with the exception of Miss Scar­
defield and Mrs. Cantine, was excellent, and the latter soon recov­
ered after a short vacation in India. '
M E D I C A L  W O R K .  .
BUSRAH.
Ten years ago Dr.. Worrall arrived on the field 
°T with the golden key to work in Turkish- 
r. orr . ^ ra^ja Tiij-kish diploma. N o w  there are 
four mission physicians, two hospitals and two . trained 
nurses. In conjunction with the C. M .  S. brethren with their 
doctors and nurses at Mosul and Bagdad, a formidable 
line has formed in Eastern Arabia. O w i n g  to the re- 
trictions of Turkish law Dr. Worrall was compelled 
to make use of a rented house for inpatients; 79 were received, 
the total number of days of occupancy being 722. Th e difficulty 
of shifting patients from the roof in the morning and from the 
lower floor in the evening of the hot season caused the hospital to 
be closed from July 1st till late in September. With date-stick 
beds, straw-mats and private quilts and sheets, the hospital was 
much appreciated. Th e first floor was occupied by Mrs. Worrall’s 
clinic and the upper floor with four small wards for m e n  or 
women, as exigency required. A  friend in B o m b a y  kindly donated 
six iron beds and an American friend an oil stove. But w e  have 
the operating table and the missionary heart— the rest are sub­
sidiary. At the m e n ’s clinic the usual diseases were treated, 
from fevers and dysentery to consumption and calculus. Nine­
teen major operations were performed, six being cataract. O n e  
treatment was given within the walls of a mosque. T h e  increas­
ing number of influential patients is an index of growing and 
sustained favor.
S'
 ̂ .Mr. B a m y  and Mr. V a n  Ess .preached regularly in the dispen­
sary, as well as, a colporteur, the dispenser and frequently the 
doctor himself. Free treatment was given only to those w h o  
attended the preaching. Scriptures were also sold to the patients 
in. the clinic: 4 - , • v ,
. ■. j- .
TABULATION OF TREATMENTS. , . ■
Men.
7,256 Moslems. 4,622 Medical.
1,460 Christians. r  2,003, Surgical.
841 Jews. • 2,932 Eye.
,9*557 9.557Z, f{-'' h ' »' ■ - ,
,1 .Total of, receipts from patients, Rs. 3,659 ($1,220). ’
‘W o r k  for Worn- With the exception of three months taken in 
,en— Mrs. Wor- .India for health, medical work was steadily car­
, rail, M. D. ried on, the numbers ranging from 18 to 90 daily. 
T o  lighten the work somewhat the eye cases were referred to Dr. 
[Worrall, and even then one found the work almost excessive. 
T h e  presence of a w o m a n  doctor is a great attraction anywhere, 
but especially in Turkish-Arabia, where the women, are kept 
.most vigorously secluded. Yet the old timidity is passing away 
and the presence of the'“hakeema” is becoming k n o w n  far and 
Ayide. Chamantabhai Damodar, for brevity’s sake called Nurse 
,Mary, a native India trained nurse, by her skill and Christian 
devotion has proved a strong accessory.
■j , T h e  direct purpose of the dispensary work was realized, viz.: 
T h a t  of bringing ho m e  the gospel to the hearts of the w o m e n  in 
whose hands lie the strength and the weakness of Islam. 
Jasmine, a capable Protestant Christian w o m a n  from Mardin, by 
her understanding of the native mind and her perfect control of 
the Arabic, took three mornings a week from the pressing house­
hold duties to read and speak with the w o m e n  in the clinic. Mrs. 
Worrall likewise devoted two mornings a-week and Miss Scarde­
field one. A  slight compensation was ma de to Jasmine from pri­
vate gifts here and in America. T h e  patients were followed to
their homes and m a n y  conversations and Bible readings ensued. 
A  special, effort was put forth to entertain the waiting w o m e n  
and children in the dispensary by the narration of Bible stories 









5,138 W o m e n .  
1,030 Boys. 
1,617 Girls.
7785 ' 7>785 7,785
Total receipts from patients, Rs. 903 ($301).'
BAHREIN.
W o r k  for M e n  
— Dr. Thoms.
H a d  it not been for a strong faith in G o d ’s 
sure promises Dr. T h o m s  might have yielded
to discouragement. Th e building of a dispen­
sary by the Indian Government and its occupancy by a M o h a m ­
medan doctor, was not feared but rather welcomed, inasmuch as 
w e  felt our strength lay in surgery and the presence of a w o m a n  
doctor. But wh en Mrs. T h o m s  was taken away in April and 
the bubonic plague broke out, the clouds seemed to darken all at 
once. G o d  made His strength felt in our weakness, however, and 
despite the efforts of the promoters of the Moslem dispensary, 
during its first month our attendance rose from 756 in June, to 
1,294 in July, and in October it reached the remarkable figure of 
1,921. During Ramadhan, the fast month, invariably slow, the 
number, reached 1,886. -
Th e Gospel was presented daily to the inpatients before dispen­
sary work was begun, at which service 7,114 attended. This does 
not mean that that number of individuals heard the gospel 
preached, as m a n y  came several times, yet for results it is more 
effective and desirable to preach to one Arab ten times than to 
ten Arabs once. Mr. Moerdyk conducted the services three times 
a week, and Dr. T h o m s  twice. Th e dispensary was closed on 
Thursdays except for emergency cases and in order to allow
of special operations. Muallim Jergis held a daily service in the 
m a m  ward for the inpatients and there reached 126 individuals, 
and since m a n y  of them were in the Hospital several days and 
some of them as long as three months, m a n y  heard the gospel 
truths day after day, and m a n y  of them went away professing a 
belief in Christ as the Son of G o d  and as Saviour, but only G o d  
knows h o w  deep the truth was rooted. O n e  m a n  w h o  died in the 
Hospital had testified to his trust in Christ as. his Saviour for some 
time, and died trusting in Him, and was given a Christian burial 
-in our cemetery. A  disturbance was feared from the Moslems, 
but they did 'nothing more than to ask a few questions about his 
testimony and death. Dr. Bennett spent a month on the Pirate 
Coast and treated 501 patients, performed operations, received of­
fers and inducements to remain at Sharka and lent prestige to 
our Bible work there.
- TABULATION OF TREATMENTS. '
4,649 New. 9-769 Men. Highest daily, 128.
9,364 Old. 4,244 W o m e n .
14,013 14,013
A s  almost one-third of the patients k n o w  only Persian, it is be­
coming imperative to employ an evangelist proficient in that lan­
guage, but our efforts to secure such a trusty and capable helper 
have thus far failed. •
W o r k  for Worn- Mrs. T h o m s  continued at work even after the 
en— Mrs. S. J. fatal disease had gripped her and succumbed 
Thoms, M. D. breathing a prayer for Arabia’s women. F r o m  
that time the work was carried on by Dr. T h o m s  assisted by Miss 
Lutton. That seven inpatients were received into the w o m e n ’s 
ward speaks volumes to one w h o  is familiar with Islam. T h e  
Gospel was impressed always and persistently. Fourteen scrip­
tures were accepted— a large proportion considering that illit­
eracy is the rule and the opposite the great exception. Miss Lut­
ton made frequent calls to outpatients too sick to come. T h e  ad-
vent of Mrs. Vogel, a competent trained nurse, and a ‘‘veteran” of 
the Spanish W a r  Red Cross, was a Godsend.
MUSCAT.
For years it has been felt that owing to the presence of a Brit­
ish residency physician at Muscat and his efficiency and -cordial 
attitude to rhission work, it was quite unnecessary to open definite 
medical work. N o w, however, it is beginning to appear that'the 
comity will in no wise be disturbed by the coming of a mission 
doctor, especially since his work would lie almost entirely outside 
of Muscat and inland. Therefore w e  welcome the action of the 
Board in authorizing the sending out of a doctor for this field 
and feel that our hands will be thus materially strengthened. Mrs. 
Cantine’s reputation as a trained nurse soon spread and as a re­
sult a room has been fitted up in the mission house with appli­
ances for surgical dressings and simple treatment. Th e British 
doctor is ever ready to advise and assist. If one colporteur alone 
could penetrate such unsettled territory as inner Om a n ,  the influ­
ence of a doctor’s company w h o  can measure. Mrs. Cantine re­
ports 62 treatments in the house during the last two months and 
over too visits to the sick for the year.
. 1 . .
OUTSTATIONS--NASARIYEH, AMARA, KUWEIT.
Th e requirements of Turkish law which demand a Constanti­
nople diploma for practice in Turkey,'hinder that phase of medi­
cal work which one might call clerico-medical. N o ne feels his 
o w n  inability in that line more keenly than the clergyman himself, 
and yet he finds that a discreet and limited'use of drugs and simple 
surgical apparatus is imperative. B y  taking precaution to keep 
well within the law mu c h  can be done even in Turkey. Experience 
in the outstations has taught that the missionary should never 
travel without at least a small supply, and the result has been 
salutary in that it has been a feeder' for the regular work at Bus­
rah. At the same time, in its way, it has relieved m a n y  and opened 
their hearts to the reception of the Gospel truth. T h e  detailing of 
a qualified physician is imperative for Nasariyeh and Amara, to­
gether, until w e  can afford a fuller quota to allow one to each.
In July Dr. Worrall and Mr. V a n  Ess visited Amara. About 
350 patients vvere treated in 10 days, expenses were covered, 
added interest in and prestige for our Bible work accrued and the 
painful need was again emphasized." Kuweit is n o w  what Bahrein 
was ten years ago, and will, within another decade, undoubtedly 
afford even greater, opportunities and make even more rapid pro­
gress. As  soon as a point of vantage is found there, w e  trust 
to be able to justify the hopes of those w h o  so loyally have backed 
the enterprise from its beginning. . •
, E V A N G E L I S T I C .
• BUSRAH--RliV. F. J. BARNY. •
" Th e parish under Mr. Barny’s care extends
Bible Work. from the head of the Gulf to Gurna at the junc­
tion of the Tigris and Euphrates, a full 100 
miles in length. T w o  colporteurs were employed throughout the 
year— one for shop work and the second for bazaar and local 
touring. The shop has become a landmark in Busrah and efforts 
to attract passers-by so successful that an average of twenty 
visits a day is the result. Bazaar touring, the hardest and most 
trying of all the work, has proved fruitful in the number of scrip­
tures sold, and in the publicity and advertisement it has given to 
the cross of Christ, for none pan or does buy without ascertaining 
the seller’s purpose and being led to think of the w h y  and the 
wherefore.
Busrah being on the pilgrim route to Kerbela and Nejf, the 
Mecca and Medina of Shiah devotion, regular canvasses are 
made of the passengers by the river steamers. Thus Persians c o m ­
ing and going carry the gospel into their o w n  land and themselves 
defeat the devil’s purpose.. Ships in the river have been visited, 
extended tours along either bank made and the date packing places 
thoroughly canvassed.
• In August the Turkish authorities ma de peremptory demands 
for colporteurs’ licenses, bonds for refraining from controversy, 
and endeavored to enforce the order forbidding the sale of Scrip­
tures where only Moslems are to be found. But the matter was 
smoothed over, w e  yielded nothing, and to show our willingness 
to comply with sane and existing laws requested specially that 
the censor should inspect all our books. T h e  governor expressed 
himself as well pleased with the action and gave assurance of his 
favor. Censorship on -controversial literature is strict however, 
and only the most irenic kind of pamphlets can be used. Th e 
total Scripture sales for Busrah and the outstations, Nasariyeh 
and A m a r a  reached 1,583, of which of course the great majority 
was to Moslems, the remainder to Jews and Catholic Christians. 
At  Kuweit 17 were sold.
Arabic preaching services were conducted 
' ger^ ceg regularly every Sabbath with so good an attend- 
‘ ance that the chapel room proved too small. Not 
m a n y  Moslems attend, it is true, and the congregation consists 
mostly of our helpers and a few native Catholic Christians, yet 
w h en a church in Egypt takes note of the fact that one Moslem 
attended its services during the year w e  report with joy that at 
Busrah two attended quite regularly till forbidden by the govern­
ment. T h e  collection amounted to $47. English' services were 
suspended during the hot months. T w o  children were baptized 
and the Lord’s Supper administered at stated times. A  Bible 
class was held on Sunday afternoon with an average attendance 
of 12 and a mid-week prayer meeting for m e n  with an average at­
tendance of 10. Th e clergyman in charge conducted also three 
and sometimes four dispensary services a week.
Wort for 
Women.
A  weekly prayer-meeting was held for w o ­
men, under the cafe of Mrs.?Worrall. Th e wives 
and relatives of the helpers all took their1 turn 
and heightened spirituality was the result. A  Siinday school was 
conducted by Mrs. Worrall in a Moslem house with an average 
attendance of 25.. A  great field is opening for such work. It 
has hitherto been impossible to obtain a suitable Bible woman, but1 
one or two are under consideration.
BAHREIN--REV. JAS. E. MOERDYK.
Bible W o r k  
and Tours.
The bubonic plague ma de touring difficult and 
compelled us to confine the Bible work almost 
entirely to the islands of the Bahrein group. 
Three colporteurs were employed, two for twelve months and one 
for nine, the remainder, seven, the latter’s time being taken up 
by a transfer to Busrah for two months and a month at building 
the ne w church and school. Th e Bible shop was enlarged and 
made more commodious and was occupied by Muallim Jerjis con­
tinually. Visits by Moslems to the shop numbered 1,156 of which 
number 156 accepted Scriptures or portions thereof. The. loca­
tion of the shop near the pearl market and coffee shop entails so 
m u c h  publicity as probably to militate against more frequent visits. 
It m a y  therefore become necessary to change the location.
By an exchange of letters with influential people at Hassa and 
the regular sending of Christian newspapers, a channel for the 
entrance of the truth was opened on the mainland. Salomi at­
tempted to reach Katif and, due to his Turkish passports, was 
allowed to enter but was forbidden to sell books. T h e  prospects 
for entering this year are m u ch brighter owing to the advent of a 
n e w  and friendly local governor. A m e e n  in company with Dr. 
Bennett made an extended tour to the Pirate Coast, and though 
he endured rought treatment at Ras el Kheima yet at Sharka and 
Debai he made good sales amounting to 182 Scriptures and por­
tions. Even at Ras el Kheima his patience and Christian devotion 
so impressed the Sheikh that he and his adviser each bought a 
complete Arabic Bible. Island tours were made frequently and 
ships in the harbor regularly canvassed.
Regular Arabic services were held, con­
ducted generally by the missionary, with an av­
erage attendance of 17 adults and 18 children. 
The native community is beginning to desire church organization 
and in order to meet the need a colporteur was assigned to devote 
some of his time to catechism of the children and pastoral work. 
One-half of his salary was met by the community. At Bahrein 
as at Busrah the question of Church organization and effective 
affiliation will soon be a burning question. Steps were taken at
Beligioas
Services.
the last annual meeting looking to a solution of the problems in­
volved. Th e collections taken at the Arabic services amounted to 
$196. A  prayer meeting for m e n  was held regularly on Fridays 
conducted by the brethren in turn, and was well attended. Daily 
morning prayers were also held in -the chapel. Three children 
were baptized during the year. ■
■ WORK FOR W O M E N --MISS FANNY LUTTON.
During the first part of the year Mrs. Z w e m e r  
' Bible Work. was present, but after her departure Miss Lut- 
ton conducted the Bible work. He r time was 
rather too fully occupied by house visitation, assisting in the hos­
pital and school work. Yet a thorough canvass of Moslem houses 
was made, twenty new ones were visited and sometimes ten hear­
ers at a time greeted the comer. M a n y  allowed prayer' and ac­
cepted the Scriptures. In February an influential family of six 
.adults'requested instruction in reading and writing, which re­
quest was met for eight weeks daily. Plague and inimical rumors 
stopped this' work. Thirty w o m e n  called at the mission house on 
friendly visits. r
TABULAR STATEMENT.
No. of individual houses visited......................  95
Total visits ...... :.............................  175
No. of w o m e n  seen in homes .......'.................  596
No. of Bible readings in h o m e s ...... ■...............  40
No. of Scriptures distributed..................... . 17
Religious
Services.
A  prayer meeting for w o m e n  was held week­
ly at the homes of the Christian w o m e n  in turn, 
and. was well attended, each taking her part will­
ingly and efficiently. Th e singing of hymns proved an attraction 
to influential neighbors and thus a ne w door was opened 'in a 
Moslem house. Th e service was kept up throughout the. hot 
months.. Sunday school was held, on Sabbath afternoons with an 
attendance of 20 Moslem and 13 Christian children. Th e “Life 
of O u r  Lord” was the subject of study.
MUSCAT--REV. JAS. CANTINE.
W o r k  for Men 
— Bible Work.
T w o  colporteurs were employed but one was 
released in April. Henceforth the burden 
fell on Ibrahim w h o  though alone did
herculean work. His absolute fearlessness, admirable
tact and giant faith brought him safely through m a n y  a 
tight place. His family's and his o w n  health will, however, not 
permit of his remaining at Muscat m u ch longer. The Bible shop 
was occupied in Ibrahim’s absence by his son, A b d  el Ahad, w h o  
showed himself capable and willing. Scripture sales amounted 
to Bibles 34, Testaments 61, and portions to make up a total of 
1,354, of the aggregate value of $33. O f  that number 336 were 
sold in the shop, and the remainder on tours. Muttra, the twin- 
city of Muscat was visited 85 times, and 57 ships in the harbor.
Three extended tours were m a de by the colporteur, one to the 
Batina coast, a second to Sur and then inland to hitherto un­
reached territory, and the third to Guarda on the opposite coast of 
the Gulf of Oman. Local disturbances and feuds hindered much. 
Yet the progress m a de was sure and thorough. A  large territory 
still remains, to be visited for the first tipie. Extended touring for 
missionaries is practicable only for a few months each year, and 
the occurrence of R a m a d h a n  in the midst thereof n o w  shortens the 
time. Mr. and Mrs. Cantine made but two trips, not long, but 
valuable as being the first introduction of a missionary w o m a n  to 
her Arab sisters of the interior.
Religious
Services.
At Arabic Sunday services for the year the 
attendance averaged eleven Christians and five 
Moslems. Th e highest attendance at the Sunday 
school was 27. A  small library, cards, maps, and plenty'of music 
held the attention and interest of the scholars. Daily prayers were 
held in the chapel attended by the workers and the servants of the 
house with occasionally a visitor or a patient or two awaiting 
treatment. 0
There are no King’s highways nor rules of 
Social Efforts, the road in Om an . Hospitality cannot be bought 
and the stranger is often driven away. There-
fore it is indispensable to cultivate friendship with visitors to 
Muscat w h o  come from regions which w e  desire to enter. T o  acr 
complish this end a guest-house was opened for the entertaining 
. visitors of which 98 availed themselves. Likewise 134 received 
lesser hospitality at the bible shop. Th e visitors are .brought to 
call on the missionary, and acquaintances of m u c h  promise for the 
future are made. •
W o r k  for Worn- W o r k  for w o m e n  at Muscat was an entirely 
en— Mrs. James ne w departure and w e  were apprehensive of its 
Cantine. result, yet it far exceeded our most sanguine 
hopes, so cordial a welcome was extended on all sides. T h e  pres­
ence -:f a foreign w o m a n  w h o  could speak the-language was a 
great attraction, and house to house visitation became a pleasure. 
Fifty-five homes were visited and the bible read to over three 
hundred women. In most houses the family invited all the neigh­
bors to share the excitement and good audiences resulted, and fre­
quent calls were returned to the mission house. In the spring 
some of the coast and inland villages were visited in company with 
Mr. Cantine. W e  had great hopes of Raheel, the widow of a 
former colporteur as a Bible woman, but were disappointed by her 
sad and sudden death. A  sewing-class was recently started which 
will be pushed in the n e w  year, and m a y  become the nucleus of 
a girls’ school as at Bahrein. «
OUTSTATIONS-NASARIYEH, AMARA AND KUWEIT-
REV. JOHN VAN ESS.
■ Th e detailing, of a separate missionary for outstation work has 
proven salutary, inasmuch as it has rendered possible his residence 
for extended periods at each place. Th e Turk is accessible only 
after a plethora of gossip and the government friendly only after 
countless meshes of red-tape have been threaded. All these are 
obstacles and require time and patience, yet when once overcome 
and a place gained in the Osmanli’s heart his advanced degree and 
kind of civilization comes to one’s aid and progress is satisfactory 
and even rapid.
Mr. V a n  Ness ma de a long detour via Bagdad and Nejf in the
beginning of the year. It was for a month a transgression of C. 
M .  S.1 territory yet with a twofold purpose, first, to exchange opin­
ions on' comity between them and us and with an eye to possible 
future" church organization, and second,' to become acquainted- 
with that portion of Mesopotamia which is the centre of Shiah de­
votion, which sect includes three-fourths of the population of Bus­
rah vilayet, and at the same time to be enabled to gain friendship 
by an acquaintance with m e n  and places. (
T w o  tours amounting to. too days and covering about 2,800 
miles, were made by the missionary, one from Nasariyeh across 
the triangle to A m a r a  a hitherto unseen and unmapped territory.
A  vision of a great and open door was gained, so soon as a doctor 
can be found to accompany. Even a m o n g  the savage M a ’dan, a 
m a n  was met w h o  knew Mr. Moerdyk by name and remembered 
the substance of a conversation with him at Hai two years before, 
and later one w h o  had met Dr. Worrall and had profited by. his 
treatment. F r o m  A m a r a  the tour was continued to Kut d o w n  the 
Shat el Hai to Nasariyeh and thence to Busrah.
A  second tour was ma de in July to A m a r a  in company with Dr. 
Worrall. Iskander was taken on trial as colporteur for Nasariyeh 
injanuaryand by his keen knowledge of theTurk and his language 
and his untiring zeal and exemplary life proved to be the m a n  for 
the place. H e  made several extended tours along the Shat el 
Hai and up and d o w n  the Euphrates and made excellent sales. 
A m a r a  was occupied in turn by Thomas, Elias, Micha and Salomi 
until November, when T h o m a s  was detailed to go and settle there 
with his family. H e  ma de special efforts to provide Sunday ser­
vices for some native Christians there and by his winning manner 
drew many. There are various sects in A m a r a  without a church 
h o m e  and with a strong leaning toward Protestantism, and it is 
possible that a nucleus for a church would not be long in forming ' 
there. Elias toured in October to A H  Gharbi, Ali Sharki, Sheikh 
Saad and Jilut Salih and planted the W o r d  in print and by word of 
mouth where it had not been heard for years. O u r  relations with 
the Ottoman government were most cordial and of fleets of high 
rank have testified in public places to the sincerity of mission pur­
poses and benefit from their efforts. The social standing of our col­
porteurs is an index that the testimony is well-meant. With par-
donable pride w e  can say that the n a me American' is a passport 
to favor. A  great field is afforded by work in the army. Nasariyeh 
and A m a r a  being the headquarters for five regiments of soldiers 
each, m a n y  are the opportunities for cementing friendships with 
officers and m e n  and for' religious conversations. M a n y  of the 
officers are Stamboulis,. well-versed in polite language, literature 
and conduct. The constant shifting of the regiments is a difficulty 
and yet a blessing, inasmuch as officers and m e n  w h o  have met 
the truth at Nasariyeh are no w stationed at ‘Hail, Ibn Rasheed’s 
capital, and all alon^ the overland pilgrim route where perhaps 
they will bear testimony; to our work. 'Many times have soldiers 
been met w h o  when coming; to Busrah from Hassa and passing 
through Bahrein have been treated at the hospital and heard the 
W o r d  of Life. ’ ' '
E D U C A T I O N A L .
' ’ BUSRAH-REV. F. J. BARNY.’
' ' ' ’ - 
O w i n g  to the restrictions, of the Turkish law it has hitherto been 
impossible to open definite school work at Busrah. T h e  require­
ment is that the community shall consist of twenty, Protestant fam­
ilies before a government .permit will be given for church or school, 
which number has not yet been reached at Busrah. According tot 
treaty rights a school m a y  be conducted in a private house, which 
was done in a small w a y  and at very little expense in ,1905, and 
will ,be pushed in 1906. O n  the ground of the existence of such 
a school, we expect to apply for a firman in 1906, which, being in 
qur .possession, will enable us to purchase equipment and make 
substantial provision .for school work without that fear of interfer­
ence which n o w  constantly threatens us. Until a firman is ob­
tained a private school cannot be closed, it is true, but pupils m a y  
be prohibited, and surely would be, from attending, for all our ac­
tions our closely watched. Strict censorship of the books studied 
and the courses pursued, as well as government diplomas for the 
teachers, are not insurmountable obstacles, and w e  believe that 
once begun a school will flourish and trust that even in bur day 
w e  will build the “Busrah Protestant College.” Indirect efforts’
are always m a d e  by m e a n s  of educational books a n d  magazines 
and papers and fill a demand, which it is hard to keep within 
bounds. In -1905. 868 were sold.
, BAHREIN— JAS. E. MOERDYK.
T w o  sessions were held daily, Arabic in the 
Boys’ School, mo rn i n g  for boys and girls at which the average 
attendance w a s  14. T h e  station language teach­
er devoted time to instruction as well as the missionary. In the 
afternoon English w a s  taught by Mr. Moerdyk, at which 10 boys 
attended. A n  attempt w a s  m a d e  to obtain a competent teacher 
from India, but w a s  unsuccessful. Objection is m a d e  to the relig­
ious phase of our instruction, yet w e  insist that it is the sine qua 
non. '
TABULAR STATEMENT.
Miss Lutton and Mrs. Bennett.— A s  m e n-  
Girls’ School, tioned above the girls attended Arabic lessons 
in the morn i n g  with the boys and in the after­
noon received separate instruction in English from Mjss Lutton 
assisted for a part of the year by Mrs. Bennett. T h e  attendance 
varied greatly, f rom 5 to 35. A n y  slight distraction w a s  enough 
to e m pt y  the school room. M a n y  of the girls are married though 
not yet twelve years Of age, and eight are mothers of children. 
Instruction w a s  continued till July w h e n  it became too hot even 
on the verandah. T w ic e  a w e e k  sewing-classes were held instead 
of the regular lessons. T h e  pupils m a d e  garments f r o m  material 
kindly contributed by a G e r m a n  merchant and we re  allowed to 
take th em  h o m e  after completion.
MUSCAT-REV. JAS. CANTINE.
Educational w o r k  in M u sc a t  dates from the days of Peter Z w e -  
m e r ’s slave school. It fulfilled its mission then and remained in 
abevance since until a renewed effort w a s  be gu n  in 1905 with one 
scholar, the son of the H i n d u  laundress. A  class of small boys 
with a few older ones, all desiring instruction in English w a s  
• I
gradually gathered by the missidharies and taught by them with 
some help for a time from Raheel. A  vacation to India during the 
hot months stopped the work but the day of the missionary’s re­
turn brought a delegation of boys requesting the resumption of 
the work. The enrollment was 13 Hindus, 8 Christians and 7 
Mohammedans. After a prolonged search it was found impossi­
ble to procure a competent Christian teacher from India, but Prov­
idence gave a m a n  in Muscat itself who, though a Hindu, has 
shown himself capable and willing. Religions instruction is reg­
ularly given and-since the school room is in. the mission house it 
is easy for the missionary to’ keep it under his. direct supervision. 
•When w e  remember that theiopening of a school is the most diffi­
cult of all work in so difficult a field, w e  praise Go d for beginnings', 
though small. . . .' . ' _ *
• • V'
INDIRECT RESULTS. ‘ i,
i - i 1 '
If one reckons that in 1905 the total of Scriptures sold to M o s ­
lems was 3,472, add to that 500 w h o  shared in the reading, you 
get 4,000 w h o  handled the W o r d  of God, then add 7,714 w h o  
heard the preaching of the Gospel in the Bahrein hospital and 
approximately 10,000 adults w h o  likewise heard the truth in the 
Busrah dispensary, and you get 21,714 w h o  faced us and the issue 
w e  represent. A d d  again the silent influence of the Christian home 
of the kindly word though secular, the power of example, the 
thoughts engendered by assistance rendered in body and soul, and 
w e  say with Ab r a h a m  “perhaps only ten;’’ surely ten of all that 
number think more of Christ and less of M o h a m m e d  for it all. 
For every dollar spent or authorized by Synod an individual 
reached— surely it pays!
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Arabic .......................... 39 73 2907 3019 1206 42251 6 270 276 276Turkish ...................... ?... 1 . 12 188 201 19 22042 6 252 300 3001 2 1 4 41 33 34 34English ......................... 23 16 8 52 512 5642 7 40 49 4914 .14 .17 31Kurd! .......................... 10 10 10French .......................... 4 4 9 17 33 5018 18 18Urdu ........................... 3 3 32 1 3 6 6
' 120 127 3756 4003 1787 • 5790
a
SCRIPTURES.
In Shop __On Road ... Mlslsoharies Donated ...
Total
PURCHASERS.








































Stations occupied ...... ...... 4 8 5 3 3 23Out-stations and Preaching Places 45 172 17 9 3 246Missionaries, men, ordained.... 5 10 6 3 6 30Missionaries, men, not ordained.... 1 2 1 1 2 7Associate Missionaries, married
w o m e n  ....... 1.......... 5 12 7 4 5 33Missionaries, unmarried w o m e n.. 11 8 5 4 3 3113 14 4 36Other native helpers, m e n ...... 59 273 7 8 ' i7 364Native helpers, w o m e n ......... 14 129 5 2 1 15113 18 4 352,676 381 mim 107 49 52 3712 4 - 1 1 8164 257 231 88 7406 5 1 1 12266 213 174 79 7321 2 1 47 23 15 * 45170 31 18 5 2246,238 2,075 687 106 9,10617 173 3 193343 7,416 122 7,881
4 2 2 817,826 35,180 31,355 84,361Rs. 5,913 Y 664 Y 1,606Native Contributions, Gold..... $1,971 $332 $803 $262
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY, 1858-1906.
Stations ...................Out-stations and Preaching PlacesMlsionaries, men .............Missionaries, married w o m e n ...Missionaries, unmarried women....Native Ordained Ministers.....Other native helpers, m e n .......Native helpers, w o m e n .........Churches ..................Communicants ..............Boarding Schools, B o y  a9........Scholars ...................Boarding Schools, Girla9........Scholars ............... *..Theological Students .........Day Schools ......... •.....Scholars ...................Hospitals and Dispensaries.....Patients treated .............Native Contributions .........
1868 1878 1888 1898 1906
10 11 11 23 2318 49 123 241 24614 16 28 36 37. 12 14 21 31 337 9 20 314 6 26 30 3676 86 173 211 3642 10 47 41 15113 31 47 47 35816 1,563 4,559 6,5642 1 7 10 8
55 40 308 517 7401 3 5 10 1246 97 300 456 7327 19 32 61 4517 44 106 201 193413 1,341 2,612 6,059 7,8811 1 4 815,507 9,673 18,046 84,361$1,134 $1,500 $8,325$10,758
NOTE.— In Japan, as the churches become self-supporting they also become self-governing. Most of those planted there by our missionaries are now in the sole control of the Synod of the “Church of Christ in Japan,” which com­prises the fruitage of seven different Missions. Converts from all of these may be associated In a single church. If it were possible, as it manifestly Is not, to separate and tabulate the fruits of those who have planted and watered for us. the above totals of churches and pastors would be increased by at least twenty with a corresponding enlargement of the number of Communicants, Sunday Schools and Contributions. .
TABULAR VIEW OF RECEIPtS.
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.. C L A S S I S  O F  D A K O T A .  
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9 30
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C L A S S I S  O F  ILLINOIS.
285 52 
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C L A S S I S  O F  K I N G S T O N . * 
(Continued.)■ i' ■ '
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Nlskayuna ......................... 118 44 20 10 75 5 7Prlncetown ........................ 7 91
19 33
Rotterdam,‘Second ................. 20
Schenectady, First ................ 342 75
Schenectady, Second ................ 45 37 20
Schenectady, Mt. Pleasant......... 15 75 6 49
Schenectady, Bellevue ............. 75 36 10 86
Classical Conference ............... 20 90 ......
775 64 127 20 27 25 1001 38 10 85 52|C L A S S I S  O F  S C H O H A R I E .  ,
B e a v e r d a m  ........................f
Berne .............................. 36 50Breakabeen ........................ 20
10
Central Bridge ..................... 9 25 . ’




Gr a n d  Gorge ....................... 8 05 3 79H o w e ’s C ave ....................... 4 43
Lawyersville ....................... 10 77 6
Mlddlehurgh ....................... 6 03 25North Blenheim ...................
Prattsville ......................... 14 2 50
20 50 17 37Sharon ............................. 10 3South Gilboa .......................





Katsbaan .......................... 61 27 2 65 17 01 46 5 10J
165 93 53 53
Port E w e n  ..................... ____ 9 34 8 01
Platteklll ..........................
















































C L A S S E S  A N D  C H U R C H E S .
F - ! i
• ;  i • f ' .
1
L I so
C L A S S I S  O F  U L S T E R .  
(Continued.)
; ; .Shokan 
Stewartville .
W e s t  Hurley .... '...
Woodstock’ ........









Hastings •. . . . J ...................









ionv ll  ..........
Yonkers, First .....
Classical Conference

















Greenleafton ... ‘...... ..........
H i n g h a m  ..........................








Sheboygan Falls ................. .
South Holland .....................
W a u p u n  ..........................




































O K L A H O M A  C H U R C H E S  N O T  
, C L A S S I F I E D .
4Arapahoe ................ ........






























































































































































F R O M  INDIVIDUALS N O T  T H R O U G H  CHURCHES.
Daughters of Rev. E.
R. Atwater .....  50
J. L. A.......  25
Rev. P. G. M. Bahler. . 10
Miss Anna B. Bedford. 5
Rev. G. M. S. Blauvelt 400 00
Rev. H. Borgers.... 25
Gash ............  10
Gash ............  10 .
Cash ............  ' 70
Rev. Jacob Christ...  2
Mrs..G. C. Churchill... 50
Dr. .and Mrs. C. E. Cris-
peli ............ 10
Rev. Henry N. Cobb,
D. D............  60
Sanford E. Cobb...... 25
Mr. O. W. Coe...... 50
Mrs. Maria Cornell. ... 25
Mrs. Marietta Cornell. 25
Mrs. Mary Davidson. .. 2. 25
H. De Brec........  4 J
C. Dosker.........  50
A friend..........  30
A friend . ......... 10
A  friend..........  60
A friend ..........  1
A  friend .......... 5 *
A friend ..........  5
A friend.......... 5
A friend, Schenectady, '
N. Y............  3
Unknown friend....  170
Rev. J. G. Gebhard. ... 12
Rev. Oscar Gesner...  50
Rev. J. D. Gruli....  1 06
H. A. H ........... 2
H. D. L., Birthday Gift,
Mar. 31 ........  100
Rev. A. J. Hageman.. 10
Rev. P. K. Hageman. . 5
P. Heerdcs .......  5 '
Rev. Louis Hieber...  4
The Heidenwereld Fund 137 25
# Miss Emily Hermance. 2
Holland, Mich., Hope 
College, Y. M. C. A. . 40
Holland, Mich., a Sem- . 
inary Student....  2
Mr. and Mrs. D. Hop­
per ............ 5
In memoriam ...... 65
In memoriam, Rev. John
M. Van Buren.... 100
In memoriam, C. L. W. 5 
In memory of Caroline
Lawrence ....... 35
In memory of S. E. M*.
T." '............ 500
"Kingston, ,N. Y."...  100 ,
. . Rev. and Mrs. G; Koo-
iker .............. 10
# Miss Agnes N. Lake. . 60v
Mrs. S. M. Lansing. ... 12 50
Mrs. A. L. Macleish... 12 
Rev. and Mrs. F. B.
Mansen ........  10
Rev. E. Rothesay Miller 1200
N. N .............. 5
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Ne- 
yius ........... 10
L. Nostam ........  100
• Miss Rachel H. Palen. . 6 25
Miss Nana Heath* Pe­
ters . . . ........ 20
Miss Sarah B. Reynolds ' 40 
Mr. Fred. Rietveld.... 50
Mr. Chas. Roser..... 27 50
Mrs. C. Rosendal...  1
Mrs. K. V. D. Searie.. 5
G. L. Schuyler...... 5
Sigma ........... 1000
Two Sisters . . . J.....  10
Rev. John G. Smart.... 10
Miss Dora Stadt....  30
M. Van Westenbrugge. 50
Mrs. M. Van Westen-
bugge ..........  30
Mrs. H. Veld. ...... 10
Ralph Voorhees ....  3000
Rev. W. H. Vroom..... 10
Rev. and Mrs. A. J.
Walter .........  10
Western Theol. Sem.,
Profs, and Students.. 103
Mrs. Grenville Win- 
throp ..........  100
$8220 76
MISCELLANEOUS.
Additional from Woman’s Board.........................  $1878 53
Income from Security Fund............................  2065
Income from other Funds...............  2151 10
Sundries .....  294 49
$6389 12
LEGACIES.
Peter Lott .........................................  $5381 06 •
Elizabeth M. Van Wyck’.. .............................  100
Louise Emerlck ;.......... •..........................  761 60
Mary E. Remsen . ...................................  102 50
, Mary E. Remsen, transferred to'Security Fund..............  3000
Susan A. Elliott’..................................... 28 30
• $9373 35
Less Expenses ............................. ........  227.93
$9145 42
RECEIPTS O F  C L A S S E S
C L A S S E S  O F  S Y N O D  O F
A L B A N Y .
Albany .... 
Greene .... 








N E W  Y O R K .
H u d s o n  .........
Kingston ........
North L o n g  Island 
South L o n g  Island





N E W  B R U N S W I C K .
Bergen ......
South Bergen . 
M o n m o u t h  —
N e w a r k  .....
N e w  Brunswick




























































2532 66 39 10 1343 19 676 80 75 4676 65
634 19 210 27 81 76 425 74 54 62 54 26 1460 74
455 69 240 74 33 61 564 40 46 50 19 1359 94
646 07 347 59 109 38 456 41 45 25 78 79 1683 49
552 09 545 47 59 417 27 27 88 68 1689 61
469 56 68 77 22 50 • 257 39 219 92 10 1048 14
775 64 127 20 27 25 1001 38 10 85 62 2026 99
113 95 46 5 103 60 33 37 16 29 318 11
1611 49 160 52 80 22 1406 30 67 31 30 62 3346 36
7791 34 1785 56 428 72 5976 31 1170 94 458 06 17609 93
803 76 115 52 168 75 526 05 41 18 121 70 1776 96
224 87 97 82 66 69 310 34 25 50 166 34 881 56
920 07 429 48 151 60 936 10 629 29 347 64 3414 08
2574 83 733-17 169 38 1769 78 2702 58 977 ; 8926 74
‘11483 40 957 46 527 29 7584 15 1777 1111 25 23440 55
600 71 150 76 46 50 328 82 63 15 85 45 1265 39
858 27 55 29 60 795 03 25 38 25 1831 84
025 98 256 03 138 77 811 60 50 ffl 520 13 2403 12
18091 89 2795 53 1328 88 13061 87 5304 31 3357 76 43940 24
1705 48 385 94 121 790 61 1045 08 141 87 4189 98
463 83 200 65 41 744 49 28 58 50 1560 23
245 74 75 91 6 212 23 54 7 85 601 73
2475 13 664 96 110 39 3355 60 316 04 202 33 7123 46
1311 97 278 86 65 75 901 69 24 29 215 93 2798 49
2283 21 654 09 168 58 1386 27 116 07 120 66 4728 88
753 85 299 57 48 25 316 74 66 75 65 1540 16
434 77 158 73 64 75 447 84 114 37 61 50 1281 96
643 33 279 15 78 50 769 55 110 71 160 2041 24
10317 31 2997 21 728 63 8926 02 1874 31 1023 64 25866 12
565 09 65 80 34 44 158 05 59 25 113 60 996 13
2476 14 1138 15 153 07 1089 45 569 60 849 59 6276
3195 32 1901 30 192 93 1160 38 807 OS 1792 31 9049 33
528 32 127 18 82 76 188 22 71 17 307 45 1305 09
1765 94 1213 S3 140 61 1153 19 696 18 2195 62 7165 43
461 34 387 08 159 89 .465 55 209 52 529 92 2213 30
838 70 145 72 155 465 68 362 92 161 16 2119 18
1669 52 71 52 28 01 120 71 198 73 165 95 . 2254 44
2620 14 1042 67 243 13 1207 71 932 61 1934 52 7980 68
14120 51 6093 26 1189 89 6008 94 3896 91 8050 07 39359 58
9 77 6t ...... | 4 80 3 65 23 12
50330 82 13676 561 3676 12i33975 94 12246 47 12893 08 126798 99Grand Total
Receipts of the Board Since 1857, in Periods of Five Years, 










































































341,884 10 68,376 82 5,167 45 - ?
403,544 42 80,708 88 12,332 06
548,607 53 ' 109,721 50 29,012 62
601,589 66 120,317 91 10,596 41
674,722 82 ‘ 134,944 66 14,626 65
• *In addition $56,500 were given b y  Mr. W a r r e n  A c k e r m a n  to remove the debt resting (on the Board. -
'.. tin addition 145.335.06 were given for the E n d o w m e n t  of the Theological Seminary In 
the Arcot Mission, through the efforts of Rev. Jacob .Chamberlain, D. D.
■ T h e  total a m o u n t  given since 1867 is $4,270,807.65. •
B O A R D  O F  FOREIGN MISSIONS, R. C. A., S T A T E M E N T  
O F  RECEIPTS A N D  E X P E N D I T U R E S  =
FOR THE TEAR ENDING MAY 2, 1906.- : 
RECEIPTS.
Covered by Appropriations:
Collections ..................... $112,053 22
Legacies (less Testamentary expenses .
and $3,000 added to the Security Fund) 6,145 42
Income from Security Fund.........  2,065 ,
M. Schaddelee Memorial.......... 18 97
A. J. Schaefer Fund............. 9 70
A. C. Van Raalte Mission Fund....  150
Semellnk Family Mission Fund....  336 41
Trust Funds held by Board of Direc­
tion .......................  136 02
Alida Van Schaick Fund.........  1,500








Special Trust Funds. Income.
Geo. B. Walbridge Fund!... '....... $309 64
Christiana Jansen Fund...........  206 60
Joseph Scudder Scholarship.........  91 97
William R. Gordon Fund........... 80
Elizabeth R. Voorhees College Endow-
• ment ......................  1,612 50
Isaac Brodhead Fund..............  45 98
Cornelius Low Wells Memorial Fund I.. 60 41




Amoy Mission ...................  $25,139 15
Arcot Mission ...................  43,752 52
North Japan Mission..............  25,174 18
South Japan Mission..............  18,578 41
Discount and Interest..............  1,437 27
N o t  Covered by Appropriations: ■'
Balance from last year............
Held for Investment last year.......
Received during year:
-- For Ranipettai Hospital..........
Ami Industrial School Endowment...
Famine Sufferers in Japan.......
Famine Sufferers in India*........
* Other objects ..................
Home Expenses:
Rent and Care of Office........... 970 36
Salaries ...................... 7,500
Account Books and Stationery...... 107 68
Printing Annual Report......   296 07
Printing* Leaflets .....    256 88
The Mission Field...............  885 80
Dept, of Young People’s Work...... 86 75
Missionary Boxes ..............  151 48
Travel among the Churches........  505 28
Travel of Corresponding Secretary.... 233 46
Stenographer .................  528 30
Postage and Cablegrams.......... 250 76
Christian Intelligencer ........... 350
Gen. Syn. Com. on Syst. Beneficence. . 49 98
Telephone .................... 37 04
Exchange on out of town cheques...  32 32
Express and freight.............  76 04
Office Furniture ................ 128 39
Missionary Conference Reports....... 32 20
Miscellaneous ..........'.......  136 02
N o t  Covered by Appropriations:
Paid during the year........
Invested ................
Held for Investment........





Inco m e  f rom Special Trust F u n d s :
Paid to Board of Direction.......... . $508 21
Paid to Mrs. W. R. Gordon.......... 80
Paid to E. R. Voorhees College Endow­
ment .......................  * 600
Paid to Ranipettai Hospital ........  45 98
Balance May 2, 1906.... .......... 1,072 91
$126,696 34 $22,332 68 $2,307 10
BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS, R. C. A. 
Balance Sheet M a t  2, 1906.
ASSETS.
Cash ..............................................  $4,201 32
Investments: '
Railroad Bonds ........................... $67,790 •
Bonds and Mortgages......................  69,226
Miscellaneous ...........................  5,657 50
--------  142,673 50


















- THE BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS: - I 
 ̂ LOANS.
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions........... $2,017. 60 ,
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions.  .........  422 50
The Arabian Mission............ ............  4,000 '
• -r --------  $6,440-10
• SECURITY FUND. '
• Present
' • : Market
. * • Par Value. Value.
29 First*Mortgage Bonds, Illinois Central R. R. Co. $29,000 $27,550
6 First Mortgage Bonds, Lehigh Valley Ry. C o . . 6,000 * 6,585 -
12 First Mortgage Bonds, West Shore R. R. Co.... 12,000 12,750
6 General Mortgage Bonds, Central N. J. R. R. Co. 6,000 7,680




Geo. B. Walbridge Fund for Ministerial Education
Bonds Met. St. Ry. Co., N. T. City........... $4,790
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate...... 210
--------  $5,000
Christiana Jansen Fund for Support of Students in
Arcot Theological Seminary, India 
Bonds of N. Y. Gas and Electric L. H. & P. Co. 4,856 25
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate .........  143 75
--------  5,000
Joseph Scudder Scholarship in Arcot* Theological 
Seminary
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate........... 2,000
William R. Gordon Fund
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate........... 2,000
Elizabeth R. Voorhees College Endowment
Bonds of Reading Co. & R. P. C. & I. Co..... $10,000
Cash ...............   1,012 50 .
--------  11,012 50
Isaac Brodhead. Fund for Bed in Ranipettai Hospital *
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate...........  1,000
Ami Industrial School Endowment
Erie R. R. First Preferred Stock........... 144 57
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate.......... 1,265
Cash ................................  1,570 ,73
--------  2,980 30
Cornelius Low Wells Memorial Fund I, for support 
of a native pastor in India
Bond and Mortgage on Real Estate........  2,500
Cash ................................  60 41 *
--------  2,560 41
Cornelius Low Wells Memorial Fund II, for support 
of a native pastor in India
Cash ...............................  2,500
Conditional Gifts in trust...................  3,000
$37,053 21
General :•
A. J. Schafer Fund
Erie R. R. First'Preferred Stockr w7.\
Semellnk Family Mission Fund .
Bonds and Mortgages on Real Estate.. $13,387 57
Erie R. R. 1st Pfd. Stock.....i...... 462 43
Cash .............. ..... '...  150
A. C. Van Raalte Mission Fund
Bond and Mortgage On ‘Real Estate. ....
Alida Van Schaick Fund ■
Bonds and Mortgages on Real Estate.......
' James Y. Elmendorf Fund •
Bond and Mortgage.................
J. Y. Elmendorf Income..........._..










Total Trust Funds as per Balance Sheet $95,238 88
W. H. Van Steenbergh, . t , May 23, 1906.
Treasurer, Board of Foreign Missions, R. C. A..
1 New York.
D ear Sir :— We have examined the accounts of the Board of Foreign 
Missions for the year ending May 2nd, 1906. All receipts and payments 
of money recorded in the books have been verified with the vouchers and 
the balance of the1 cash at the close of the year has been proved. All trans­
actions recorded in the books have been examined and found correct. We 
have left to your Auditing Committee the verification of the mortgages and 
other securities, and have confined our work to an examination of the books 
of account and cash. .
We beg to submit herewith Statements of Receipts and Disbursements, 
showing all funds handled by the Board. We also submit a Balance Sheet 
together with itemized schedules of the liabilities, which correctly shows the 
condition of the affairs of the Board, according to the books. .
Respectfully yours, ’
* Supfern & Son, ’
Certified Public Accountants.
We have examined the Bonds, Mortgages and other securities of the 
Board, particularly set forth In the foregoing Report of the accountants, and 
find that they are correct in every particular, and are as mentioned in detail 
therein. ‘ ’
Dated May 23d, 1906. ‘ . .
. ■ J. J/ Ja n e w a y, ■
• , j W. H. V a n Steenberoh,
' Finance Committee.
A R A B I A N  MISSION RECEIPTS.
MAY X. 1905, TO MAY 1, 1906.
SYNDICATE OF ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
Rev. T. H. P. Sailer.... 100 Mrs. Sarah Welling..... 100
Arabian Miss. Soc., Milwaukee, Wis.......................  100
SYNDICATE OF FIFTY DOLLARS.
H. P.-Cortelyou.......  50 Miss Emily D. Sumner. .. .
The Misses Duryee..... 50 Miss Sarah F. Sumner. .. .
SYNDICATE OF FORTY DOLLARS. 
Mrs. Elizabeth N. Collier......................
SYNDICATE OF THIRTY DOLLARS. 
Fredk. Frelinghuysen, Esq.......................
SYNDICATE OF TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS.
Rev. Lewis Frances, D. D. 37 50 The Misses Merry......
Rev. H. D’B Mulford, D. D. 25 Miss N. Zwemer.......
Miss Sarah B. Reynolds. . . ' 25 W. M. Soc. Stone Ridge,
N. Y........i.....
SYNDICATE OF TWENTY DOLLARS. ,
Peter Cortelyou ....  20 Rev. J. Elmendorf, D. D..,.
Y. L. M. B., 1st Orange Rev. J. F. Zwemer....
City, la...... . ....  20 Rev. F. S. Schenck. D. D.
. ’ SYNDICATE OF FIFTEEN DOLLARS.
Dr. B. H. B. Sleght..... 30 Rev. J. H. Gillespie, D. D.
Miss M. and Miss H. Zwemer.................. .........
SYNDICATE
Mrs. Abbie J. Bell ....  10
Miss K. H. Cantine..  10
J. L. Amerman..... 10
S., H. Joldersma...... . 10
Miss Mary S. Dougherty. . 20
Mrs. Anna G. Friable ... 1.0
John Glysteen...... 10
L. M. S., 1st Rochester,
N. Y. . ............ 10
Rev. W. W. Schomp... 10
Rev. A. Vennema, D. D... 10




Rev. Henry N. Cobb, D. D. 
Rev. John W. Conklin. . . .
Rev. J. P. DeJong......
Henry S. Dawson, Esq. . ..
Rev. J. G. Gebhard.....
J. Den Herder........
D. L. Pierson.........
Rev. A. H. Strabbing...
Rev. J. P. Searle, D. D.. 
J. N. Trompen........
SYNDICATE OF EIGHT DOLLARS.

























SYNDICATE OF FIVE DOLLARS.
The Misses Abeel...... 5
Mrs. J. J. Beattie....... 5
Mrs. H. DeGroot....... 5
Rev. A. J. Hageman....  5
S. S. Jemlson.........  5
Look Up Circle, 2nd Ro­
chester, N. Y........  5
Rev. T. W. Muilenberg. . . 5
Mrs. H. J. Mentlnk..... 5
W. J. Overocker....... 5
Rev. Geo. G. Seibert.... 5
Miss A. T. Van San wood. . 5
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wel-
mers ............  5
Rev.' P. G. M. Bahler. .... 5
SYNDICATE
Jacob H. Hoagland.... 2 ■
Rev. Wm. S. C. Webster,
D. D...........   5
Miss Minnie Wilterdink. . . 5
Rev. E. J. Blekkink...  10
Miss E. M. Crowell..... 5
Rev. A. Hageman...... 5
John Kloot .......... 5
Miss Kate Lang.......  5 '
Miss Juliet McCarrell. . . . 5
Mrs. E. E. Olcott..... 5
A friend ............ 5
Rev. E. Tilton, Jr.. D. D.. 5
W. L. Vander Walle....  5
Mrs. Gertrude E. Williams 5
Miss Emma Williams. ... 5
Vreeland H. Youngman... 5
ONE DOLLAR. ■
Miss Annette Van Vorst. . 1
SYNDICATE OF .
Second Church, Grand Rapids, Mich...................  50
West End Collegiate Church, N. Y. City..............  80
First Church, Somerville, N. J......................  72 25
Church, Mount Vernon. N. Y ........................  37 02
First Church, Brooklyn, N. Y........................  700
Second Church. New Brunswick, N. J.................  80
First Church, Roseland. Chicago, HI..................  700
First Church, Jamaica, N. Y......................... 33 50
First Church, Catskill, N. Y ........................  24
Class of '97, Theol. Seminary, New Brunswick, N. J...... 3
First Church, Flatbush, Brooklyn, N. Y ............  137
Church, High Falls, N. Y .......................  30 31
Sioux County Churches, Iowa..................... 1400
Arabian Miss. Assn. Zeeland, Mich..................  700
Marble Collegiate Church, N. Y. City............... . . . 671 13
Bethany Church, Grand Rapids, Mich................  12
Church, Katsbaan, N. Y ...........................  10
Third Church, Raritan, N. J.........................  31
First Church, Claverack, N. Y ...................... 18 50
First Church, Philadelphia, Pa......................  3 4'
“Muscat Bible Shop,” Hackensack, N. J................ 35
Third Church, Holland, Mich......................'. . . 56 66
First Church, Holland, Mich........................  2
Church, Overlsel, Mich... .......................... 334
Church, Holland, Neb...................... 1......  100
Church, Fairview, 111..............................  112 50
Church, Little Neck, L. I., (Manbasset)...............  10 :
“Bahrein Bible Shop," Flushing, N. Y .................  122
Church, Oradell, N. J................... :.......... 54
Church, Park Hill, Yonkers, N. Y.....................  50
Church, Ghent, N. Y..............................  3
Second Church, Kalamazoo, Mich..................... 250
$7250 37
M I S C E L L A N E O U S  GIFTS.
Accord, N. Y„ Rochester,
Ch....................7
Archer, la......      1
Albany, N. Y., 1st, S. S. ■ .
M. Bd.............  50
Albany, N. Y., 4th. ...  2
Albany, N. Y., Hoil....  4
Albany, N. Y., S. S..... 8
Albany, N. Y„ Y. P. Assn.. 5
Albany, N. Y., 6th, W.
M. S. . ..... !....  3
Albany, N. Y., ‘6th, C. E.
S.................  .3
Alexander, la.......... 5
Athens.N. Y., 1st, C. E. S. 10
Alton. la.........   27 96
Alton, la., C. E. S.....  10
Alto, Wis............  48 66
Alto, Wis., S. S........  42 10
Alto, Wis., Y. L. M. B__ 6 25
Aplingrton, la., Monroe Ch. 10
Baldwin, Wis., S. S..... 1
Bayonne, N. J., 1st Ch... 25
Bayonne, N. J., 1st Ch., C.
. E. S.......'....... 20
Belmond, la..........  22 93
Belmond, la., S. S.....  16 59
Berne, N. Y., 1st, C. E. S. 10
Beaverdam, Mich......  3
Bloomingdale, N. Y., C. E. •
S. •...............  5
Brighton, N. Y., S. S.... 6
Brighton, N. Y., C. E. S.. 6 .
Bronxville, N. Y ......  277 63
Bronxville, N. Y., S. S.... 77 14
Brooklyn, N. Y., Flatlands 15
Brooklyn, N. Y., Flatlands,
S. S............... 15
Brooklyn, N. Y., Flatlands, '
’ C. E. S..'..........  20
Brooklyn, N. Y., Flatbush,
Grace ........   5
Brooklyn, N. Y., Flatbush,
Grace, S. S......   20
• Brooklyn, N. Y.,Bethany, - ■
C: E. S............  5
Brooklyn, N. Y., Kent St., .
C. E. S............  20
Brooklyn, N. Y., St. Petri '
Ger. Evang.........  2 50
Brooklyn, N. Y., New .
Utrecht ........... 10
Brooklyn, N. Y., New
Utrecht, C. E. S...... 5 ,
Brooklyn, N. Y., South *'
Bushwick ......... 3 06
Brooklyn, N. Y., South,
C. E. S............ 46 '
Buffalo Center, la...... ' 6
Carmel, la........... 31 40
Cedar Grove, Wis...... 83 85
Chatham, N. Y .... . 35
Chatham, N. Y„ C. E. s', i. 10
Chancellor, S. D...... 5
Chicago, 111., 1st...... 161 26
Chicago, 111., 1st, member. 3
Chicago, 111., 1st, S. S... 25
Chicago, Jll., 1st, Union 
Mission, Summit .... 60
Chicago, 111., 1st Engle­
wood ............ • 28 19
Chicago, 111., 1st Engle­
wood, S. S.-.. ....... 96 95
Chicago, III., 2d Engle­
’ wood, S. S.......... 34 33
Chicago, 111., 2d Engle 
wood, Y. L. -M. S.... 4
Chicago, 111., Gano.....■ 39 22
■Chicago, 111.,Gano, L. M. S. 5
Chicago, 111., Northwestern 15
Chicago, 111., Norwood
Park .. .■.......... ■ 6
Chicago, 111., Norwood
Park Jr: C. E. S..... 3 .
Chicago, 111., Norwood
Park C. E. S...... \ / 3 26
Chicago, 111., Roseland 1st ' 35 
Chicago, 111., Roseland 1st,
W. M. S...........'. • 26
Chicago; 111., Bethany
Roseland ......... ■ 10
Chicago, HI., Bethany,
Roseland, Ch. and S. S.. 80 16
Chicago, 111., Trinity...... . 3
Chicago, 111., Shamrock
Club............•. .. 35
Clara City, Minn., Bethany 1 10 
Clara City, Minn., Bethany
Y. People ........   13 60
Claverack, N. Y.', Stone 1
Mills S. S.......... ' 6 60
Cleveland, O., 1st Ch.. 8 50
Clymer, N. Y., Abbe Ch.. 11 36
Cockbum, N. Y., C. E. S. 
and Aux........ 10
o
Coxsackie, N. Y.# 1st C. E.
S.................  10
Coopersville, Mich...... 34 70
Coytesville, N. J..... . . 9
Coytesville, N. J., C. E. S. 18 66
Danforth, 111., W. M. S... 30
De Motte, Ind..'...... 10 20
Detroit, Mich., 1st...... 24 02
East Greenbush, N. Y., C.
E. S...... ■.......  16 39
East Williamson, N. Y.... 12 83
Esopus, N. Y .........  4
Fairview, 111.......... * 14 64
Fairview, 111., C. E. S...... 20
Flushing, N. Y........  29 91
Flushing, N. Y., S. S...  40
Forreston, 111.......... 5 '
Fort Miller, N. Y ...... 5
Franklin, Wis......... 6 19
Franklin Park, N. J., L.
' M. S..............  65 93-
Freehold, N. J., 2d, M. Soc. 5 85
Fulton, 111. . . .■.......  90
Fulton, 111., Smaller Ca­
techumens .........  10
Grand Rapids, Mich., Beth­
any ...............  8 75
Grand Rapids, Mich., Beth­
any S. S........ 15
Grand Rapids, Mich., 1st. 106 10
Grand Rapids, Mich., 2d. 34 80
Grand Rapids, Mich., 2d, S.
S.................  25 .
Grand Rapids, Mich., 2d, C.
E. S............... 25 ■
Grand Rapids, Mich, 3d... 37
Grand Rapids, Mich., 3di
M. M. Soc......  11
Grand Rapids, Mich., 4th 46 43
Grand Rapids/ Mich., 4th,
, M. M. Soc....... 10 50
Grand Rapids, Mich., 5th. 39 04
Grand Rapids, Mich., 5th,
S. S....... :...... 100
Grand Rapids, Mich., 5th,
M. M. Soc....... 20
Grand Rapids, Mich., 6th,
Mrs. Weys.....  5 .
Grand Rapids, Mich, 6th,
S. S....... ,..... . 11 80
Grand Rapids, Mich., 6th,
Y. P. S....... :___ _ 10
Grand Rapids, Mich., 6th,
M. M. S...........  3 •
Grand Rapids, Mich., 7th. . 9 90
Grand Rapids, Mich., 7th .
S; S...........  27 57
Grand Rapids, Mich., 7th,
Y. L. M. B .........  20
Grand Rapids, Mich., 8th. 22 96
Grand Rapids, Mich., 8th ,
S. S...................9
Grand Rapids, Mich., 8th ;
W. M. S....... .... . 20
Grand Rapids, Mich., 8th
Ladies . . .......... 5 25
Grand Rapids, Mich., Gracea 35
Grand Rapids, Mich., Grace
S. S............... 25
Grand Rapids, Mich., Holl.
Am., Chr. Sch......  15
Galesburg, ia., L. Soc...  3
Germantown, N. Y ... .. 34 66
Germantown, N. ,Y., C. E.
S.................  10
Ghent, N. Y., 2d. .. . . . *  4 40
Gibbsville, Wis....;...  25
Glen, N. Y..... ,.....  4
Goodland, Ind. ..... 3 50
Graafschap, Mich........ 40 36
Graafschap, n Mich., Ref.
and Chr. Ref. Chs...  63 54
Grand Gorge, N. Y ..... 3 79
Grand Haven, Mich., 1st.. 23 50
Grand Haven, Mich., 1st
C. E. S............ 10
Grand Haven, Mich, 1st, 2
friends ........... 15
Grand Haven, Mich., 2d.. 14 10
Grandville, Mich. . ...   23 05
Grand View, S. D., Ca­
techumens ........  1 25
Greenleafton, Minn.....  57 16
Greenwich, N. Y., C. E. S. 5
Guttenberg, N. J., C. E. S. 5.
Hamilton, .Mich.......   10
Hamilton, Mich., S. S...,.. 24 03
Hamilton, Mich, C. E. S... 10
Harrison, S. D., Catechs.. 14 3$
Heidenwereld Fund... ; 50
High Falls, N. Y., Jr. C.
E. S............... . 7 88
Hingham, Wis. . .....  35
Holland, Mich., 1st..... 40 27
Holland, Mich., 1st, S. S... 80.48
Holland, Mich., 3d...... 8
Holland, Mich., 3d, C. E., S 55.. 
Holland, Mich, 4th, S. S.. 41 50
Holland, Mich, 9th St. Chr. , „ .
Ref. Ch.........   18 .
Holland, lilch., 14th St. • •
Ch. Ref. Ch.....    20 52
Holland, Mich., Chr. Ref. . ,
• Chs. Union meeting__ .- 23 .75
Holland, Neb.........  114 4G
Holland, Neb., W. M. S... 80
Holland Center, Mich., S. S. 2 86
Hudson, N. Y., A. M.
Band ............  40
Hurley, N. Y........ 7
Hurley, N. Y., C. E. S...  5
Irvington, N. J., C. E. S.. 4 33
Jamaica, N. Y., 1st, S. S.. 7 50
Jamaica, N. Y., 1st, C. E. S 12 50
Jamaica, N. Y., Ger. Evan. 5
Jamestown, Mich., 1st.... 10
Jersey City, N. J., Ger.
Evang...........  3 50
Jersey City, N. J., -Wayne
St., C. E. S......  10
Kalamazoo, Mich, 1st, S. S. 34 65
Kalamazoo, Mich., 3d.... 20 06
Kalamazoo, Mich., 3d, S. S. 30
Kalamazoo, Mich., 3d, W
M. S............  10
Kalamazoo, Mich., 3d, Y. ,
L\ M. S...........  5-
Kalamazoo, Mich., 3d, Y.
M. Soc........... 25
Kalamazoo, Mich?, 4th, S.
S...............  15 93
Kings, 111., Ellm, Ch....  5
Kingston, N. Y., Fair St.,
S. S............  28 68
Kingston, N. Y:, Fair St.,
C. E. S.........  6
Kingston, N. Y., Fair St.,
L. M. S....... '....  5
Kingston, N. Y., Ch. of
Comforter ........  6 52
Klskatom, N. Y., C. E. S. 10 26
Lansing, III.... . .....  1®
Leigliton, la., Dorcas Soc. 5
Le Mars, la........  ̂• 3
Lennox, S. D., Delaware.. 2
Lennox, S. D., 2d... 12
Leota, Minn., Bethel... 5
Llnlithgo, N. Y.. Livings­
ton Ch..........  2 36
Livingston, N. Y., Linlithgo
Ch.............  2
Long Island City, N. Y.,
C. E. S............  5
Long Island City, N. Y.,
1st ..............  2 50
Luctor, Kan..../...... *10 95
Lyonsvllle, N. Y..... 7
Mahwah, N. J., C. E. S... 10
Manhasset, N. Y., Little
Neck Bible Sch... 10
Mapes, N. Dak.....  4 06
Marbletown, N. Y ...... 16 70
Marlon, N. Y.......... 13
Mellenville, N. Y ......  2 58
Mellenville, N. Y., C. E. S. 5
Melvin, la.. Baker Ch.... 7 05
Metuchen, N. J., C. E. S.. 30
Mexico, N. Y., Pres. Ch... 12 90
Middletown, Conn., 1st M.
' E. Ch........   17 70
Middletown, N. Y......  3 23
Middleburg, la.. Free Grace 10
Middleburg, la., Free Grace
S. S. ■................ 20
Millstone,* N. J........  10
Milwaukee, Wis., A. M.
Assn..............  10 ,
Milwaukee. Wis., 1st, C. E.
S.......   4 80
Monroe. Ia., Aplington,
Monroe and Kelsey S. Ss. 2 76
Monroe, S. D.......... 5
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., S. S. . . 1 70
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., C. E. S. 5
Mt. Hermon. Mass.... 20
Muscatine. Ia., Catechu­
mens ............  5
Muskegon, Mich., 1st, W.
M. S............... 20
Muskegon, Mich.. 2d.... ’15 57
Muskegon, Mich., 2d, W. M.
S.................  4
Muskegon, Mich., 2d, L. A.
S.................  10
Muskegon, Mich., 3d....  7
New York City, Bethany
Memorial .........  5
New York City, Middle
Coll., S. S..........  20
New York City, 48th St.
Coll.. Jr. M. S.......  12
New York City, West End
Coll...............  50
New York Cityi West End
Coll., Y. P. S........  50
New York City, 34th St.
Coll...............  20
New York City, Knox
Mem'l. Coll.. Catechs.. 8 12
New York City, Knox Me­
morial Coll., a member. 35
New York City, 4th Ger.
S. S..............  10
New York City, Ger.
Evang., Houston St... 25
New York City, 1st Harlem 
Coll., S. S............. 60
New York City, Union,
High Bridge, C. E. S__  15
New York City, Madison
Ave., Home Sch...... 25
New York City, Manor
Chapel, C. E. S......  5
New York City, Mott Hav­
en, C. E. S.........  10
New York City, Central 
Pres., Mizpah Chapel, C.
E. S............... 1
New York City, Olivet S.
S..... ...........  8
New York City, Port Rich­
mond, C. E. S. . ..... 10
Nassau, N. Y .........  10
Neshanic, N. J........  5
Newark, N. J., Clinton, Av. 10 
Newark, N. J., Clinton Av.,
C. E. S............  10
Newark, N. J., No. Ch.... 22
Newark. N. J., No. S. S.
Class ............  45
Newark, N. J., New York
Av., C. E. S.......... 10
New Brunswick, N. J.# 2d,
C. E. • S............  10
New Brunswick, N. J.,
Suydam St., C. E. S. . . . 20
Newburgh, N. Y., Am.
Church .........*. . . 19 32
Newburgh, N. Y., Am.
Dutch Arms Bible Class 7 55
Newburgh, N. Y., Am. C.
E. S............... 5
New Era, Mich....'....  11 75
New Era, Mich., Y. L. M.
S.................  13
New Hurley, N. Y....\ . 9 66
New Hyde Park, N. Y... 3 75
Newkirk, la..........  70 61
New Paltz, N. Y., C. E. S. 14 77
Niskayuna, N. Y.......  7
North Holland, Mich...  29
North Holland, Mich.. S. S. 30
North Marbletown. N. Y. 5
North Yakima, Wash... 5
North Yakima, Wash, L.
A. Soc.............  10
North Sibley, la......  10 06
Nyack; N. Y.......... 35 30
Nyack, N. Y.. C. E. S. . . 13
Oak Glen, III., S. S. Class 9
Oakland, N. J., Ponds Ch.,
C. E. S........    35
Oradell, N. J........   14 21
Orangeburg, S. C.. .... 50
Orange City, la., Union
Meetings ..........  67.61
Orange City, la., 1st, Y. ,M.
C. A.......... .... 5
Orange City, la., 1st C. E.
S.................  6
Oostburg, Wis., M. M. Soc. 19 50
Oostburg, Wis., S. S .... 6 18
Oostburg, Wis., Y. L. A.
Soc...............  30
Oostburg, Wis., Y. P. S.. . 11
Oostburg, Wis., C. E. S. . 3 52
Overlsel. Mich......... 92 21
Palmyra, N. Y ........  5
Paterson, N. J., People’s
Park ........ ;.. .. 10
Paterson, N. J., 2d..... *10
Paterson, N. J.,, Union,
Holland ........... 10
Parkersburg, la.......  10 46
Park Ridge, N. X, Pascack
Ch................  5
Passaic, N. J., Ist Holl.,
S. S............... 25
Pella, Neb. . _...    11 60
Pella, la., Zendingsfest... 112 71
Pella, la., 1st, S. S....... 25
Pella, la., 1st, Bible Class 23 95
Pella, la., 1st, Bible Class
and Catechumens.... 7 20
Pella, la., 2d., C. E. S... 45
Pella, la., 3d.........  30 50
Pella, la., 4 th........  6 50
Philadelphia, Pa., Talmage
Mem’l S. S.........  10
Plainfield, N. J... •......25
Plainfield, N. J., S. S.... 50
Plainfield, N. X, C. E. S. . 10
Plainfield, N. X, Jr. C. E.
S.................  16
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,. 2d.. 13 25
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 2d, S.
S.................  25
Port Jervis, N. Y., 2d. ... 10
Portage, Mich.........  3 05
Prattsvllle, N. Y...... . 2 60
Pultneyvllle,' N. Y., L,. M.
S.................  10
Queens, N. Y .........  20
Queens, N. Y„ S. S....: 14 43
Ramsay, la...........  10
Randolph Center, Wis.,.. 16 75
Raritan, 111......... " 5  90
Red Bank, N. J., C. E. S. 2
Ridgefield, N. J., 1st....  1
Ridgewood, N. J., S. ‘ S.
Crusaders ............ 10
Rochester, N. T., 2d, C. E.
,S. . .............  2
Rocky Hill, N. J., Aux.... 5
Rock Valley, la.......  32 10
Rock Valley. Ia., S. S..... 10
Schenectady, N. Y., 1st.... 46 95
Schenectady, N. Y., 2d.... 16 44
Schenectady, N. Y., Mt.
Pleasant, S. S.......  8
Schenectady, N. Y., Belle­
vue, S. S...........  4 63
Scotia, N. Y., C. E. S... 2 50
Shawangunk, N. Y ..... 10 90
Shawangunk, N. Y„ L. M.
S. . . .............  18 02
Sheboygan Co., Wis., Mis­
sion Festival .......  22 40
Sheboygan Falls,'Wis.... 3 18
Sheboygan Falls, Wis., C.
■E.. S..............  1 59 ’
Sheboygan. Wis., Hope__  12 75
Sheldon. Ia...........  2 30
Silver Creek, Minn....  15 31
Sioux Center, la., 1st,.... 17
Sioux Center, la.. Central. 35 36
Sioux Center, la.. Central,
Mrs. C. Kamerman...  7 07
Somerville, N. J., 1st...  43 63
South Branch, N. J.... 8 12
South Haven, Mich., W.
M. S..............  5
Springfield, S. D„ Imman­
uel Ch........   18 25
Springfield, S. D., Imman­
uel Ch., S. S........  7 75
Spring .Lake, Mich...... 10 58
Spring Lake, Mich., Ca- '
tectuimens ......... 13 55
Stone Ridge, N. Y., Mar­
bletown Ch.........  li
St. Johnsvllle, N. Y ..... 15
Summit, 111...........  36
Tarrytown, N. Y., 2d...  26
Tarrytown, N. Y., 2d, Cru­
saders ...........  21 64
Three Bridges, N. J....  5
Three Bridges, N. J.. C. E.
s.........;.......  2Three Rivers, Mich., Union .
Meeting ..........  8 70-
Volga, S. D........... 3-
Vrlesland, Mich.......  5
Wallkill, N. Y„ C. E. S. . . 5
Waupun, Wis., C. E. S.... 10
Wellsburg, la.........  10
Wellsburg, la., S. S..... 17 50
West Sayvllle, N. Y ....  6
Westwood, N. J., Infant
Class ............  5
West Nyack, N. Y., Clarks- A
town. C. E. S........ 7 36
Whltehouse, N. J.......  5
Wortendyke, N. J„ Trin­
ity S. S... ........  5
Yonkers, N. Y„ Park '
Hill ..............  25
Zeeland, Mich., 1st........50
Zeeland, Mich, 2d....  68
Zeeland, Mich., 2d, C. E.
S.............   50
Zeeland, Mich., A. M.
Ass’n., special .....  50
Anonymous .........  6
The Misses Abeel.... . 6
K. Andrlessen ........  2
Mrs. A. H. Baldwin..... 5
Paul, Carl and Anna Bald­
win .............  l
Wm. F. Barny....  5
Mrs. H. B. Berry..: 1
Mrs. George Blrkhofl.... 10
G. W. Brettell........ - 5
Miss Sarah A. Bussing.. 5
Geo. W. Browning....  100
Cash ..............  io
Cash ..............  io
Miss Carrie M. Campbell 10
Commander C. N. Curtis 4 85
Sir Algernon Coote..... 24 22
Mrs. J. J. Demarest..... 1 60
Wm. DePree and brother.. 70
John K. De Vries....  1 60
H. De Brec.........  2
C. J. Dodgshun......  6
Rev. P. M. Doolittle.... 10
Rev. Geo. S. Mott Doremus 10
A friend, Madison, Wis... 11
A friend ............ 6
A, friend ............ 10
A friend of A. M ..... 5
Two friends .........  70
A friend ...........  1 26
A friend ............ 2
A friend ............ 6
A friend, Baldwin, Wis... 1
Mrs. C. A. Haig.......  ' 24 28
Miss Julia A. C. Harmon.. 10
C. H. Harris........ '20
Miss M. L. B. Hasbrouck. 5
P. Heerdes ...'....... 5
Rev. Louis Hleber....  2
Rev. and Mrs. W. Ban­
croft Hill ..........  100
Mrs. C. Hillegards....  25
Willis G. Hoekje...... 4 Jacob and Albert Sietsema 1 50Mrs. A. W. Hopeman... 50 Mrs. B. H. B.-Sleght.... 10Mr. and Mrs. D. Hopper. 5 Mrs. J. C. Smock...... 250Samuel M. Hyde...... 25 Miss Dena Stadt...... 10C. Jacobs and family.. . 67 50 H. G. Emeric de St. Dal-Mrs. A. Jenny...... 35 4 85 
2J. Kerkhoff ....... i . . 15 Edmund Stegeman ....Rev. Taber Knox.... ■.. 5 W. J. Steketee........ 1Mrs. Taber Knox...... 5 Mrs. C. W. Stevens.... 1R. Koppelman ....... 5 Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stone 5Mrs. H. J. Kraijenbrink... 5 Capt. Jacob L. Snyder.... 20Miss Anna Kremer..... 5 Misses Josephine and Sa-Miss Jennie M. Kuyper.. 10 rella Te Winkel...... 10Miss A. E. Lippencott.... 1 K. Thysse ........... 5In memory of C. B. L. . 
In memoriam, Mrs. Lub-
50 Miss Mary C. Van Brunt 
Miss Lizzie Van der Lin-
5
bers (Rouwerdlnk) .... 50 den ............. 10In memoriam ........ 10 Miss Wilhelmina Van derJ. F. Meeker......... 1
Mrs. Jennie Merritt..... 3 E. Van der Veen...... 30A. St. J. Mills......... 10 Miss A. W. Van HoutenMiss J. S. Pearson..... 5 and friends ........ 8Miss Caroline Pearson.. .. 2 John Van Peussem..... 5Miss J. H. Polhemus.... 5 Mrs. H. Veld.......... 10Miss M. W. Polhemus... 5 C. Walvoord .. ...'..... 5 ’Rev. Edward G. Read. D. Mrs. Richard Wisner... 5D................. 20
Redemption of Gold Watch 20 Miss Gertrude Wonnink.. 1Fred. Rietveld........ 50 Mrs. Samuel M. Wood-




Woman’s Board ...... 3647 20
Mrs. J. A. Wisner....." 5 $12508 05
RECEIPTS ON THE FIELD.
Bible Lands Missions Aid Society.......................... $244 4fi
Miss MacKinnon ......................................  24 53
Mrs. P. MacKinnon ...................................  14 72
Mr. P. MacKinnon" ...... .............................  34 34
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MISSIONARIES O F  THE- BOARD.
Th e following list presents the names of Missionaries n o w  con­
nected with their various Missions, whether in the field or at 
ho me expecting to return, with their addresses, and those under 
appointment. j, N
Letter postage to all lands here naiped, five cents per half 
ounce, or fraction.
Postage on printed matter, one cent for each two ounces, or 
fraction.
A M O Y  M I S S I O N .
Only address— Amoy, China. w e n t  o u t .
Mrs. J. V. N. Ta lm age............................. 1865
Mrs. Helen C. Ki p .......................... "..... r86r
Miss M a ry E. Ta lm age.................. !....... -1874
Miss Catherine M. T a lm age.........................1874
Rev. Philip W .  Pitcher ............................ 1885
Mrs. Annie F. Pitcher . ........................... 1885
Rev. John A. Otte, M. D ........... .....;........... 1887
Mrs. Frances C. Otte, 475 E. Fulton St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 1887
Miss Nellie Zwemer, Holland, Mich............ .'..... 1891
Miss Elizabeth M. Cappon, Holland, Mich............. 1891
Miss Margaret C. Morrison ....................... 1892
Miss Lily N. Duryee .............................. 1894
C. Otto Stumpf, M .  D., 25 E. 22d St., N. Y ............. 1899
Mrs. Eleanor Stumpf, 25 E. 22d. St., N. Y .  .......... 1899
Rev. A. Livingston W a r n s h u i s ............... T...... 1900
Mrs. A n na D. Warnshuis ......................... 1900
Rev. Harry P. P>oot............................... 1903
Mrs. Nettie K. Boot, Holland, M i c h ................... 1903
Rev. Frank Eckerson .............................. 1903
Miss Alice Duryee ......... ...................... 1903
Miss Elizabeth H. Blauvelt, M .  D ...... ............. 1905
Miss Gertrude W o n n i n k ............................ 1906
General Address— Madras Presidency, India..
Rev. Jared W .  Scudder, M .  D., D. D., Palmaner...... 1855
Mrs. Julia C. Scudder, Palmaner............... ..... 1855
Rev, Jacob Chamberlain, M .  D., D. D., Coonoor......... 1859
Mrs. Charlotte B. Chamberlain, Coonoor..... ......... 1859
Mrs. Sophia W .  Scudder, Vellore ................... 1861
' Rev. J. H. Wyckoff, D. D „  Vellore.......... :... ...1874
Mrs. Gertrude Chandler Wyckoff, Vellore.......... . .1892
Miss Julia C. Scudder, Palmaner................. .....1879
Rev. Ezekiel C. Scudder, Tindivanam.................,1882
Mrs. Mabel J. Scudder, Tindivanam.........  1889
Miss M. K. Scudder, 25 East 22d St, N. Y ........   1884
Rev. Lewis R. Scudder, M .  D., Ranipettai............. 1888
Mrs. Ethel T. Scudder, Ranipettai.. ................ 1888
Rev. Lewis B. Chamberlain, Madanapalle.......... ....1891
Mrs. Julia Anable Chamberlain, Madanapalle........•....1897
Rev. James A; Beattie, Chittoor.................... 1893
Mrs. Margaret Dali'Beattie, Chittoor........ ......... 1893
Miss Louisa H. Hart, M .  D., Vellore..... . i... 1895
Rev. Henry J. Scudder, 135 George St., N. Brunswick, N. J.. 1897 
Mrs. Margaret B. Scudder, 135 George St., N. B r un sw’k, N.J.1897
William H. Farrar, Arni... ............ ........... I897
Mrs. Elizabeth W .  Farrar, A m i  . .. ........... . 1897
Rev. Walter T. Scudder, Ranipettai................. 1899
Mrs. Ellen B. Scudder, M .  D., Ranipettai....... ....... 1899
Miss Ida S. Scudder, M .  D., Vellore ................ 1899
Miss Annie E. Hancock, Vellore........... ........ • I899
Miss Alice B. V a n  Doren, Ranipettai... ..............I9°3
Miss Lillian M.  Hart, Vellore . ................... I9°4
Arthur C. Cole, Vellore ....... ........ ........ . • • 1905
Mrs. A n n a  M .  Cole, Vellore ........... ,........ ....1905
Miss Henrietta W y n k o o p  Drury . ... ........... . .. . .1906
' N O R T H  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .  , - . .
" General Address— Japan. ■ ■ ■
Rev. James H. Ballagh, Tenafly, N. J.’. i 1861
Mrs. Margaret K. Ballagh, Y o k o h a m a ................ 1861
Rev. E. Rothesay Miller, 2 Nishi Machi, Shiba, Tokyo. .. .1875
Mrs. M a r y  E. Miller, 2 Nishi Machi, Shiba, T o k y o ...... hSys
Rev. Eugene S. Booth, 25 E. 22cl St.., N. Y ............ 1879
Mrs. Emily S. Booth, 25 E. 22tl St., N. Y ............. 1879
Prof. Martin N. Wyckoff, D. Sc., Meiji Gakuin, Tokyo. . . .1881
Mrs. A n n a  C. Wyckoff, M'eiji Gakuin, T o k y o .......... 1881
Miss M .  Leila Winn, Mishima....... .'.............. 1882
Rev. Albert Oilmans, D. D., Meiji-Gakuin, T o k y o ....... 1886
Mrs. Alice V. Oilmans, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ........... 1886
Miss A n n a  deF. Thompson, 178 Bluff, Yokohama...-.... 1886
Miss Julia Moulton, 81 Czar St., Toronto, Canada........ 1889
Rev. Frank S. Scudder, N a g a n o .... ................ 1897
Rev. D. C. Ruigh, 8 Shinsaka Machi, Akasaka Ku, Tokyo. 1901 
Mrs. Christine C. Ruigh “ “ “ “ .1904
Miss Jennie M .  Kuyper, 178 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a .......... 1905
S O U T H  J A P A N  M I S S I O N .
General Address— Japan.
Rev. Albertus Pieters, Nagasaki ..................... 1891
Mrs. E m m a  T. Pieters, Nagasaki....... ............. 1891
Miss Sara M .  Couch, Nagasaki .................... 1892
Rev. H a r m a n  V. S. Peeke, S a g a .................... 1893
Mrs. Vesta O. Peeke, S a g a ........................ ■•1893
Miss Harriet M.  Lansing, Kagoshima ...............  1893
Rev. Garret Hondelink, K a g o s h i m a ................... tQOS
Mrs. Grace W .  Hondelink Kagoshima ................ I9°3
Miss Grace Thomasma, Kagoshima .................. 1904
Miss Jennie A. Pieters, Nagasaki ................... 1904
Mr. Anthony Walvoord, Nagasaki ................... I9Q5
A R A B I A N  M I S S I O N .  •
General Address— Via Bombay.
Rev. James Cantine, Muscat,.Arabia................. 1889
Mrs. Elizabeth G. Cantine, Muscat, Arabia............ 1902
Rev. Samuel AI. Zwemer, D. D., F. R. G. S., Holland, M i c h . 1890 
Airs. A m y  W .  Zwemer, Holland, M i c h . . ............. -. 1896
138 F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S .  '
.Rev. H. R. L. Worrall, M .  D., Busrahj Rersian Gulf.....I894
Mrs. E m m a  H. Worrall, M.  D., Btisrah, Persian Gulf..... 1901
Revi Fred J. Barny, Busrah, Persian G u l f . ' . . ........ ^897
• Mrs, Margaret R. Barny, Busrah, Persian Gulf.......    .1898
Sharon J. Thoms, M. D., Bahrein, Persian Gulf.... 1898
Rev..James E. Moerdyk, Bahrein, Persian Gulf....'.... 1900
Rev. John V a n  Ess, Busrah, Persian Gulf..... "j ....... 1902
Miss Jennie A. Scardefield, Bahrein, Persian Gulf......... 1903
.Miss Fanny Lutton, Busrah,-Persian Gulf..... .........1904
Arthur K. Bennett, M.  D., Bahrein, Persian Gulf.... .. .1904
Airs. Martha C. Vogel, Bahrein, Persian Gulf......... 1905
C. Stanley G. Mylrea, M .  D ...................... .. .1966
Airs. Bessie London Mylrea ....>.................... 1906
Miss M a r y  G. Bryson,"M. D ................ .... ...1906
Air. .Dirk Dykstra . .'I............................. 1906,
